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Abstract 
 
This dissertation addresses economic operation of power systems with high penetration of wind 
power. Several studies are presented to address the economic operation of power systems with high 
penetration of variable wind power. The main concern in such power systems is high variability and 
unpredictability. Unlike conventional power plants, the output power of a wind farm is not 
controllable. This brings additional complexity to operation and planning of wind dominant power 
systems. The key solution in face of wind power uncertainty is to enhance power system flexibility. 
The enhanced flexibility level should be economic and can be a provided by different tools such as 
developing new reserve scheduling techniques, demand response, using storage units, facilitating   
the capacity of cross-border interconnections and so on. These subjects are addressed in this PhD 
dissertation. 
In the first study of this dissertation, a comparative study between uniform and pay-as-bid pricing 
mechanisms is presented. The average price and the volatility in day-ahead market are compared in 
two mentioned market clearing approaches. Bidding behavior of generation companies is 
investigated under two pricing schemes.  
Next, cooperative wind-storage operation is studied. Lithium-Ion battery units are chosen as storage 
units. A novel formulation is proposed to investigate optimal operation of a storage unit considering 
power system balancing conditions and wind power imbalances. 
An optimization framework is presented to increase demand responsiveness. It is argued that the 
price difference between peak and off-peak hours is not incentivizing enough to encourage load 
shifting. The key idea is to magnify the price difference between peak and off-peak hours. The 
result is a new set of prices under which the peak demand is reduced (and thus power system 
security is enhanced). The optimal charging scheme of Eclectic Vehicles (EVs) in a distribution 
feeder is then studied considering the proposed pricing scheme. 
A formulation is then proposed for optimal reserve scheduling considering the role of reserve 
provision scenarios from cross-border interconnections. The framework decouples the share of 
upward and downward primary, secondary, and tertiary reserve services within DK1 (western 
Danish power system) and neighboring cross border resources (Norway and Germany). Results 
indicate the economic benefit of reserve provision provided by cross border interconnections.   
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In another study, a reserve scheduling framework is presented which considers the environmental 
impact of reserve providers. The impact of considering environmental costs of reserve resources on 
reserve scheduling is investigated.  
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Danske Abstrakt 
 
 
 
Denne afhandling omhandler økonomisk drift af el systemer med høj gennem trængning af 
vindkraft. Flere undersøgelser præsenteres for at opnå på den økonomiske drift af el systemer med 
høj gennem trængning af variabel vindkraft. Den største bekymring i sådanne kraftsystemer er høj 
variabilitet og uforudsigelighed. I modsætning til konventionelle kraftværker er udgangseffekten 
fra en vindmøllepark ikke styrbar. Dette bringer yderligere kompleksitet til drift og 
planlægning af vind-dominerende el systemer.  Nøglen er løsning at usikkerheden med vind-kraft  
og  øge fleksibilitet i el systemer. Det øgede fleksibilitetsniveau bør være økonomisk og kan 
leveres af forskellige værktøjer som udvikling af nye reserveplanlægningsteknikker, fleksibelt 
elforbrug ved hjælp af lagerenheder, kapacitet til grænseoverskridende sammenkoblinger og så 
videre. Øget fleksibilitet i el systemet er den centrale idé i dette forskningsarbejde. 
 
I  den  første  undersøgelse  af  denne  afhandling præsenteres  en  sammenlignende  undersøgelse 
mellem Uniform og Pay-as-bid prismekanismer. Den gennemsnitlige pris og forskellen mellem 
det dag-aktuelle marked sammenlignes i to nævnte markedstilgange. Tilbud fra 
produktionsselskaber undersøges under to prisordninger. 
 
Dernæst studeres kooperativ vind-oplagring. Lithium-Ion batterienheder er valgt som 
lagerenheder. En ny formulering foreslås til at undersøge optimal drift af en lagerenhed og med 
hensyn til betingelser for magt systembalance og vindkraft værkers ubalancer. 
 
En ramme for optimering præsenteres for at øge efterspørgslen efter lydhørhed. Det hævdes, at 
prisforskellen mellem peak og off-peak timer ikke er motiverende nok til at opmuntre skift i 
belastningen. Den centrale idé er at forstørre prisforskellen mellem peak og off-peak timer. 
Resultatet er et nyt sæt af priser i henhold til hvilke den maksimale efterspørgsel reduceres (og 
dermed kraftsystemsikkerheden er øget). Den optimale afgiftsordning af Eclectic Vehicles (EVS) 
i en fordelingsautomat undersøges derefter for at overveje den foreslåede prissætningsordning. 
 
En formulering foreslås derefter for optimal reserve planlægning at reservekrav for 
grænseoverskridende sammenkoblinger.   Rammerne afkobler andelen af opadgående og 
nedadgående primære, sekundære og tertiære reserveydelser inden DK1 (western danske el 
system) og de omkringliggende grænseoverskridende ressourcer (Norge og Tyskland).  
Resultaterne indikerer den økonomiske fordel af reserve som grænseoverskridende 
 vi 
 
sammenkoblinger på tværs. I en anden undersøgelse præsenteres en reserveplanlægningsramme 
som indeholder miljøpåvirkningen af reserveudbydere. Virkningen at miljøomkostningers 
reserveressourcer på reserveplanlægning undersøges.  
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
 
1.1 Background and Motivation:  
Global environmental concerns have urged policy makers to think about alternative ways for 
electricity generation by means of nature-friendly solutions. During the last two decades, several 
technologies have been introduced for decarbonizing power systems. Wind, solar, geothermal and 
tidal are the most known technologies which generate electric power from nature’s elements. 
Among these technologies, wind has the highest percentage in the green power portfolio. Denmark 
has the highest wind penetration in the world. Wind power is currently about 40% of the installed 
generation capacity in Denmark. The ambitious target is to provide 50% of the nation’s power 
consumption from wind technology by 2020 and 100% by 2050 [1]. Beside the high wind power 
penetration, there are also other unique characteristics for Danish power system. One of these 
special features is the high penetration of distributed generation units which are mainly combined 
heat and power units. Having the generation units close to load centers decreases the power loss in 
distribution and transmission networks. Danish power system has been transformed from a 
centralized power system to a power system with significant number of Distributed Generation 
(DG) units [2]. Wind farms and Combined Heat and Power (CHP) constitute the majority of these 
DG units.    
Despite having significant advantages, the renewable resources are unpredictable and highly 
variable [3]. Higher unpredictability level introduces new challenges to power systems operation 
which traditionally benefited from robust centralized power plants that are perfectly schedulable. 
The main source of new challenges can be summarized as violation of generation-load balance 
which is vitally important for maintaining system frequency in the pre-defined range [4]. High 
frequency deviation can lead to partial or total power outages. These additional challenges can be 
remedied by adding more flexibility to the power system. There are different sources that can 
enhance power system flexibility. Following sources can be addressed: 
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- Revising regulations to be compatible for large share of renewable sources; this can be 
revising market regulation to increase power system reliability and security or to encourage 
future investments.  
- Implementing storage facilities; Storage facilities can absorb electric energy in situations 
that surplus power is available and can give it back to the grid in deficit conditions. Thus the 
importance of their role is considerable in power systems with high penetration of 
renewables. However economic viability of using such facilities in utility level is still 
questionable.   
- Increasing demand responsiveness; electricity has been traditionally a public service, thus 
consumers (loads) are not very much sensitive to the changes in electricity price. 
Transforming the role of loads from passive to active can be a useful tool in the face of high 
wind power variations and to maintain generation-load balance.   
- Establishment of interconnections with neighboring grids; Interconnections give the 
system operator the opportunity to access the flexibility resources of the neighboring grids. 
This will make it possible to benefit from the geographical diversity and the balancing 
potentials of the neighboring grids. 
- Introducing new approaches for reserve determination; new reserve products can be 
introduced to hedge the uncertainty of intermittent renewables. This can be novel reserve 
allocation methodologies while minimizing reserve procurement costs. 
Other measures can also enhance power system flexibility, among them increasing units’ ramping 
capabilities and enhanced power system control methods. The added flexibility level should be 
provided in economic ways, otherwise power system operation costs will be significantly elevated. 
This will violate one of the most basic arguments in introducing renewables which is making the 
electric energy more affordable.  
This PhD project is to study the economic operation of power systems with high penetration of 
renewable energy sources. The study first investigates suitable market clearing approaches for 
power systems with significant wind penetration levels. Optimal Bidding strategies of generation 
units are studied and market interactions are investigated. Then the impact of different pricing 
approaches on load responsiveness is investigated. It is shown how an increase in demand 
responsiveness can be handy in implementing demand side management programs. In addition the 
impact of demand response on peak shaving and valley filling in distribution systems are studied. 
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Cooperative operation of wind storage facilities is then studied. The optimal operation of storage 
units for mitigating wind imbalances is investigated. In addition mathematical models are proposed 
for optimal reserve scheduling considering different criteria such as using the capacity of cross-
border interconnections. The collection of these solutions is an effective tool for empowering power 
system against the uncertainties arisen by high penetration of wind power. Although not limited to, 
the main focus of the study is on Danish power system and Nordic market regulations. The concepts 
and results presented in the PhD thesis can be benefited by Transmission System Operators for 
bringing more economic optimality to the power system while maintaining security. The parts of 
the PhD thesis that address optimal bidding strategies of the generation units and also optimal 
participation of storage facilities can be benefited by private entities which are active in  
competitive electricity markets.      
 
1.2 Research Objectives  
This PhD project is a working package of the mother project “Development of a Secure, Economic, 
and Environmentally-Friendly Modern Power System” which is going on from 2011-2015 at 
Aalborg University, Department of Energy Technology. The mother project has 6 work tasks. The 
three-year PhD research project (work task 2) is named “Optimal Operation of Electricity Market in 
the Mixed Pattern Power System” and was initiated by Department of Energy Technology at 
Aalborg University with collaboration with academic and industrial partners such as Technical 
University of Denmark and Energinet.dk (Danish TSO). Project leader is Professor Zhe Chen.  
The mother project mainly investigates the technicals of high penetration of wind power in Danish 
power system. The research conducted in this PhD project addresses the different techno economic 
aspects of high wind penetration of wind power. Specifically, the objectives of this research are as 
follows: 
1) To investigate the suitable market clearing approach for electricity markets with high wind 
penetration.  
2) To propose ideas for the load to play a more active role to ease higher penetration of wind power.  
3) To develop models for optimal operation of storage units to ease higher penetration of wind 
power.  
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4) To develop probabilistic models for reserve scheduling under high wind penetration.  
 
1.3 Contribution of the Thesis 
The focus of the thesis is on the economic aspects of integrating wind power into power system. 
The main achievements of this PhD project are; 
1. Excessive price reduction and extreme volatility are introduced as two emerging problems in 
electricity markets with significant wind penetration. A comparative study has been conducted 
under uniform and pay-as-bid pricing mechanisms. Agent based simulation methodology is 
implemented. The results indicate that pay as bid pricing approach can avoid excessive price 
reduction. It is also capable of reducing elevated price volatility in power systems with high wind 
penetration.  
 
2. A price based approach is proposed by which Demand Response Aggregator (DRA) can increase 
demand responsiveness and shift the load from peak to off-peak hours. The price elasticity of 
different load types is taken into account. The impact of reduced peak load on power system 
reliability is investigated. Price data of Nordic electricity market is used. 
 
3. Optimal cooperative operation of a wind-storage facility for mitigating wind imbalance and 
participation in regulation service is investigated. Optimal cross-arbitrage opportunities are studied. 
 
4. An optimization framework is proposed to minimize reserve costs considering reserve resources 
from cross-border interconnections. A Danish case-study is presented. In the optimization 
framework different reserve products (primary, secondary, and tertiary) are decoupled and the share 
of each reserve product from different sources is determined.    
 
5. Also an optimization framework is proposed for determining the share of reserve providers 
considering their environmental impact.    
  
1.4 Project Limitations 
The limitations of the project in different sections are as follows: 
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The first research question addresses the functionality of different market clearing approaches. To 
answer this question a comparative study between marginal and pay-as-bid market clearing 
approaches in day-ahead market is conducted. As the focus in this study is on investigating the 
generation bidding behavior, the load is considered to be fixed and inelastic. Considering load 
elasticity can lead to relatively different market outcomes.  
The second research question asks for novel pricing approaches for increasing the load 
responsiveness. A new pricing approach is proposed to encourage participation in demand response. 
It is assumed the cross elasticity of demand for different hours is zero. The proposed model 
considers only the own-price elasticity for each hour. In addition for the time being, consumers will 
not have the spot market price as their price, thus the real expected fluctuation in the price will be 
lower due to overhead taxes.  
The third research question addresses developing models for optimal storage facilities. Battery 
deprecation is not taken into account in this study. Keeping in mind the considerable investment 
size for battery systems it is important that depreciation is modeled in the real world studies.     
The fourth research question demands for developing models for optimal scheduling of reserve 
resources. To deal with this research question an optimization framework is proposed to determine 
the share of different reserve products that should be purchased from different resources for 
minimizing reserve procurement cost. This study assumes that reserve cost is a linear function of 
generation cost which may not be necessarily true.  
 
1.5 Outline of the Thesis  
The PhD dissertation contains eight chapters and appendixes. Below are the organization of the 
thesis and the contents of each chapter.  
 
Chapter 1; Introduction 
This chapter gives the background and objective of the thesis. The main contributions and 
limitations are discussed. 
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Chapter 2; Analysis of Electricity Market in Denmark 
This chapter gives a review on the history of liberalization in power industry and formation of 
current electricity markets around the world. Nordic electricity market is reviewed in details. 
Current procedures and mechanisms are elaborated. The roles of different entities in the market are 
explained and flow of information and cash among these entities are illustrated. The focus is 
particularly on Danish electricity market which may represent the future of electricity markets for 
many power systems that plan high penetration levels of wind power. A price survey for Danish 
Electricity market is then given. 
 
Chapter 3; Market Clearing Schemes in Power systems with Significant Wind Penetration 
In this chapter high price volatility and excessive price reduction are introduced as two emerging 
problems in wind dominant electricity markets. An agent based simulation methodology is 
employed to investigate the impact of two pricing mechanisms, uniform and pay-as-bid approaches, 
on these two emerging problems. Electricity market agents in a day-ahead market learn from their 
previous bidding experience to obtain maximum financial gain using an adaptive learning 
methodology. A comparative study is then conducted to investigate the bidding behavior of 
generation companies under two pricing mechanisms. It is shown that these two pricing 
mechanisms cause market agents to have different bidding behavior. This chapter suggests that this 
change in market agent behavior modifies the overall price volatility and system average price. The 
results indicate that a pay-as-bid pricing mechanism can alleviate policy maker’s concerns 
regarding these pricing problems in market with high percentage of wind power penetration. 
However lack of interest for bidding the marginal price leads to a slight decrease in the defined 
market efficiency indice. The proposed methodology is implemented on IEEE 24-bus test system.  
 
Chapter 4; Economic Operation of Wind-Storage Facilities 
Storage units are important tools for enhancing power system flexibility. They can be charged or 
discharged in acceptable short periods of time. Storage units can be of different kinds such as 
hydropower or different types of battery systems. Nature-based storage such as hydropower can be 
only utilized where it is geographically possible. However battery systems can be utilized 
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irrespective of geographical constraints. However they are not still economically viable due to huge 
investment cost especially in utility size level. As a result, to consider installing storage units as a 
promising investment, the wind farm owner should see other benefits than just mitigating wind 
power imbalances. In this chapter it is suggested to benefit from storage unit as a regulation service 
provider (beside its operation for mitigating deviations). This idea is inspired by the fact that storage 
units have very fast ramping capabilities which is vital to system regulation needs. A formulation 
framework is presented to investigate optimal operation of a storage unit in different scenarios.  
 
Chapter 5; Increasing Demand Responsiveness  
One of the key sources of flexibility is demand response concept. For power systems with 
significant wind power penetration, it is very important to have responsive loads to deal with wind 
power variability. Many field studies show that demand responsiveness is not as high as it should be 
for tracking wind power variations. The key argument is that the price difference between peak and 
off-peak hours is not big enough to encourage load shifting.  
The key idea of this chapter is to improve the demand side activeness by optimally increasing the 
financial incentives for consumers to participate more efficiently in so-called Demand Response 
(DR) programs. The proposed scheme is a set of algorithms that optimally converts the original 
price set to a new set by which DR is systematically encouraged. However several considerations 
should be taken into account before any sort of price modification can take place. Real data from 
Danish power system is used to verify the functionality of the proposed model. The results indicate 
that optimal pricing can increase price responsiveness and successfully shift the load from peak to 
off-peak hours. An EV-Based test case is studied for validation of proposed methodology. 
 
Chapter 6; Reserve scheduling considering cross-border interconnections 
This chapter addresses optimal reserve scheduling considering cross-border interconnections. A 
Danish case study will be presented. An optimization framework is proposed to minimize the cost 
of reserve procurement. The framework decouples the share of upward and downward primary, 
secondary, and tertiary reserve services within DK1 (western Danish power system) and 
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neighboring cross border resources (Norway and Germany). Results indicate the economic benefit 
of reserve provision provided by cross border interconnections.  
 
Chapter 7; Reserve scheduling considering environmental impact of reserve providers   
In this chapter a mathematical framework is proposed for successive energy scheduling in an 
electricity market with exogenous reserve regulations. The research work considers that different 
reserve market participating technologies have their emission expenses. For large scale wind 
integrated power system with displaced conventional generation, wind turbines are also assumed to 
participate in providing reserve service. Further, Electric Vehicles (EVs) participation in reserve 
service market is taken into account to demonstrate that EV’s environmental impact varies with the 
variation in penetration level of renewable energy. It is shown that consideration of environmental 
impact of reserve providing resources can modify the reserve scheduling outcome.  
 
Chapter 8; Conclusions and Future Work 
This chapter presents the summary and main findings of the thesis. The topics for future work are 
discussed in the end. 
 
List of Publications 
The list of scientific articles and reports during the course of this PhD project come in this section. 
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Chapter 2 
Analysis of Electricity Market in Denmark 
 
2.1  Power System Restructuring 
The process of privatization in power industry is called power system restructuring. This process 
has challenged many technical and economic concepts in generation, transmission, and distribution 
of electric power in the last two decades [1]. 
In the past the government owned the power systems and generation, transmission, and distribution 
were done by state owned companies. In fact it was governments’ duty to construct the electricity 
generation and transmission infrastructures and to operate and maintain them in order to deliver 
reliable electric power to the consumers [2]. The electric energy was also generally subsidized 
because electricity was perceived as a public service. The earliest introduction of power system 
restructuring took place in Latin America and United Kingdom in early eighties and 1990 
respectively [3]. In the liberalized electricity markets, generation units are owned by private 
companies and government only has the transmission grid and supervises over the economic and 
reliable operation of the power system. The main arguments for initiating electricity markets are the 
following: 
- To improve economic efficiency by introducing competition in power industry. 
- The need for more financial transparency to find out the real price of electricity. 
- Attracting private investors for creating new generation capacities in response to ever-
increasing electric demand. 
- Political issues and oil crisis in 1979. 
- Increased public exceptions for having better services. 
- Environmental concerns and the need for more efficient technologies. 
- The success in liberalization in other industries such as transportation industry. 
- The improvement in information technology which made the transfer of huge data possible.  
- Transmission system maturity which made completion possible. 
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2.2  Nordic Power System and Electricity Market 
The electricity market in Nordic countries has been initiated in mid-nineties and has undergone 
major changes [4]. All Nordic countries have now liberalized their electricity markets, opening both 
electricity trading and electricity production to competition. Like other parts of the word the main 
reason for power system restructuring is to create better conditions for competition, and to improve 
better utilization of electricity generation resources as well as to provide gains from improved 
efficiency in the operation of transmission grids. Power system liberalization process started from 
Norway in 1990. Sweden and Finland followed Norway in 1994 and 1995 respectively and started 
transforming their power industry from vertically organized monopolies to liberalized electricity 
markets. In 1998, Denmark was the last country in Nordic region to start power system 
liberalization when large electricity customers were given access to the electricity network [5]. Now 
Nordic countries buy their electricity from one single market operator (Nord Pool). Nord Pool Spot 
is Europe’s leading power market and offers both day-ahead and intraday markets within nine 
countries [6]. The total turnover of Nord pool spot was 493 TWh in 2013 [7]. In order to get 
understanding of this figure, Table I is presented to give the power consumption in two consecutive 
years. 
 
TABLE I. CONSUMPTION IN NORDIC COUNTRIES 
 
Consumption in 2012 
(TWh) 
Consumption in 2013 
(TWh) 
Denmark 33.8 34 
Norway 128.2 128.1 
Finland 82.9 81.4 
Sweden 141.7 137.5 
 
During 2013 the total Nordic electricity consumption was 380.5 TWh (1.6 percent less than in 
2012). There are different types of generation technologies in Nordic area. In Norway, hydropower 
is the dominant generation while Denmark has zero hydropower capacity [8]. Instead Denmark has 
a high penetration of wind power. Wind power capacity at the end of the 2013 was 4792 MW which 
at the time made more than 40% of total generation capacity [9]. Moreover in 2013, wind power 
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share of electricity consumption was 33.2% which indicates that almost one third of the electric 
energy which was consumed in this year came from wind power. This figure was 30.1% in the year 
before. In 2013, for the first time wind turbines in Denmark generated what corresponded to more 
than 50% of the Danes' electricity consumption in one month. Approximately 54.8% of the total 
consumption in December 2013 was provided by wind power. Table below shows the key figures 
for wind power in Denmark in two consecutive years. 
 
TABLE II. WIND POWER FIGURES IN DENMARK 
 2012 2013 
Wind power generation 10.3 billion kWh 11.1 billion kWh 
Consumption (including loss) 34.1 billion kWh 33.5 billion kWh 
Wind power share of consumption 30.1% 33.2% 
Wind power share of consumption 
in December 
33.5% 54.8% 
Wind power capacity 4,166 MW 4,792 MW 
Energy content of the wind Approx. 102% of a standard year Approx. 93% of a standard year 
 
The last row indicates energy content of the wind power. This is a normalized index which 
considers the average wind power in the last 30 years in Denmark [10]. According to this definition 
2013 was 7% less windy and 2012 was 2% more windy in comparison to the previous 30 years 
(The average value of the last 30 years is assumed as 100%). 
Danish power system consists of two asynchronous power systems; western Danish power system 
(DK1) and eastern Danish power system (DK2). Most wind power installations are located in the 
western part both in off-shore and ordinary wind power plants. DK1 and DK2 are treated as two 
different price zones (bidding area) in Nordic electricity market. Different bidding areas are 
established when the available transmission capacities are congested. Local TSO (Transmission 
System Operator) decides in each Nordic country, into which bidding areas the country is divided. 
As mentioned there are currently two bidding area in Denmark. These areas are five in Norway and 
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four in Sweden. Finland, Estonia, Lithuania, and Latvia constitute one bidding area each from early 
2014.  
The different bidding areas indicate transmission constraints, and ensure that price reflects regional 
market conditions. As bottlenecks always exist in transmission lines, the bidding areas may get 
different prices which are called area prices. The power flow will always be from the high price to 
low price area if there is transmission congestion. This will lead to more economic utilization of 
resources. A critical duty for Nord Pool market is to ensure that market members are treated equally 
on any bottleneck [6]. Nord Pool calculates the price for each bidding area for each hour in the 
following day. There are three different markets in the general framework of Nordpoolspot namely;  
Spot Market (Elspot): It is a market where power contracts of a minimum of one-hour is traded for 
next day delivery [11]. Consumers and Producers submit their offers and bids to the market and 
supply and demand curves are constructed. The point of intersection of two mentioned curves 
determines the Market Clearing Price (MCP).   
Balancing Market (Elbas):  The time span between clearing day-ahead market and actual time of 
delivery can be lengthy (up to 36 hours). Due to the high level of uncertainties in this time span, 
participants need market access in the intervening hours to minimize their imbalances for day-ahead 
market bids.  
Regulating Market: The main objective of the regulating market is to serve as a tool for 
Transmission System Operator (TSO) for adjusting generation-load balance. There are two kinds of 
bids in the regulating market; up-regulating (call for generation increase or load decrease) and 
down-regulating (call for generation decrease or load increase). 
The price which end-user pays for electricity is not exactly the same with either of the mentioned 
market prices and varies from one country to another based on different tax systems and social 
welfare approaches (the end-user price is elaborated in section 2.3.4).  
 
2.3 Data Survey in Danish Electricity Market 
In this section a data survey in Danish electricity market is presented. The hourly day-ahead (spot) 
price, up-down regulating price, wind power generation, consumption, and interconnections flows 
can be found in Energinet.dk which is the TSO in Denmark. The focus of the study is in Western 
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Danish power system (DK1) which has significant wind power penetration and can be mentioned as 
a wind dominant power system. 
 
2.3.1 Day-Ahead Market Price  
Fig. 2.1 shows the spot price in two bidding areas in Denmark since the formation of the markets in 
2001. DK1 and DK2 represent western and eastern Danish power systems respectively. In this 
figure the average of hourly price for each year is considered. It can be seen that in the last decade, 
in most years the average day-ahead market price has been slightly lower in DK1 in comparison to 
DK2. This is probably due to high wind penetration in DK1. Fig 2.2 shows the hourly price of day-
ahead market from 2001 to 2014. The size of the data is quite large. It should be noticed from this 
figure that, although rare, but negative prices exist in day-ahead market. It can also be observed that 
negative prices occur more frequently in recent years that the wind power penetration has increased. 
This can be interpreted as the result of having more variable and unpredictable wind power in the 
generation portfolio. 
 
 
Fig. 2.1. The mean value of day-ahead market price  
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Fig. 2.2. Hourly day-ahead market price in DK1 & DK2 
To gain a more clear understanding about the price spikes and negative prices, it is beneficial to 
consider the price duration curve. Fig. 2.3 captures 14 years of price data in DK1. To have a better 
illustration, 50 hours with highest prices and lowest prices are omitted in this curve. Similar to Fig. 
2.1, this figure shows the slightly lower prices in DK1. Maximum, minimum, average and median 
of price can be also retrieved and can be potentially used for system planning purposes. 
 
Fig. 2.3. Price duration curves for DK1 and DK2  
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2.3.2 Wind Power Production  
In Fig 2.4 the hourly wind power from 2001 to 2014 in DK1 (Western Danish power system) is 
given. The red line shows the installed wind power capacity at the end of each year. The installed 
wind power capacity in DK1 has increased from approximately 2500 MW to about 5000 MW 
during 14 years. The figure also shows that the average power generated by wind power has been 
steadily increasing.  
 
Fig. 2.4. Hourly wind power and installed wind capacity in DK1 
Table III shows the generated electricity produced by wind power at the same period of time. It can 
be seen in this table that the wind electricity has become more than doubled from 2001 to 2014. 
TABLE. III WIND POWER PRODUCTION IN DENMARK 
Year 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 
Generated electricity (TWh) 4.31 4.86 5.56 6.58 6.61 6.11 7.14 
Year 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 
Generated electricity (TWh) 6.98 6.72 7.81 9.77 10.27 11.12 9.30 
 
Wind power production has also increased steadily during the years. Fig 2.5 shows the hourly wind 
power in DK2. It can be observed that the maximum wind power produced in DK2 is around 900 
MW which is much less than this amount in DK1 (around 4000 MW). Fig 2. 6 shows the wind 
power duration curve for the mentioned period of time. The sharp corners of the two curves in the 
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right hand side of the plot, show that there have been only few hours in which the wind power 
production is close to the installed wind capacity (both in DK1 and DK2).  
In addition, it is obviously observed that operation ratio of the wind power is quite low. For 
instance for the years in question, wind power capacity starts from 2500 MW to 4800 MW. 
However, produced wind power is less than 500 MW in more than half of the mentioned time. This 
fact that the usable power is a small share of the capacity is a negative feature of the wind power.  
 
Fig. 2.5. Hourly wind power in DK2 
 
 
Fig. 2.6. Wind power duration curves  
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Fig 2.7 shows wind power in DK2 versus wind power in DK1 for the hourly data for 14 years. It 
can be seen from this figure that wind power in two areas are highly dependent. In addition, the 
correlation concept can be used for understanding the dependence of wind power production in the 
two areas. We have used the corrcoef(X) function in MATLAB. The correlation between two sets 
of data is 0.83596 which show the high relation of wind power production in two areas. This 
indicates that when there is high wind power in Western Denmark, most probably there will also be 
high wind power in Eastern Denmark and same for scenarios with low wind power production. In 
high wind power penetration, this high correlation can jeopardize network security.  
This fact emphasizes on the importance of having more flexibility in power systems with significant 
wind penetration. This is particularly true about countries which are small by area (and probably flat 
such as Denmark) in which there are few geographical diversity. In such power systems there is a 
critical need for enhancing the flexibility. The sources of flexibility can be having interconnections 
with neighboring grids, using utility size storage units, utilization of demand side response, optimal 
time-based utilization of electric vehicles, increasing the ramp rates of the generation units and 
defining new reserve products in face of wind power uncertainty. Having price versus time and 
wind power versus time data, it is possible to omit the time and plot price versus wind power. Fig 
2.8 shows the day-ahead market price versus wind power from the beginning of 2001 to the end of 
2014. It is observed that there have been situations that day-ahead price has been as high as 150 
Euros. 
 
Fig. 2.7. Comparing wind power production in East and West Denmark     
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Negative prices are also observed less frequently which may be as low as minus 50 Euros. These 
are the rare situation that market operator pays to consumers to increase their loads in order to 
maintain power system security level in the accepted range. Data fitting shows that price decreases 
as wind power is zero marginal cost.  
 
Fig. 2.8. Relationship between price and wind power in DK1 
     
2.3.3 Interconnections with Neighboring Networks   
Western Danish power system has considerable number of connections with its neighboring grids. 
These are interconnections with Eastern Danish power system (DK2), Norway, Sweden and 
Germany.  Fig 2.9 shows the Northern Europe transmission network. These interconnections are 
both HVAC and HVDC types. Having these interconnections are necessary to handle the 
uncertainty due to high wind power penetration. Fig 2.10 shows the hourly power received and sent 
to/from DK1 in 2013. Positive sign shows that DK1 receives power (import) and negativity means 
that DK1 sends out power (export). It can be seen in the second subplot, that in most of the hours in 
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large share wind farms are located in DK1.The capacity of interconnections, mutual contracts 
between areas and grid conditions determine the flow and amount on each interconnection. Fig 2.11 
shows the capacity of interconnections between north-European countries and areas. The Net 
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power is high, NPE is negative which means that in windy weather conditions DK1 exports power. 
On the contrary, in low wind production scenarios, DK1 imports energy. The figure explains that in 
the period of study, the maximum value for import is around 1500 MW while the maximum value 
for export is 2500 MW.  
 
 
Fig. 2.9. Transmission Network in Northern Europe (Source: Svenska Kraftnät [12] )   
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Fig. 2.10. Hourly flow on DK1-interconnections in 2013 
  
Fig. 2.11. Capacity of interconnections in Northern Europe [7]    
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Fig. 2.12. Net physical exchange as a function of wind power   
 
Another interesting behavior about NPE can be observed in Fig 2.13.  This figure shows how the 
day-ahead market prices vary with NPE in 2013. Negative prices are experienced in negative NPE 
conditions (scenarios that DK1 exports energy), but not in positive NPE conditions. In other words 
negative price were never observed in the conditions that DK1 is importing energy. In these 
conditions there is deficit for power in DK1 and market-based logic of the system implies that no 
negative-price should exist in these conditions. 
 
Fig. 2.13. Elaborating no-negative price area 
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2.3.4  Consumption  
Fig 2.14 shows the hourly consumption in DK1 and DK2. This figure depicts that the consumption 
has remained almost constant since the last 14 years. It can be seen that the consumption is low in 
summers and high in winters. This is due to high lighting and heating consumption in winters. It 
should be mentioned that the daylight is low in winter and high in summer in Denmark.  
Figure 2.15 shows the load duration curve in DK1 and DK2. It can be seen that the peak load has 
been more than 3500 MW in DK1 and 2500 MW in DK2. The base load can also be retrieved from 
the introduced load duration curve. 
 
Fig. 2.14. Consumption in DK1 and DK2 
 
Fig 2.16 shows day-ahead market price versus consumption in DK1. The minimum consumption in 
14 years period is around 1300 MW and the peak load is around 3600 MW. As expected higher 
prices occur in higher consumption levels. It should also be noticed that price difference in low and 
high consumption conditions is relatively low (low steep of the linear data fitting). The hourly data 
for 14 years is used in Fig 2.17 to plot wind power versus consumption. This figure corroborates 
that, high wind power scenarios mostly occur in low loading levels in DK1. On the contrary, in high 
loading levels there is less wind power production. The reason is higher wind speed and lower 
consumption in the night time. This figure implicitly explains the importance of loads such as 
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electric vehicles which can harvest abundant wind power in the night time and can offer ancillary 
services in the day time in less windy scenarios (ancillary services such as upward regulating 
power).  
 
Fig. 2.15. Load duration curves in DK1 and DK2 
 
 
Fig. 2.16. The relationship between price and consumption 
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Fig. 2.17. Wind-Consumption data for DK1 
 
2.3.5 Price components for End user  
In the previous section, the focus was on day-ahead market. However the price that the end-user 
pays for every kilo-watt hour of energy is different from the day-ahead market price. Fig 2.18 
illustrates the components of price for residential sector in Denmark. As it is shown in this figure 
the electricity cost is only 16% of the price that should be paid for every kilo-watt hour [11].  
The other 84% goes for grid payments, taxes, and subscription. Out of 16% which addresses 
electricity cost, 14% covers the wholesale market and only 2% are dedicated to energy retail 
companies which show that these companies have modest revenues. Similarly Fig 2.19 and Fig 2.20 
show price components for every kilowatt hour of electricity in Norway and Sweden respectively. 
Comparing three figures show that Denmark has the lowest share of electricity price in the portfolio 
(16% against 40% and 34%). Fig 2.21 shows the annual electricity expenses for an average family 
with 4 people in Denmark from 2007 to 2012. It can be realized that the average Danish family pays 
around 1300 Euros for the electricity bills which between 3-4 percent of the total annual family 
income. This low financial incentive can explains the reluctance of electricity consumers to 
participate in demand side management programs. Table IV shows the percentage of the consumers 
that changed their local electricity provider in the Scandinavian countries. This is called switch rate 
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which is one of the criteria which shows the degree of competitiveness in a given electricity market. 
It can be seen that Denmark has the lowest switch rate among Scandinavian countries. 
 
 
Fig. 2.18. Electricity price components in Denmark 
 
 
Fig. 2.19. Electricity price components in Norway 
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Fig. 2.20. Electricity price components in Sweden 
 
 
Fig. 2.21. Annual electricity expense for average family in Denmark [11] 
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2. 4 Summary 
This chapter gives a general overview about the Danish power system and also electricity market in 
Denmark. The focus is on historical development of wind power in Denmark as the country which 
has the highest penetration of wind power in the world. The data survey benefits from hourly data in 
the last 14 years since power industry liberalization in Denmark. 
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Chapter 3 
Market Clearing Schemes in Power systems with Significant Wind Penetration 
 
3.1 Uniform and pay-as-bid schemes 
In a deregulated electricity markets, generation units and loads submit their bids and offers to the 
market place where market operator builds demand and supply curves. Supply versus price curve is 
an ascending function considering the fact that as electricity price goes higher there will be more 
generation companies that are willing to sell their power to the market place. On the contrary, 
demand versus price is a descending curve as electricity price goes higher there will be naturally 
less consumers willing to pay for that. The building of supply and demand is normally done on a 
daily basis in a so-called day-ahead market. The point of intersection of demand and supply curves 
is called Market Clearing Price (MCP). The way the generation companies are paid can be in two 
ways; uniform (marginal) and pay-as-bid (discriminatory). In uniform scheme generation units will 
be paid the MCP, while in pay-as-bid scheme they will be paid what they have bid to the market. In 
most electricity markets around the world uniform pricing is used, however increasing discussions 
have been in the power industry about the suitable pricing scheme. Rethinking about the current 
regulations is particularly important as the generation portfolio of power systems are getting 
changed as the share of intermittent renewable energy sources grow. High share of renewables 
increase the price volatility and excessively decreases the average price of electricity which is 
undesired. Pay-as-bid scheme is famous for reducing price volatility and increasing average price. 
The conjecture is that a switch from current uniform to pay-as-bid scheme may be a solution to 
address the mentioned problems caused by high share of renewables. An agent based simulation is 
conducted in this chapter to investigate the impact of mentioned pricing schemes.      
 
3.2 Impact of wind penetration on Electricity Price  
Many papers in literature have discussed how electricity price profile behaves in high penetration of 
wind power. While many papers have discussed average price in day-ahead, intra-day and 
regulating markets, fewer discussions are about price volatility. These studies have mainly shown; 
higher penetration of wind power leads to lower average price (due to low marginal price of wind 
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power) and higher price volatility (due to uncertain nature of wind power). In [1] the impact of 
different wind penetration levels on average value and volatility of Locational Marginal Prices 
(LMP) is discussed. Lower LMP and higher price volatility is concluded in high wind power 
penetration. The impact of variability of wind power on market prices -based on a single auction 
model- is investigated in [2]. Two different models of time series predictors are employed to 
forecast market prices where an asymmetric Mean Absolute Error value (MAE) is the parameter for 
accuracy evaluation of the proposed models. Additionally, a direct relationship between higher 
penetration levels of wind power and lower market prices with high volatility is uncovered. In [3], 
Danish electricity market is studied to analyze the relationship between electricity prices in different 
penetration levels of wind power using five years statistical data of Danish power system. One of 
the main findings of [3] is that there is a nonlinear relationship between the spot price and wind 
power penetration in that system. In low penetration levels, the average spot price decreases slightly 
as penetration level grows, however, it experiences a high decrease as wind penetration level grows 
in penetration levels more than 40%. In [4] a detailed analysis is conducted to study to what extent 
installed wind capacity has influenced day-ahead electricity prices in Netherlands. It is claimed that 
only 4% of wind penetration caused 5% depression in day-ahead prices in 2008 in Netherlands. 
More significant values are reported in west and east Denmark, Spain and Germany. Reference [5] 
considers wind farms as price makers in electricity market and evaluates average price and price 
spikiness. It is also shown that allowing wind to contribute in the market as spinning reserve is 
beneficial both for overall system and wind producers as it gives them the opportunity to strengthen 
their revenue by ancillary services payments. 
There have also been numerous studies that compare different pricing mechanisms in electricity 
markets. While intense contest is discussed in [6]-[10], there is not a consensus on the appropriate 
pricing mechanism and rational approaches consider each market in its own scope and 
characteristics. General trend in literature states lower price volatility and moderate price increase 
under a discriminatory pricing approach. The main contribution of this study is to investigate 
market behavior under two different pricing mechanisms in markets with very high penetration of 
wind power. 
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3.3 Price Issues in Electricity Markets with high Wind Penetration 
High intermittency in the nature of wind power emphasizes conceptual revising in the mechanisms 
of electricity markets with high wind power penetration levels [11]. In this section overmuch price 
reduction and high price volatility are introduced as two adverse consequences in future wind 
dominant electricity markets. While high price volatility imposes elevated risk levels for both 
electricity suppliers and consumers, excessive price reduction of electricity is a disincentive for 
investment in new generation capacity and might jeopardizes system adequacy in long term. 
 A comparative study between marginal to discriminatory pricing mechanisms are conducted to this 
end. This particular direction has been chosen because the discriminatory approach is traditionally 
known for lowering price volatility while gently increasing average price. To this end an adaptive 
agent based simulator under two pricing mechanisms is developed. It is shown that pay-as-bid 
pricing approach can be beneficial in high penetration of wind power because it alleviates high 
price variations and spikiness and prevents overmuch price reduction in wind dominant electricity 
at the same time. The bidding behavior of generators is investigated. 5 nodes and 24 nodes IEEE 
test networks are used to show the validity of the proposed algorithms. 
 
3.3.1 Agent Based Simulation 
Decision making in repeated games where the repercussion of opponents is unknown can benefit 
from agent based approaches. Agent based modelling has been used in power system applications 
for last two decades. This is especially the case for studying the generation units’ participation 
behavior in electricity markets. Unlike general trends in agent based simulation approaches in 
which agents implement learning heuristics, a predictive bidding method for maximizing discount 
profit is proposed in [12]. A case study is then carried out in which the agent based method 
considers the cross border capacity constraint between four European countries. In a similar study 
in [13] electricity trading arrangements in UK in the year 2001 has been modeled using a multiagent 
evolutionary method. The proposed simulation model has provided strategic bidding insights ahead 
of actual introduction of the rules.  
In [14] demand response from commercial buildings in a market framework is modeled using an 
agent based simulation technique. The focus is on the consumption behavior of commercial 
buildings in different levels of demand response. In [15] an agent based approach is used to model 
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capacity withholding and its impact on market outcomes in a double price cap market structure. In 
[16] an agent based computational framework with Q- learning capability is used to measure market 
power of generation unit in electricity market. A fuzzy approach is used to estimate the exercised 
market power. In the next part an agent based methodology is used to investigate the impact of 
market clearing scheme on the bidding behavior of generation units. Generation units are modeled 
as agents that have learning abilities, they submit bid to the market randomly and the probability 
density function of the bidding process is updated in the way that the units can gain higher 
revenues.  
The agent based modeling which will be mathematically explained in 3.3.3 uses economic dispatch 
problem internally. For this reason economic dispatch problem is explain in the following section. 
 
3.3.2 Economic dispatch 
Generation units have different incremental costs mostly due to the differences of their fuel costs 
and their efficiencies. Economic dispatch minimizes overall production costs by optimally 
allocating electric demand to generating units that are online. Control centers run optimization 
algorithms, typically every 5 or 10 minutes, to determine the optimal dispatch for the next hour, and 
send these economic dispatch signals to generation units. In some operation situations, power 
(energy) cannot be dispatched from the lowest-cost generating units due to the system’s physical 
limitations, or security constraints associated with maintaining secure operation of power systems 
under plausible contingencies. Physical restrictions include transmission lines’ thermal capacity, 
delta angle stability constraints, and limitations on generating units (including ramp rates and units’ 
capacity limits). Generation cost functions 𝐶𝑖(. ) are increasing functions of produced power by 𝑃𝑔,𝑖. 
Economic Dispatch problem can be represented as: 
 
𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑃𝑖,𝛿𝑖  ∑ 𝐶𝑖(𝑃𝑔,𝑖)
𝑛
𝑖=1  
Subject to: 
∑ 𝑃𝑔,𝑖 = ∑ 𝑃𝐿,𝑖𝑗𝑖   (Load-Generation balance) 
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𝑃𝑔,𝑖  ≤ 𝑃𝑔,𝑖
𝑚𝑎𝑥 ,   𝑃𝑔,𝑖 ≥ 0   (Generation unit limits) 
𝑃𝑔,𝑖 = ∑ |𝑉𝑖| |𝑉𝑗|𝑌𝑖𝑗 sin(𝛿𝑖 − 𝛿𝑗) ,
𝑛
𝑖=1    i=1,…,n   (Power flow constraint) 
𝑃𝑖𝑗 = |𝑉𝑖| |𝑉𝑗|𝑌𝑖𝑗 sin (𝛿𝑖 − 𝛿𝑗) ≤ 𝐿𝑖,𝑗  (Transmission line constraints) 
𝑃𝑖𝑗 = |𝑉𝑖| |𝑉𝑗|𝑌𝑖𝑗 sin (𝛿𝑖 − 𝛿𝑗) ≥ −𝐿𝑖,𝑗  (Transmission line constraints) 
 
Where 𝑃𝐿,𝑖   is the load at bus i,  𝛿𝑖 is the delta angle in each bus i, 𝑃𝑖𝑗 is the power flow from bus i 
to bus j , and 𝑌𝑖𝑗 is the admittance between bus i and bus j. The AC Economic Dispatch is difficult 
to solve as it is nonlinear, however some simplifications can be made. DC ED is a linearized 
version of ordinary AC ED in which linear or piecewise linear cost functions are used instead of 
polynomial cost functions (in this study linear cost functions are used). DC ED provides linear 
relations between injections and line flows. This is possible by assuming  sin(𝛿𝑖 − 𝛿𝑗)  ≈ (𝛿𝑖 − 𝛿𝑗) 
which is valid in most of normal operation condition cases as (𝛿𝑖 − 𝛿𝑗) is small. Also voltages can 
be considered equal to unity (in normal operation conditions; |𝑉𝑖| ≈ 1𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡. This is special true 
in transmission networks which R/X ratio is small). Having the mentioned assumptions is mind, DC 
Economic Dispatch is formulated in power system literature as follows:  
 
𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑃𝑖,𝛿𝑖  ∑ 𝐶𝑖(𝑃𝑔,𝑖)
𝑛
𝑖=1  
Subject to: 
𝑃𝑔,𝑖 − 𝑃𝐷,𝑖 + ∑ 𝑃𝑖𝑗 = 0
𝑗
 
𝑃𝑖𝑗 = 𝑌𝑖𝑗(𝛿𝑖 − 𝛿𝑗) 
−𝐿𝑖𝑗
𝑚𝑎𝑥 ≤ 𝑃𝑖𝑗 ≤ 𝐿𝑖𝑗
𝑚𝑎𝑥 
Having the optimal solution (P∗, δ∗), the marginal price1 of each generation unit is : 
∂
∂Pi
∗ (Ci(Pg,i
∗ )). 
The market clearing price is the marginal price of most expensive dispatched generator.  
 
                                                          
1
 The cost of last produced MW for a given unit. The nodal prices are the Lagrange multipliers of the first constraint.  
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3.3.3 Modeling the agent based simulation process 
In this section a technique is proposed to simulate the bidding behavior of market participants. The 
technique is conceptually close to reinforcement. The focus here is on the implementation of learning 
process. Generation Companies (GenCos) bid randomly according to probability distribution which 
is uniform in the beginning (first iteration of learning procedure) but evolves as it learns from 
previous market clearing experiences. The probabilistic behavior of each generator is presented as a 
Probability Density Function (PDF) by which this GenCo makes its bidding decisions. The g-th 
generator at i-th iteration (?̂?𝑔,𝑖) randomly bids between its own marginal price (𝜆𝑔
𝑚𝑖𝑛) and the market 
price cap (𝜆𝑚𝑎𝑥) according to the corresponding probabilities(𝑝𝑔,𝑖
𝑚 ), as shown in Fig. 3.1. Thus, each 
generator represents its cost by equation (3.1).  
 
𝐶𝑔,𝑖 = ?̂?𝑔,𝑖 × 𝑃𝑔,𝑖                                                                 (3.1) 
 
 
Fig. 3.1. The g-th generator randomely bids in i-th iteration  
according to the probability of each bid value. 
 
For each GenCo, it is supposed that the bidding interval [𝜆𝑔
𝑚𝑖𝑛 ⋯  𝜆𝑚𝑎𝑥] is divided into 𝑀 equal 
segments. In each iteration, one of these segments is randomly selected and the bid is chosen the 
upper limit of the selected segment, as the GenCo’s bid in day-ahead market. For the first iteration, a 
uniform distribution is assumed for this PDF as specified in (3.2). As it was stated in the previous 
paragraph the evolving PDF occurs in according to previous market clearing experiences. Note that 
the sum of probabilities should be equal to unity as given by (3.3).  
 
𝑝𝑔,1
𝑚 = 1 𝑀⁄                                                                                  (3.2) 
      ∑ 𝑝𝑔,𝑖
𝑚
𝑀
𝑚=1
= 1                                                                            (3.3) 
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As GenCos selected their bids, a day-ahead market is performed to minimize the total cost using a 
Mixed Integer Linear Programming. The equality constraints are the load-generation balance. The 
inequality constraints are the active power output of generators (𝑃𝑔,𝑖) and transmission lines flow 
(𝑃𝑡) which are limited to maximum generation capacity (𝑃𝑔
𝑚𝑎𝑥) and maximum transmission 
capacity(𝑃𝑡
𝑚𝑎𝑥), respectively. The market runs once under discriminatory (DIS) and once under 
uniform (MP) market clearing approach. 
After running the market, the system average price at i-th iteration (?̅?𝑠,𝑖) is defined as the mean of 
the system price (𝜆𝑠,𝑖) up to i-th iteration as in (3.4). 
 
?̅?𝑠,𝑖 = ∑ 𝜆𝑠,𝑡
𝑖
𝑡=1
  𝑖⁄                                                                               (3.4) 
 
The generators’ revenue in discriminatory and marginal pricing approaches is given by (3.5) and 
(3.6), respectively.  
 
𝑅𝑔,𝑖
𝐷𝐼𝑆 = (?̂?𝑔,𝑖 − 𝜆𝑔
𝑚𝑖𝑛) × 𝑃𝑔,𝑖                                                                    (3.5) 
𝑅𝑔,𝑖
𝑀𝑃 = (𝜆𝑠,𝑖 − 𝜆𝑔
𝑚𝑖𝑛) × 𝑃𝑔,𝑖                                                                      (3.6) 
 
The generators revenue (𝑅𝑔,𝑖) is obtained according to the pricing approach that could be (𝑅𝑔,𝑖
𝑀𝑃) 
or(𝑅𝑔,𝑖
𝐷𝐼𝑆). Then, the average revenue is defined as follow: 
 
?̅?𝑔,𝑖 = ∑ 𝑅𝑔,𝑡
𝑖
𝑡=1
  𝑖⁄                                                                           (3.7) 
 
Depending on whether the chosen bid (?̂?𝑔,𝑖) increases or decreases the unit revenue, the probability 
of bids in related PDF changes in each iteration
2
. In i-th iteration for g-th generator, if 𝑅𝑔,𝑖is less than 
                                                          
2
 A similar method is used in [17]. 𝑝𝑔,𝑖+1 
𝑚 is bid amount in the next market participation experience. 
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?̅?𝑔,𝑖, the probability of the randomly selected bidding strategy (𝑝𝑔,𝑖
𝑚 ) is decreased with a constant 
value (𝛼) and the probabilities of other bidding strategies are increased with 𝛼 (𝑀 − 1)⁄ , as given by 
equation (3.8) and (3.9), respectively : 
 
𝑝𝑔,𝑖+1 
𝑚 = 𝑝𝑔,𝑖
𝑚 − 𝛼                                                                                     (3.8) 
𝑝𝑔,𝑖+1
?́? = 𝑝𝑔,𝑖
?́? + 𝛼 (𝑀 − 1)⁄  ,    ?́? = {1, ⋯ , 𝑀} − {𝑚}                                                 (3.9) 
 
Otherwise, if 𝑅𝑔,𝑖 is not less than ?̅?𝑔,𝑖, the probabilities are obtained using (3.10) and (3.11): 
 
𝑝𝑔,𝑖
𝑚 ∶= 𝑝𝑔,𝑖
𝑚 + 𝛼                                                                           (3.10) 
𝑝𝑔,𝑖+1
?́? = 𝑝𝑔,𝑖
?́? − 𝛼 (𝑀 − 1)⁄  ,    ?́? = {1, ⋯ , 𝑀} − {𝑚}                                          (3.11) 
 
It must be ensured that the obtained probabilities of a generator are between 0 and 1 (0 ≤ 𝑝𝑔,𝑖
𝑚 ≤ 1) 
and the sum of the probabilities is equal to unity, as given by (3.3).  
The coefficient of variance (𝑐𝑣) of the system average price is used as the stopping criteria.  
 
𝑐𝑣 = 𝑠𝑡𝑑(?̅?𝑠,𝑖) 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛(?̅?𝑠,𝑖)⁄  3                                                            (3.12) 
 
Where std(.) and mean(.) are standard deviation and mean of the system average price, respectively. 
Simulation is performed for several loading levels given by different loading factors  𝑙 =
𝑙𝑚𝑖𝑛, ⋯ , 𝑙𝑚𝑎𝑥. The loading factor is defined as the rate between the load level and the total 
                                                          
3 Doing try and see experiments on the computer program, it is understood that using this formula as stopping criteria 
prevents being trapped in the local dynamics (in comparison to more simple criteria such as 𝑐𝑣 = 𝑠𝑡𝑑(𝜆𝑠,𝑖)  ). The 
reason is that, it captures the price behavior from the first market clearing experience and avoids relaying only on the last 
iterations. This is a more robust stopping criterion in comparison to other measures for instance𝑠𝑡𝑑(𝜆𝑠,𝑖). Dividing by 
average system price, make the deviations smoother.   
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generator capacity. A given load curve explains the different loading factors and their 
probabilities(𝑞(𝑙)). For the sake of simplicity, presented formulation doesn’t show the index of the 
loading factor.  
Here, the price volatility (∆) is defined as the standard deviation of the system average price in 
different loading factors. 
∆= 𝑠𝑡𝑑(?̅?𝑠
(𝑙))                                                                                (3.13) 
 
The market efficiency for each loading factor (𝜇(𝑙)) is defined as follow. 
 
𝜇(𝑙) = (𝐶?̅?
𝑀𝑃,(𝑙) 𝐶?̅?
𝐷𝐼𝑆,(𝑙)⁄ ) × 100                                                                (3.14) 
 
Where 𝐶?̅?
𝐷𝐼𝑆,(𝑙)
 and 𝐶?̅?
𝑀𝑃,(𝑙)
 are the system average cost in discriminatory and marginal pricing 
approaches, respectively. The system average cost 𝐶?̅?
(𝑙)
is obtained using (3.15). 
 
𝐶?̅?
(𝑙) = (∑ ∑ 𝐶𝑔,𝑖
(𝑙)
𝑁𝐺
𝑔=1
𝐼𝑡𝑒𝑟
𝑖=1
) 𝐼𝑡𝑒𝑟⁄                                                        (3.15) 
 
Fig. 3.2 shows the framework for proposed algorithm. The algorithm is implemented in MATLAB 
programming environment.  
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Fig. 3.2. Framework for the proposed algorithm 
 
3.3.4 Simulation Results – 5 buses network 
Simulation is carried out on the five nodes power system shown in Fig. 3.3. The system has three 
loads and four generators. The loads are assumed to be inelastic and constant. Sum of the demands 
shown in Table I is assumed as the base power with= 0.59. The load distribution and the 
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corresponding probabilities are given in Fig. 3.4. The transmission lines and generators data are 
presented in Table II and Table III respectively. The price cap for the market is set to 50 $/MW. It 
goes without saying that in DC ED lines are considered to be purely inductive which is compatible 
with the fact that R/X is relatively small in transmission lines. This is the reason that there is no 
resistive component in table II. 
Each generator bids between its marginal cost and the price cap according to its PDF to maximize 
profit. The parameters of the agent based simulation, α and M, are assumed equal to 0.05 and 10, 
respectively.  
The system is studied in two scenarios for different wind penetration levels. The first scenario (SC1) 
represents low wind penetration level and considers {G3} as the wind generator. The second 
scenario (SC2) characterizes high wind penetration level by considering {G3, G4} as the set of wind 
generators. Note that the replaced wind generators have Pgmax same as the replaced generator(s), 
but their marginal costs are considered equal to 1 $/MW. 
 
 
Fig. 3.3. One line diagram of five bus system 
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Fig. 3.4. Probability of different loading levels 
 
TABLE I.  LOADS DATA. 
 D1 D2 D3 
Demand Power 
[MW] 
350 300 250 
 
TABLE II.  TRANSMISSION LINES DATA. 
Line Bus  
(from) 
Bus 
(to) 
X 
(%) 
Pt
max 
[MW] 
L1 1 2 2.81 450 
L2 1 4 3.04 350 
L3 1 5 0.64 600 
L4 2 3 1.08 550 
L5 3 4 2.97 440 
L6 4 5 2.97 440 
 
TABLE III.  GENERATORS DATA. 
 Pg
max 
[MW] 
λg
min 
[$/MWh] 
G1 210 15 
G2 520 25 
G3 200 30 
G4 600 10 
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In this section we primarily demonstrate bidding behavior of G1 and G2. These two agents are chosen 
since their marginal prices are not modified in aforementioned scenarios. Fig. 3.5 and Fig. 3.6 
illustrate the evolution of their bidding behavior for 𝑙 = 0.59 due to interaction with other market 
participants for revenue maximization. As shown in Fig. 3.5, G1 converges to the bidding strategy 
that maximizes its revenue after sufficient number of iterations. However, G2 has an unstable and 
changing bidding pattern, as illustrated in Fig. 3.6. That is due to high marginal cost of G2 that 
impedes its commitment in this particular loading condition. In other words, the PDF tries bidding 
from different segments, however none of them increases its revenue because it cannot be 
committed by bidding any of the segments. It means that the unit’s marginal price is higher than 
MCP and there is not chance for the unit to be committed. The evolution of G1 and G2 bidding 
behavior for l = 0.82 is demonstrated in Fig. 3.7 and Fig. 3.8, respectively. As it was expected, in 
low loading factors the discriminatory pricing mechanism ends up with higher average price levels 
(Fig. 3.5 and Fig. 3.7). In peak load conditions both discriminatory and marginal approach bid quite 
close to price cap so it can be observed that bids which make maximum revenue coincide in high 
loadings. It can be perceived in Fig. 3.8.  
 
Fig. 3.5. Evolution of bids of G1 versus number of market clearings for SC1 with MP and DIS for 
loading factor l=0.59 
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Fig.3. 6. Evolution of bids of G2 versus number of market clearings for SC1 with MP and DIS for 
loading factor l=0.59 
 
 
Fig. 3.7. Evolution of bids of G1 versus number of market clearings for SC1 with MP and DIS for 
loading factor lmax =0.82 
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Fig. 3.8. Evolution of bids of G2 versus number of market clearings for SC1 with MP and DIS for 
loading factor lmax =0.82 
 
In higher loading conditions both generators (agents) find their optimal bidding pattern after few 
iterations and reach a fixed bidding pattern that leads to revenue maximization. These patterns are 
observed in Fig. 3.7 and Fig. 3.8. It can be demonstrated that in higher loading conditions both 
agents have the opportunity to be committed, so after fewer number of iterations they will converge 
to the bid value which maximizes their revenue. Fig. 3.9 and Fig. 3.10 present system average price 
in two aforementioned scenarios. System average price is obtained using (3.4). In both scenarios, it 
is observed that in high loading factors discriminatory and marginal pricing mechanisms converge 
to same values while in low loading factors discriminatory approach avoids depressed prices 
 
 
Fig. 3.9. System average price for SC1 with MP and DIS 
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Fig. 3.10. System average price for SC2 with MP and DIS 
 
Presented values in Table IV show the expected system average prices in both approaches. The 
expected system average prices of SC2 are lower because of higher penetration of inexpensive wind 
power generation.  
TABLE IV.  EXPECTED SYSTEM AVERAGE PRICE FOR TWO SCENARIOS WITH MP AND DIS. 
Market 
Mechanism 
SC 1 
($/MWh) 
SC 2 
($/MWh) 
MP 33.371 31.922 
DIS 36.724 35.382 
 
A flat bidding curve
4
 under pay-as-bid approach decrease high price variations, which is shown in 
the result of test network in Table V applying two different scenarios. Note that higher wind 
penetration level in SC2 leads to higher difference between the price volatility of discriminatory and 
marginal pricing schemes. 
 
 
 
                                                          
4
 A flatter bidding curve under pay-as-bid scheme is an accepted economic fact. The reason is that units bid close to 
MCP to gain highest financial gain and that makes a flatter supply function in comparison to uniform pricing (where the 
units bid their marginal price and have no incentive to bid close to MCP). 
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TABLE V.  PRICE VOLATILITY FOR TWO SCENARIOS WITH MP AND DIS. 
Market 
Mechanism 
SC 1 
($/MWh) 
SC 2 
($/MWh) 
MP 8.5043 10.3779 
DIS 7.4696 8.5756 
 
3.3.5 Simulation Results – 24 buses network 
In order to better verify the experimental, a larger scale system rather than the previous 5-bus tests 
system is also used. IEEE 24-bus reliability test grid is used here as the test grid. This test grid will 
yield a robust verification of proposed methodology with relatively high number of agents. The 
employed test system has 33 generation units. We have considered three of them in buses 17, 21 
and 22 to be wind farms. More detailed information about IEEE reliability test system can be found 
in [19]. Fig. 3.11 shows a single line diagram of the test grid. Wind penetration is about 38% of 
total generation capacity, which is a significant wind power penetration. This high wind penetration 
level is inspired by current wind percentage of western Danish power system. Power system 
decision makers in Denmark have plans for even higher percentages in coming years. The load is 
considered to be constant and inelastic. The nominal value for the load at buses that have a load 
connected to them is considered as in original IEEE 24-bus reliability test system. We present 
bidding behavior of different agents and the corresponding impact under uniform and 
discriminatory pricing mechanisms in this part.  
Implementing the proposed learning algorithm, Fig. 3.12 and Fig. 3.13 show the bidding behavior 
of two agents with low and high marginal prices respectively. While the agent in Fig. 3.12 has a 
changing and not converging behavior, agent in Fig. 3.13 converges to a fixed value after 
sufficiently high number of iterations. This value is the optimum bidding strategy that maximizes 
the agent revenue implementing the agent’s gained experience in about first 200 iterations. 
The reason for the difference in the bidding patterns is that the agent with high marginal price 
cannot be committed as there are less expensive units for serving the load. However for the unit 
with very low marginal price the bidding pattern will find its optimal bidding strategy (which 
maximizes its revenue) after certain number of iterations. To investigate the repeatability of the 
convergence of the unit with very low marginal price we conducted the experiment in a higher load 
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factor (20% higher loading than nominal load). As can be seen from Fig. 3.14 the bidding pattern of 
the agent does converge and in less number of iterations (about 100 iterations). Although the 
bidding behavior of this agent with very low marginal cost converges to a fixed value but the 
experiment showed that under uniform pricing mechanism most agents have a changing and non-
converging bidding behavior. These patterns are generally known feature of uniform mechanism in 
which agents have weak learning characteristics [9]. 
System average price also evolves as the agents learn how (or what) to bid to make maximum 
financial revenue. System average price shows how much an additional megawatt will add to 
system operation cost (price is the Lagrange multiplier of power balance equality when no 
congestion exists). It should be noticed that price remains the same in all nodes only if transmission 
constraints are not violated. When the power flow hits its capacity limit in a given line the nodal 
price will be different on two sides of the line, otherwise the LMP will be the same. In this situation 
the price difference between two nodes at both sides of the congested line can be calculated by 
having the Lagrange multiplier of associated line capacity inequality and the shift factor matrix. 
Shift factor matrix shows the sensivity of power flow in each transmission line to the injection of 
power to different buses in the grid [10]. 
Fig. 3.15 shows the evolution of system average price in 900 iterations under uniform approach 
(900 times of solving economic dispatch problem with evolving bidding values by 33 agents in the 
test grid).Although system average price variations decrease significantly as the first 300 iterations 
are passed, the biding behavior is not very well converged and there are still variations after large 
number of market clearing experiences. As mentioned previously, this poor convergence 
characteristic is due to fluctuating and changing pattern of most generation units (agents) under 
uniform pricing mechanism.  
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Fig. 3.11. IEEE 24 buses reliability test network 
 
 
Fig. 3.12. Bidding pattern of a high marginal price agent under uniform approach 
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Fig. 3.13. Bidding pattern of a low marginal price agent under uniform approach  
(medium system loading condition) 
 
One may argue about the adequacy of the chosen number of iterations. Fig. 3.16 depicts the 
evolution of defined stopping criterion in equation 3.12. It is observed that the stopping criterion 
has passed its primary transients and thus the chosen number of iterations is sufficiently high to 
capture the agents’ biding behavior. As discussed in section II agents start bidding to the market 
based on a probability density function (PDF) that is uniform in the first iteration and evolves 
considering market participation experiences. The PDF is portioned into 10 segments here. The 
number of the segments will affect the smoothness of the gained PDF in last iteration. As shown in 
Fig. 3.17 the floor of the segments is the unit’s marginal price. The reason obviously is that in such 
a competitive framework no rational agent bids below its own marginal cost. The cap is set by 
market operator. Fig. 3.17 shows the PDF of two market agents after sufficiently high number of 
iterations, one with a very low marginal price that can be committed easily and the other one with 
relatively high marginal cost with non-converging bidding characteristic. This figure shows the 
PDF by which agents maximize their revenue. It can be observed that the PDF of the agent with low 
marginal cost is accumulated around a certain segment which is most likely to maximize agent’s 
revenue. However, the other agent with relatively higher marginal cost is scattered in almost all the 
segments between unit’s marginal cost and bid cap. These PDFs can be used as a guideline for unit 
owner to participate in the market more targeted. Market operator might also use this information to 
forecast system operation cost and system payments to unit owners. In a smart grid where 
significant load service entities also bid their additional power to market they may be modeled like 
a generation unit. Price volatility is calculated as the standard deviation of the system average price 
in different loading factors. 
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Fig. 3.14. Bidding pattern of a low marginal price agent under uniform approach  
(High system loading condition) 
 
 
Fig. 3.15. Evolution of system average price in different loading factors under uniform approach 
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observed from the obtained patterns that market agents’ bidding strategy converge to a fix value 
after sufficiently high number of iterations. 
 
 
      Fig. 3.16. Stopping criteria under uniform approach 
 
 
Fig. 3.17. PDF of agents with different marginal prices 
 
Quick learning ability of agents is confirmed by empirical studies. As expected the convergence 
speed is higher in high loadings (explanation in previous sub-section). Fig. 3.18, Fig. 3.19 and Fig. 
3.20 illustrate the bidding pattern of 33 agents in low, medium, and high loading conditions. Fig. 
3.21 shows the stopping criteria under pay as bid pricing mechanism. It is observed that under 
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the better learnability of agents under pay as bid pricing mechanism (Comparing Fig. 16 and Fig. 21 
shows the sudden changes are vanished faster under pay-as-bid scheme). Also, although stopping 
criteria gently increases in the Fig. 3.21, it remains in the defined range. Fig. 3.22 shows the 
evolution of system operation cost under pay-as-bid scheme. It can be observed that price evolution 
is very smooth and by applying proposed algorithm agents have higher learnability under pay-as-
bid scheme (which was expected). Obviously, system average price is higher in high loading 
conditions.  
In Fig. 3.23, evolution of bidding-PDF for three generators is shown. The process is shown in four 
steps (iterations). Three agents are shown in a way to represent all 33 units in terms of generation 
cost. The solid line is the unit with low marginal cost, the dash line is the unit with medium 
marginal cost, and the solid-dash line is the unit with high marginal cost. As mentioned in problem 
formulation part, the proposed algorithm divides the space from a unit marginal cost and the price 
cap which is set by market operator into some segments (here 10 segments).  
The probability of choosing a particular segment will be increased if bidding that particular segment 
elevates the unit’s revenue. In the first interactions (market participations), generators bid according 
to the uniform PDF. For this reason bids are very different in comparison with their normal values 
(this is the training period). As iterations increase (market clearing experiences increase) the PDFs 
are more targeted and bid volatility is reduced. The sudden changes in the early iterations of 
stopping criteria in Fig. 3. 16 and Fig. 3. 17 are due to this reason. 
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Fig. 3.18. Bidding pattern of an agent under pay-as-bid approach 
 (low system loading condition) 
 
 
Fig. 3.19. Bidding pattern of an agent under pay-as-bid approach  
(medium system loading condition) 
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Fig. 3.20. Bidding pattern of an agent under pay-as-bid approach  
(high system loading condition) 
 
 
Fig. 3.21. Stopping criteria under pay-as-bid approach 
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Fig. 3.22. Evolution of system average price under different loading factors- under pay-as-bid 
approach 
The last row in Fig. 3.23 shows the probability of biding different segments, which, if chosen the 
unit financial revenue will be maximized. In all iteration the area under PDF curve is equal to unity 
and an increase in the probability of one segment decrease the probability of selection of other 
segments. The change among PDFs from 100
th
 iteration to 900
th
 iteration is almost negligible which 
is consistent with convergence of bidding patterns after approximately 100 iterations. 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.23. Evolution of the PDF of three agents with low, medium, and high marginal cost 
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In this part we focus on the main contribution of this study which is investigating how two 
mentioned approaches can overcome the emerging problems in a wind dominant electricity market. 
These problems are twofold: First, excessive price reduction which discourages generation 
expansion and thus undermines the adequacy of total generation capacity. And second, highly 
volatile prices in grids with significant penetration of intermittent renewables. Comparison between 
Fig. 3.15 and Fig. 3.22 shows that prices are gently elevated under pay as bid pricing mechanism. 
This can be observed in all loading conditions. Particularly in low loading conditions in which the 
system price is excessively low. As expected, the price volatility is reduced under pay as bid 
scheme. Table VI compare the price volatility characteristics of the agents with different loading 
factors. It should be noted that here there is no intention to investigate the impact of wind 
penetration on price volatility but to show how price volatility indices is affected by the market 
clearing approach in certain wind penetrations. 
 
TABLE VI. PRICE VOLATILITY UNDER TWO PRICING MECHANISMS 
Loading Factor Uniform Pay-as-bid 
0.4 7.2265 2.2762 
0.5 5.6584 3.243 
0.6 11.1569 2.45 
0.7 6.554 4.732 
0.8 5.59 5.3669 
 
3.4 Discussion 
In this study market efficiency indices are defined by the cost of providing load under uniform 
pricing mechanism over the same cost under pay-as-bid pricing mechanism (see equation (3.14)). 
Assuming that all agents have revealed their true marginal cost, the merit order logic of the 
economic dispatch implies that solution is the least expensive among all commitment possibilities. 
Many auction experts believe that uniform pricing mechanism has superiority over pay as bid 
clearing settlement in terms of efficiency. This can be particularly true in a liquid and concentrated 
market for homogenous commodities. In uniform approach, generators have an incentive to bid 
their true marginal cost and therefore, the merit order dispatch will be efficient while in pay-as-bid 
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clearing framework bidders know in advance that they will be remunerated at their bid level and not 
the market clearing price. As a result, they do not have any incentive to reveal their true marginal 
cost and what actually occurs is trying to guess the market clearing price and bid just below that. 
Agents usually prefer to keep a safety margin to avoid not being committed. As the declared bid 
level is not necessarily the true marginal cost of agents, and imperfect information about the 
intersection of supply and demand curves cause the bidders to make wrong forecasts, the market 
efficiency is slightly lower under pay-as-bid clearing settlement. As units reveal their true marginal 
cost under uniform scheme, the system operation cost is minimum under this approach. Under pay-
as-bid approach, the system operation cost might be higher as committed units are not necessarily 
least expensive. The market efficiency is defined as system operation cost under uniform approach 
over this value under pay-as-bid scheme. The degree of perfectness of agents’ information about the 
cost of other agents, calls for modelling the problem with a game theory framework that is out of 
scope in this research.  
An idea to treat comparatively lower efficiency in pay-as-bid approach is multi bid cap values for 
different technologies. In this framework cap values set by market operator for different 
technologies are designed in accordance to typical marginal price of the units, for instance a low 
cap for wind farms, a medium cap for coal power plants, and a high cap for gas burning technology 
which are the most expensive units. This categorization prevents the commitment of an expensive 
unit while a comparatively cheaper one is uncommitted and will improve the defined market 
efficiency indices. However, analysis of the functionality of this idea needs further research. In this 
study market efficiency indices are defined by the cost of providing load under uniform pricing 
mechanism over the cost of providing load under pay-as-bid pricing mechanism. Assuming that all 
agents have revealed their true marginal cost, the merit order logic of the ED implies that solution is 
the least expensive among all commitment possibilities.  
The other aspect that can have considerable impact on optimal bidding strategy of a generation unit 
is its capacity. The size of the generators are very important on the power market and consequently 
on the bidding strategy in a competitive electricity market. Market power indices are introduced in 
the literature considering different criteria [20]. Most of the traditional indices consider the size of 
the generation unit. One of the known measures which is widely practiced by market operators is 
that the size of generation units should be maximum 20% of total generation capacity. In our study 
this criterion is respected and the capacity share of all generators is below the mentioned limit, 
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nevertheless this criteria is criticized as the ability of a company with 20 percent market share to 
exercise market power may be different when that company is the largest player in a largely 
deconcentrated market, versus being the second or third largest player in a highly concentrated 
market [21]. The Hirschman-Herfindahl Index (HHI) is probably the most known index considering 
the size of the firms in a specific market [22].  
 
3. 5 Summary 
This chapter presents a comparative study between uniform and pay-as-bid pricing mechanisms in 
power systems with significant wind power penetration. High volatility and excessively reduced 
price are introduced as two problems in power systems with very high wind penetration. Uniform 
scheme is introduced and tested here as it is famous to decrease the volatility and increase the price. 
So the whole study is based on this conjecture that pay-as-bid might be considered as an alternative 
scheme (to be replaced by currently used uniform scheme). An agent based simulation methodology 
is presented for modeling bidding behavior of market agents (power generation companies). System 
price and volatility are the two criteria that have been investigated. It is shown that under the pay-
as-bid pricing mechanism the two mentioned problems are alleviated (Table IV and Fig. 3.9 and 
Fig. 3.10, in addition to comparison between Fig. 3.15 and Fig. 22 shows that price is higher under 
pay-as-bid scheme).  
However, simulation results reveal that system operation cost is higher under pay-as-bid scheme 
(introduced market efficiency indice is always smaller than unity). This is in line with numerous 
experimental studies in economic and operations research (for other commodities rather than 
electricity) showing that under pay-as-bid auction the merit order of the economic dispatch may be 
distorted
5
 [9], [23]-[24].  
 
 
 
 
                                                          
5
 Bidders will try to anticipate the clearing price which leads to a flat supply function and prices creep up. In addition as 
people make errors in forecasting the clearing price, merit order is distorted which causes efficiency losses  
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Chapter 4 
Economic Operation of Wind-Storage Facilities 
 
4.1 Cooperative operation of wind-storage units 
With growth in wind power penetration, deviation of wind power realization from the forecasted 
level becomes an issue. Storage units are reliable tools to mitigate wind power deviations. However 
many types of storage such as batteries are not still economically viable due to their huge 
investment cost. As a result, to consider installing storage units as a promising investment, the wind 
farm owner should see other benefits than just mitigating the imbalances.  
In this chapter we suggest benefitting the Lithium-Ion battery units as regulation service providers 
(beside its operation for wind imbalance mitigating). This idea is inspired by the fact that storage 
units have very fast ramping capabilities which is vital for regulation needs. We present a 
formulation framework to investigate optimal operation of a storage unit considering power system 
balancing conditions and wind power imbalances.  
 
4.2 Literature review and introduction 
While market regulations tend to become stricter in coming years, to pave the way for better 
utilization of higher share of intermittent renewables, penalizing any deviation from the scheduled 
levels seems to be inevitable.  
The way the deviation penalties are applied differs in different market structures. For example, in 
many electricity markets in US, a wind producer, like any other producer, is penalized only if its 
deviation is in the direction of the system deviation [1]. That is, if the system net condition is deficit 
then producers that under-generate are penalized and those that produce more than already 
submitted bids, will not be penalized and they get paid by real time market price. Similarly if the 
system net condition is surplus the units that over generate are penalized but those that generate less 
than their scheduled level are not penalized (they are instead remunerated by real time price). In this 
scheme the units which their deviation is in the opposite direction of the system net balance are not 
rewarded.  
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In other words a wind unit is penalized if the associated deviation is in the same direction with the 
system net imbalance, however there is no reward in conditions that the wind unit’s over/under 
generation contribute for mitigating the system imbalance. In this study, we investigate how storage 
participation in a regulation market can affect its role as a tool for mitigating imbalances. It should 
be noted that in order to be able to quantify the actual market value of the regulation services it is 
assumed that there is a regulation market in place (rather than an ancillary service which is usually 
by long term contracts). Although the real-time market, or balancing market, is the last trading 
floor, which usually clears between 5 to 60 minutes ahead, However, regulation is a technical, and 
not trading, floor, i.e., it is an ancillary service, to compensate the load deviations at the moment of 
operation. There are a limited number of units (highly fast ones) that can provide the regulation 
services, e.g., hydro units and storage units. Thus balancing and regulation terms may usually be 
replaced. The steps to accomplish this goal are twofold:  
Approach 1: The only function of the battery unit is to mitigate wind power fluctuation. It does not 
participate on the regulation market. The battery unit hedges possible penalties due to deviations 
from the scheduled level. 
Approach 2: The storage unit mitigates the wind power deviations and has the possibility to 
independently participate in the regulation markets.  
Several methods are suggested for mitigating wind power imbalances in the literature. In order to 
reduce the balancing needs, the idea of re-scheduling the wind power close to delivery time is 
proposed in [2]. The key contribution is to analyze internal ex-ante self-balancing. The optimal 
trading decisions in different situations are given as results. A hydro-thermal generation portfolio 
similar to that of Sweden is used. Nordic electricity market general framework is employed as the 
market framework. 
A risk-averse optimization model for trading wind energy under uncertainty is proposed in [3]. A 
scenario-based stochastic optimization methodology is used. The uncertainty is in the energy 
market prices. A risk related term is added to problem’s objective function to incorporate the risk 
aversion of the wind generation company. A similar study is done in [4] where a risk-constrained 
bidding strategy for wind power is developed. Adjustment markets are suggested to reduce wind 
power imbalances. Conditional value of risk (Cvar) tool is applied to incorporate risk attitude of 
wind power producer. In [5] the impact of short term storage technology in stabilizing the frequency 
response is studied. The frequency response is studied using Automatic Generation Control (AGC) 
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module. The storage unit is shown to reduce frequency deviations. In [6] and [7] a vanadium redox 
flow battery is proposed to be used to avoid wind power deviation. A short term strategy to reduce 
imbalance cost in Dutch power system is presented in [8]. A multi-stage stochastic optimization 
framework is used, maximizing wind power producer’s revenue using cross-border intraday market. 
Several references have suggested using storage units for close to real time balancing purposes [9]-
[11]. A detailed literature overview on storage deployment for easing high renewable integration is 
given in [12]. In [13] FERC order 755 addresses institutional barriers for storage resources in US. In 
[14] engineering-economic models of four fast-ramping storage technologies are presented and their 
cost-effectiveness are examined. In [15] ramping impact of wind power on power system operation 
is explained in detail. A similar study in [16] and [17] consider the ramping rate of electricity 
generation technologies for providing ancillary services particularly regulation.  
A dynamic optimization problem is proposed in [18] incorporating the ramping rate of hydro 
power. The optimization problem is solved under different restrictions for water flow. It is shown 
that ramping restrictions cause a redistribution of hydro production over a given day. In [19] fast 
storage devices are being investigated in pilot implementations for providing ancillary services. A 
detailed dynamic model is developed for ISO operations. The model includes central power plants, 
intermittent renewables, loads, regulation, and AGC. Regulation price duration curve is given as 
results.  
Two studies considering optimal operation of storage units on Danish power system are given in 
[20] and [21]. Western Danish electricity market’s data is incorporated in the model. It is concluded 
that storage units bring economic flexibility to power system with extremely high wind penetrations 
such as Denmark with nearly 40% wind penetration. Having a control engineering point of view, 
[22] and [23] discuss designing controllers for cooperative Wind Storage Facilities (WSF)s. Studies 
on Danish power system should be focused carefully as extremely high penetration of wind power 
in Denmark can represent future power systems in many other parts of the world. In [24] integration 
of flexible consumers for providing ancillary service in Danish power system is investigated. 
Consumer’s potential for contributing to primary, secondary, and tertiary service is shown. An 
aggregator model is assumed where it continuously adjusts the operational schedule. Various 
computational methods are run on the model. In this chapter we study a wind farm facilitated by a 
Lithium-Ion battery unit. The wind farm and the battery unit are operated and owned by the same 
entity. The wind farm owner invests on battery unit to increase dispatchablity and also to mitigate 
wind power deviation penalties. The primary contribution of this chapter is to study the optimal 
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cooperative operation of wind and battery units  while the main role for storage unit is twofold; first 
mitigating penalties due to the deviation of actual wind power generation from day-ahead forecast, 
and second to provide regulation service when needed. For this end, the intuitive compromise 
considering Power System Balancing Condition (PSBC) and wind power forecast error is 
explained. Then the mathematical formulation and results are presented.  
 
4.3 Storage system role  
In regards to system balance and wind power imbalances, there are four plausible scenarios: 1) 
System condition surplus–Wind power higher than scheduled (S-H); 2) System condition surplus–
Wind power lower than scheduled (S-L); 3) System condition deficit–Wind power higher than 
scheduled (D-H); 4) System condition deficit–Wind power lower than scheduled (D-L). In this 
study, the Storage Unit (SU) can have two roles:  
First, storage unit is solely used to mitigate wind power deviations 
1) S-H The difference (extra power from the scheduled) is injected to the storage unit. The penalty 
will be hedged. 
2) S-L Storage unit does not take any action. The available wind power is given to the grid. The 
deviation is settled with real time price. 
3) D-H Storage unit does not take any action. The available power is given to the grid. The 
deviation is remunerated by system real time price in that particular hour. 
4) D-L The difference (remaining power to meet the scheduled) is injected by the storage unit. The 
penalty is hedged. 
These scenarios are mathematically formulated. The market mechanism used in this study assumes 
that deviation in the direction with system overall imbalance is subject to penalty and the deviation 
in opposite direction with system overall imbalance are not penalized, instead they are remunerated 
by real time price. For instance, if wind power is lower than forecast, it will be penalized only if the 
Power System Balance Condition (PSBC) is deficit. If PSBC is surplus, there will be no penalty. 
Table I shows the way the revenue is calculated in different scenarios helping a numerical example: 
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ILLUSTATION OF EMPLOYED MODEL WITH A NUMERICAL EXAMPLE. 
 
Scheduled wind 
power (MW) 
Realized Wind 
Power (MW) 
Revenue calculation 
Storage action 
required? 
S-H 8 10 8𝜋𝐷𝐴𝑀 + 2𝜋𝑅𝑇 − 2𝛽6 Yes 
S-L 8 6 8𝜋𝐷𝐴𝑀 − 2𝜋𝑅𝑇 No 
D-H 8 10 8𝜋𝐷𝐴𝑀 + 2𝜋𝑅𝑇 No 
D-L 8 6 8𝜋𝐷𝐴𝑀 − 2𝜋𝑅𝑇 − 2𝛽 Yes 
 
Second, storage unit is used to mitigate wind power deviations and participates in regulation 
market (penalty only scheme)  
1) S-H The extra power from the scheduled is injected to the storage unit. The penalty will be fully 
or partially hedged. 
2) D-H Available wind power is more than wind farm’s obligation. The system needs the additional 
power, however the owner may observe comparatively higher benefit in storing the additional 
power and sell it in future hours when the regulation market price is higher. The likelihood of this 
later decision is specially strengthened as there is no reward in the actions which lead to imbalance 
mitigation of the overall system. In next section, we will discuss how setting a reward scheme can 
deal with this issue. The possible emerging problems will be also discussed.  
3) S-L Here the wind farm is generating less than scheduled level which means it is unintentionally 
alleviating system imbalance condition. On the other hand, storage unit as a part of the facility has 
the possibility to absorb some of the surplus power of the grid which is the favorable action from 
system operator’s view point. Nevertheless, lack of incentives under the current scheme may cause 
the storage unit to hold its free capacity for the following purposes; mitigating the over generation 
of the wind farm, participation in downward regulation reserve market, charging the unit in hours 
with less prices.  
4)  D-L The difference (remaining power to meet the scheduled level) is injected by the storage unit. 
The storage unit may inject power to the grid to alleviate the system imbalance. The penalty is 
                                                          
6
 𝛽 is a pre-defined penalty (money unit/MWh). 
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hedged depending on the design parameters, imbalance penalty, and storage benefit from market 
participation. 
Although the market framework used in this study uses the deviation from DAM, penalties in some 
markets are associated with deviation from the intraday markets. In Nordic market there is no direct 
penalty for deviation, but in case of any deviation the unit has to buy the regulation power from the 
market and sell it back to compensate its deviation. For instance if the wind farm bid is 50 MW but 
it turns out in real time that its actual production is 45 MW, the reaming 5 MW should  be bought 
from the regulation market which is probably more expensive than DAM price [25]. In major US 
markets the situation is different. In MISO there are no deviation penalties for wind farms. In New 
York ISO there are no deviation penalties for under-generation. In ERCOT there is a penalty 
exemption for +/- 50% of scheduled generation. In California ISO, for wind farms which are the 
participants of the so-called wind program the deviations are netted over monthly average price. 
Ten minute imbalance penalty is considered for nonparticipants [1].   
 
4.4 Problem Definition  
In this part, mathematical frameworks are maximized to capture the physical fact for 
aforementioned scenarios under different plausible conditions. It should be noted the proposed 
model in this study is tied to the power system balancing condition and also on how wind power has 
materialized in real time (higher or lower than scheduled). The focus here is on modeling the 
imbalance penalty schemes and to capture on which conditions and for what amount the 
penalization takes place. For instance in S-H condition the storage has to absorb the extra power 
because more energy injection to grid deteriorates system surplus condition. Thus the formulation 
should realize if there is enough free capacity in the battery so that penalty is applied only if the 
extra produced power exceeds battery’s free capacity. But in D-L condition the battery should inject 
energy to compensate wind power shortage. The penalty will be applied only if the injected energy 
is less than the shortage from wind power bid (scheduled wind power). In other words, the way the 
penalty scheme works under different conditions makes it logically impossible to apply the same 
formulation for all conditions. This point will be further elaborated in next part after formulating the 
problem. 
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4.4.1 Time frame of the optimization framework  
The wind plant submits its bids to DAM based on wind power forecasts. Also it is assumed that in 
each hour of the day the WSF has the forecasts for the PSBC of the remaining hours of the day and 
it is revised hourly. The optimization problem for maximizing the revenue for WSF is solved every 
hour considering the forecast for wind power and PSBC. Therefore in 24 hours the optimization 
problem is solved 24 times and each time for the remaining hours of the day (a rolling window). 
Table II shows a sample of plausible scenarios and the time frame for solving the optimization 
problems. It can be observed that in hour 1 the time horizon for solving the optimization problem is 
24 hours, 12 hours at noon and only 1 hour in the last hour of the day.  
TimeS-H
S-H
S-H
D
-L
D
-L
S-L
D
-L
 
Fig. 4. 1 scenarios incorporating wind power realization and PSBC 
 
Depending on the combinations that occur in the optimization horizon, the related revenue 
maximizing formulation will be used. For instance in Fig.  4. 1, in the first three hours, S-H 
optimization is solved. If the role of storage unit is to mitigate wind power imbalances (as said in 
the first approach), the storage unit takes an action in D-L or S-H conditions. There is no need for 
an action in D-H and S-L conditions as the wind power imbalance enhances PSBC (High wind 
power is a plus in power system deficit- Low wind power is a plus in power system surplus) and 
thus there is no penalty as explained in 4.3.  
Table III shows the storage action plan in hour 1. As previously mentioned there is no action plan in 
D-H and S-L scenarios. Table IV shows the storage action plan for hour 12. The forecasted PSBC 
for a specific hour is updated hourly. For this reason the forecasted PSBC for a specific hour may 
change from one hour to the other. For instance, at hour 1, the PSBC(1,15)
7
 is forecasted to be D-L, 
however when the forecast is done at hour 12, PSBC(12,15) is forecasted to be S-H.  
 
                                                          
7
 PSBC(1,15) is power system balancing condition forecasted at hour 1 for hour 15. 
  PSBC(12,15) is power system balancing condition forecasted at hour 12 for hour 15.  
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PLAUSIBLE SCENARIOS FOR EACH OF HOUR OF THE DAY. 
Hr. 
1 
PSBC S S S D D D D S S S S S S D D D S D D S S S S S 
WP L L H H H H H H H H H L L L L H H L H L L H H H 
Hr. 
2 
PSBC  S S D D D D S S S S S S S D S D D D D D D S S 
WP  L H H H H H H H H L L L L L H H L L L H H L L 
Hr. 
3 
PSBC   S D D D D S D D D D D D S S D D D S D D D D 
WP   H H H H H H L L L L L L L H L H L L H L L L 
…  
Hr. 
12 
PSBC             S S S D D D D D S S S S 
WP             L L H H H H H L H H H H 
…  
Hr. 
23 
PSBC                       S D 
WP                       L L 
Hr. 
24  
PSBC                        D 
WP                        L 
 
STORAGE ACTION PLAN IN HOUR 1. 
Hr. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
St. Ac.   
S-H 
    
S-H S-H S-H S-H 
 
Hr. 
13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
St. Ac.  
D-L D-L  S-H D-L 
   
S-H S-H S-H 
 
STORAGE ACTION PLAN IN HOUR 12. 
Hr. 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
St. Ac.   
S-H  
   
D-L S-H S-H S-H S-H 
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Having explained this, the optimization formulation which is solved in an hour will maximize the 
WSF in hours that SU takes an action. The reader should note that here the primary assumption is 
that SU takes no action in hours with D-H and S-L conditions. For instance the optimization 
problem which is solved in the first hour maximizes the WSF’s revenue for by considering SU 
operation in the following hours: Hr. 3 (S-H), Hr. 8-11 (S-H), Hr. 14-15 (D-L), Hr. 17 (S-H), Hr. 18 
(D-L), Hr. 22-24 (S-H). 
Also for the hour 12 the problem will be maximizing WSF’s revenue considering SU operation in 
the following hours: Hr. 15 (S-H), Hr. 20 (D-L), Hr. 21-24 (S-H).  
It can be mathematically written as (respectively for hour 1 and 12):  
 
Maximize (∑ 𝑓𝑆−𝐻 + ∑ 𝑓𝑆−𝐻 + ∑ 𝑓𝐷−𝐿 + ∑ 𝑓𝑆−𝐻 + ∑ 𝑓𝐷−𝐿 + ∑ 𝑓𝐷−𝐿
24
22
18
18
17
17
15
14
11
8
3
3 ), subject to 
constraints 
Maximize (∑ 𝑓𝑆−𝐻 + ∑ 𝑓𝐷−𝐿 + ∑ 𝑓𝑆−𝐻
24
21
20
20
15
15 ), subject to constraints 
 
Where 𝑓𝑆−𝐻, 𝑓𝐷−𝐿 are the revenue maximizing functions and will be introduced in the next section 
in addition to constraints. 
In the next part, we introduce the problem formulation under two approaches; the first approach 
assumes that the storage unit’s sole duty is to mitigate wind power imbalances and second approach 
considers that storage unit participates in the regulating market in addition to mitigating wind 
imbalances. 
 
4.4.2 Problem formulation-approach 1  
For approach 1 the WSF’s revenue under S-H condition is formulated as the following convex 
optimization framework presented from (4.1) to (4.9), (the objective function is called f_(S-H) in 
the previous section). The nomenclature is as below: 
A. Decision variables 
𝑝𝑖
𝑠,𝑤
 Power interaction by storage unit because of wind power fluctuation at hour i 
 
𝑅𝑘,𝑗
𝑠,𝑢𝑝
 Upward regulation provided by storage unit at hour i 
 
𝑅𝑘,𝑗
𝑠,𝑑𝑛
 Downward regulation provided by storage unit at hour i 
 
 
B. Auxiliary Variables 
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𝐷𝑒𝑣𝑖 Wind power deviation from the scheduled level at hour i 
 
𝐷𝑒𝑣𝑖
𝑟𝑒𝑠 Wind power deviation from the scheduled level after storage compensation at hour i 
 
𝑠𝑖 Storage charge level at hour i 
 
𝑠𝑖
𝑟𝑒𝑠 Free residual capacity of storage unit at hour i 
 
 
C. Input data and Constants 
𝜋𝑖
𝐷𝐴𝑀 Day ahead market price at hour i 
 
𝜋𝑖
𝑅𝑇 R   Real time price ate hour i 
 
𝑝𝑖
𝑤 Realized wind power at hour i 
 
𝑃𝑖
𝑤     Scheduled power for wind farm at hour i 
 
𝛽 Deviation penalty 
 
𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑝_𝑑𝑛 Storage unit’s downward ramp rate 
 
𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑝_𝑢𝑝 Storage unit’s upward ramp rate 
 
reward Reward for mitigating deviation 
 
𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥 Battery unit’s maximum capacity 
 
𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑛 Battery unit’s minimum allowed capacity 
 
ll Lower limit of optimization problem 
 
ul Upper limit of optimization problem 
 
 
𝑀𝑎𝑥 ∑ 𝑃𝑖
𝑤𝜋𝑖
𝐷𝐴𝑀 + 𝐷𝑒𝑣𝑖
𝑢𝑙
𝑙𝑙
𝜋𝑖
𝑅𝑇 − max{0, 𝐷𝑒𝑣𝑖
𝑟𝑒𝑠} 𝛽 
(4.1) 
Subject to: 
 
 𝐷𝑒𝑣𝑖 = 𝑝𝑖
𝑤 − 𝑃𝑖
𝑤 − 𝑝𝑖
𝑠,𝑤
 (4.2) 
  𝑠𝑖
𝑟𝑒𝑠  = 𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑠𝑖 (4.3) 
       𝐷𝑒𝑣𝑖
𝑟𝑒𝑠 = 𝐷𝑒𝑣𝑖 − 𝑠𝑖
𝑟𝑒𝑠 (4.4) 
    𝑠1 = 𝑠1
∗ (4.5) 
  𝑠𝑖+1 = 𝑠𝑖 + 𝑝𝑖
𝑠,𝑤
 (4.6) 
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𝑝𝑖
𝑠,𝑤 ≥ 0 (4.7) 
𝑠𝑖 + 𝑝𝑖
𝑠,𝑤 ≤ 𝑠max        (4.8) 
𝑝𝑖
𝑠,𝑤 ≤ 𝑝𝑠,𝑚𝑎𝑥 (4.9) 
 
The objective function to be maximized is the revenue from imbalance settlement in real time 
market (second term) minus possible imbalance penalties (see Table I). It should be noted that the 
first term(𝑃𝑖
𝑤𝜋𝑖
𝐷𝐴𝑀) in the objective function (4.1) is constant as Day-ahead market is already 
cleared. Thus it has no effect on problem optimal values (added for easier understanding). Second 
term (𝐷𝑒𝑣𝑖𝜋𝑖
𝑅𝑇) gives the imbalance settlement after storage interaction. Finally third term 
(max{0, 𝐷𝑒𝑣𝑖
𝑟𝑒𝑠} 𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑦) gives the imbalance penalty. It should be noted that the term real time 
market can be replaced by regulation or balancing market in different electricity markets. 
 In (4.2) the deviation value after storage compensation is given. Equation (4.3) gives the free 
capacity of the storage unit (the efficiency of battery unit is assumed 100%). Equation (4.4) gives 
the deviation which has still remained after storage compensation. Initial energy of storage unit is 
introduced in (4.5). Next the relationship of state of the charge between two consecutive hours is 
given in (4.6). Equations (4.7) and (4.8) guarantee that state of the charge of the battery is within 
allowed limits in all hours. It is ensured in (4.9) that the maximum allowed power of the storage 
unit’s inverter is not violated. Storage unit’s ramp rate constraint is not included here as it is usually 
much faster than the average wind fluctuation within an hour. However it can be added without 
having an impact on optimization outcome. 
To get a more intuitive insight to the problem a numerical example is given here. Assume that the 
wind power bid at hour i is 1 MW (𝑃𝑖
𝑤 = 1), the realized wind power is 1.3 MW (𝑝𝑖
𝑤 = 1.3 𝑀𝑊), 
the battery’s energy level 𝑠𝑖 = 1.7 𝑀𝑊ℎ and maximum allowed energy for battery 𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
1.8 𝑀𝑊ℎ. Then according to (4.2), we will have   𝐷𝑒𝑣𝑖 = 0.3 − 𝑝𝑖
𝑠,𝑤
  and according to (4.3) we 
will have   𝑠𝑖
𝑟𝑒𝑠 =0.1 MWh. Considering (4.4) gives the wind power imbalance after compensation 
as  𝐷𝑒𝑣𝑖
𝑟𝑒𝑠 = 0.2 − 𝑝𝑖
𝑠,𝑤
 . The term   𝑚𝑎𝑥{0, 𝐷𝑒𝑣𝑖
𝑟𝑒𝑠} ∗ 𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑦   in the objective function indicates 
that 𝑝𝑖
𝑠,𝑤
 should be higher than 0.2 to avoid penalty term to be effective. In simple words, (4.3) 
gives the residual (free) capacity of the battery and (4.4) indicates how much of extra wind power 
can be absorbed by the residual (free) capacity.  
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The formulation for D-L condition is written as: (the objective function is called 𝑓𝐷−𝐿 in the 
previous section) 
 
𝑀𝑎𝑥 ∑ 𝑃𝑖
𝑤𝜋𝑖
𝐷𝐴𝑀 + 𝐷𝑒𝑣𝑖
𝑢𝑙
𝑙𝑙
𝜋𝑖
𝑅𝑇 + min{0, 𝐷𝑒𝑣𝑖} 𝛽 (4.10) 
Subject to:  
𝐷𝑒𝑣𝑖 = 𝑝𝑖
𝑤 − 𝑃𝑖
𝑤 + 𝑝𝑖
𝑠,𝑤
 (4.11) 
𝑠1 = 𝑠1
∗ ,  𝑠𝑖+1 = 𝑠𝑖 − 𝑝𝑖
𝑠,𝑤
 (4.12) 
    𝑠𝑖 − 𝑝𝑖
𝑠,𝑤 ≥ 𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑛 (4.13) 
𝑝𝑖
𝑠,𝑤 ≤ 𝑝𝑠,𝑚𝑎𝑥 (4.14) 
𝑝𝑖
𝑠,𝑤 ≥ 0 (4.15) 
  
Here we can emphasize on the reason for introducing two different problem formulations. The 
reason should be noticed in the third term of the objective function which gives the penalty. In S-H 
condition for instance, the wind-storage facility will be penalized only if the remained free capacity 
in the battery is not large enough for absorbing the extra wind power
8
. This makes us to define an 
auxiliary variable for having the free (residual) capacity in the battery (named 𝐷𝑒𝑣𝑖
𝑟𝑒𝑠 in the 
problem formulation). But in D-L condition, there is no need for this auxiliary variable and wind-
storage facility will be penalized only if the already stored energy in the battery is not enough to 
compensate the wind power shortage. In this condition the imbalance is compensated by the stored 
energy in the battery (as shown with 𝐷𝑒𝑣𝑖). In addition, unlike S-H condition, in D-L condition 
there is no need for defining an auxiliary variable for free residual state of the charge (𝑠𝑖
𝑟𝑒𝑠). 
Also there is no need for the battery to take an action in S-L and D-H conditions. Considering the 
mentioned facts, these conditions cannot be modeled together in the same optimization framework. 
Considering the presented formulations, the solution for finding the optimal operation is shown in 
Fig. 4. 2 and Fig. 4.  3.   
                                                          
8
 One may argue that wind farm may not have to generate the higher power than scheduled so as to attract a 
penalty, for example, reduce the wind power production by controlling the pitch angle, however in this study 
the focus is on using the storage unit capabilities rather than control functions of the wind turbines.  
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The solution follows one of the following techniques: 
1. Sequentially solve the sub-problems for each time range (determined by ll; lower limit- ul; 
upper limit), and keeping the state of the charge of the last hour of previous time range and 
use it as state of the charge of the first hour of the next time range. For instance, in our 
example about hour 12, the S-H formulation is solved at hour 15. As there is no battery 
operation between 16 and 19, the state of the charge of the battery is used for hour 20 when 
D-L formulation is solved. The SOC is then passed to hour 21 when S-H formulation is 
solved for the time range from 21 to 24. In this technique, independent optimization 
problems are solved sequentially.   
2. In second technique, all sub problems are solved together at once. This is possible by 
considering the SOC
9
 of boundary hours as a coupling variable and implementing one of the 
known decomposition techniques [26]. Boundary hours are when a jump occurs between 
two time ranges. For instance, the boundary hours are 15, 20, 21 which makes 𝑠(15),
𝑠(20), 𝑠(21) as coupling variable which should be used in the decomposition technique. 
Find ll_1 & ul_1
Sub-problem 1
Solve:
Max f(S-H)
Subject to:
Constraints
Find ll_2 & ul_2
Sub-problem 2
Solve:
Max f(D-L)
Subject to:
Constraints
Optimal SU 
interaction
...
Find ll_n & ul_n
Sub-problem n
Solve:
Max f(S-H)
Subject to:
Constraints
Optimal SU 
interaction
Optimal SU 
interaction
Closest to 
real time
Closest to 
hour 24
s(ub_1) s(ub_2) s(ub_n-1)
 
Fig. 4. 2 Maximization of WSF revenue sequentially 
                                                          
9
 or power interaction of storage unit. 
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Find ll_1 & ul_1
Sub-problem 1
Local variables_1
Find ll_2 & ul_2
Sub-problem 1
Local variables_2
...
Find ll_n & ul_n
Sub-problem 1
Local variables_n
Closest to 
real time
Closest to 
hour 24
Coupling 
variable:
s(ub_1)
Find ll_3 & ul_3
Sub-problem 1
Local variables_3
Coupling 
variable:
s(ub_2)
Coupling 
variable:
s(ub_3)
Coupling 
variable:
s(ub_n-1)
Choose the 
decomposition method 
and solve the master 
problem
Optimal SU 
operation for
ll_1,ul_1
ll_2,ul_2
…
ll_n,ul_n 
Fig. 4. 3 Revenue maximization using decomposition techniques 
 
These two techniques shall be compared in terms of optimality and computational burden. The first 
technique gives the propriety to time ranges that are closer to real time operation of power system 
as it solves the sub-problems chronologically (first sub-problem is solved first, second is solved 
second and so on). The sequential manner of this technique may bring sub-optimality issues. The 
second technique solves the master problem at once considering the battery’s SOC as the coupling 
variable. The complexity and computational burden is certainly higher in this technique. In this 
study, the sequential technique is implemented. As mentioned in section 4.4.1 the SU scheduling is 
done hourly, thus the optimal SU schedules is updated considering hourly wind speed forecast and 
PSBC updates. Thus SU operates in the immediate coming hour based on the most recent updated 
schedule. This will reduce the impact of possibly wrong forecasts as forecasts are more precise 
when they are close to operation time. The first technique is also easier to implement, less complex 
and has less computational burden.  
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4.4.3 Simulation Results-approach 1 
In order to show the functionality of the proposed methodology, two cases are investigated in this 
section.  
A. Case I 
First the data for a normal day in Denmark in winter 2013 is considered. The wind power 
production and price, hourly price and deficit/surplus conditions data are taken from Energinet.dk 
website (Danish Transmission System Operator). Wind power production is scaled down to be 
usable as a 10 MW wind farm. Also the battery capacity is considered 2 MWh. As there was no 
access to wind farm bids, we have chosen them arbitrary however typical forecast errors are 
respected. According to the employed data, each time range lasts for 6 hours; 6 consecutive hours 
for S-H conditions and another 6 consecutive hours for D-L conditions. Table V shows the storage 
action plan for the used data. 
 
STORAGE ACTION PLAN FOR THE USED DATA IN HOUR 1. 
Hr. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
St. Ac. 
S-H S-H S-H S-H S-H S-H 
 
    
 
Hr. 
13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
St. Ac.  
     
D-L D-L D-L D-L D-L D-L 
 
Fig. 4. 4 shows the deviation of wind power realization from day ahead submitted bids (first 
subplot). In subplot 2 the day-ahead market price, real time price which is for every 15 minutes and 
its hourly average price is shown. The realized wind power is more than submitted bid in this 
condition (H or higher than scheduled). Also the real time price is lower than day-ahead market 
price (which happens in surplus conditions). This is recognized as S-H condition and the related 
problem formulation is solved. The optimal battery operation is determined.   Fig. 4. 5 shows the 
battery’s state of the charge with three different initial values (the optimization problem is solved 
three times each with a different initial value). It can be seen that the battery absorbs the extra wind 
power, however when it is already charged near its upper limit the storage cannot absorb as much 
power as it could when the its energy level is low. It is worth mentioning that although the battery 
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capacity is 2 MWh, however lower and upper limits for battery’s capacity is set to 0.2 MWh and 1.8 
MWh respectively to avoid depreciation.  
 
Fig. 4. 4 Wind and Price S-H condition (hour 1 to hour 6) 
 
Fig. 4. 5 State of the charge S-H condition (hour 1 to hour 6) 
 
Fig. 4. 6 depicts the realized wind power and the market price. The realized wind power is less than 
the day-ahead submitted bid (L or lower than scheduled). Also, the price is higher in real time 
(which happens in deficit conditions).  
Fig. 4. 7 shows the state of the charge with three different initial values. The height of the steps in 
this figure shows the accumulated power given out in real time to mitigate imbalance penalty in 
each hour. Average real time price is considered in the presented problem formulation.  
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Fig. 4. 6 Wind and Price D-L condition (hour 18 to hour 24) 
 
 
Fig. 4. 7 State of the charge D-L condition (hour 18 to hour 24) 
 
B. Case II 
Having observed the optimal operation of battery unit from Fig 4.4 to Fig. 4.7, the investigation of 
optimal battery operation is also investigated considering table II and III gives a more intuitive 
insight. Fig 4. 8 shows the optimal injection and absorption of SU for hour 1 (of given example in 
4.4.1). SOC consequently changes with storage interaction which is given in the second subplot. 
The initial state of the charge is assumed 1 MWh. As expected, the SU operates in D-L and S-H 
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conditions and its interaction is zero in the other two conditions. The positive values in the first 
subplot represents absorbing power (in S-H condition) and negative values represent injection of 
power (in D-L condition). Fig 4.9 shows the optimal injection and absorption of SU in addition to 
SOC for hour 12 of given example in 4.4.1. As it can be seen in the Table II, there are all 4 
plausible PSBC. It should be noted that the upper level for SU’s SOC is limited to 1.8 MWh to 
avoid depreciation. That is the reason that SOC remains limited to 1.8 MWh in this figure. 
 
Fig. 4. 8 Battery interaction and SOC- hour 1 
 
 
Fig. 4. 9 Battery interaction and SOC- hour 12 
4.4.4 Problem formulation -approach 2 
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In this section the storage unit has the possibility to participate in the real time (balancing-
regulation) market. This is formulated as a maximization problem in which the objective function is 
the sum of revenue from imbalance settlement (second term) and participation in real time market 
(third term) minus possible imbalance penalties. It should be noted again that the first 
term (𝑃𝑖
𝑤𝜋𝑖
𝐷𝐴𝑀) in the objective function is constant as Day-ahead market is already cleared. 
Presented formulation captures conditions when wind farm deviations are in the same direction with 
system balance overall statues. This is when interaction with storage unit is needed. Below is the 
formulation for S-H condition. The variable 𝑅𝑖
𝑠,𝑑𝑛 is the average of regulation power in hour i. 
𝑀𝑎𝑥 ∑ 𝑃𝑖
𝑤𝜋𝑖
𝐷𝐴𝑀
𝑢𝑙
𝑙𝑙
 + 𝐷𝑒𝑣𝑖𝜋𝑖
𝑅𝑇 +  𝑅𝑖
𝑠,𝑑𝑛𝜋𝑖
𝑅𝑇 − 𝑚𝑎𝑥{0, 𝐷𝑒𝑣𝑖
𝑟𝑒𝑠}𝛽 
 
(4.16) 
Subject to: 
 
 
          𝐷𝑒𝑣𝑖 = 𝑝𝑖
𝑤 − 𝑃𝑖
𝑤 − 𝑝𝑖
𝑠,𝑤
 
 
(4.17) 
  𝑠𝑖
𝑟𝑒𝑠 = 𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑠𝑖 
 
(4.18) 
   ∗ : 𝐷𝑒𝑣𝑖
𝑟𝑒𝑠 = 𝐷𝑒𝑣𝑖 − 𝑠𝑖
𝑟𝑒𝑠 
 
(4.19) 
            𝑠1 = 𝑠1
∗ , 𝑠𝑖+1 = 𝑠𝑖 + 𝑝𝑖
𝑠,𝑤 + 𝑅𝑖
𝑠,𝑑𝑛
 
 
(4.20) 
        𝑠𝑖 + 𝑝𝑖
𝑠,𝑤 + 𝑅𝑖
𝑠,𝑑𝑛 ≤ 𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥 
 
(4.21) 
𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥 ≥ 0    
 
(4.22) 
  𝑝𝑖
𝑠,𝑤 + 𝑅𝑖
𝑠,𝑑𝑛  ≤ 𝑝𝑠,𝑚𝑎𝑥 
 
(4.23) 
 
𝑝𝑖
𝑠,𝑤 + 𝑅𝑖
𝑠,𝑑𝑛 − 𝑝𝑖−1
𝑠,𝑤 − 𝑅𝑖−1
𝑠,𝑑𝑛 ≤ 𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑝_𝑢𝑝 
 
(4.24) 
     𝑝𝑖
𝑠,𝑤 + 𝑅𝑖
𝑠,𝑑𝑛 − 𝑝𝑖−1
𝑠,𝑤 − 𝑅𝑖−1
𝑠,𝑑𝑛 ≥ 𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑝_𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛 (4.25) 
 
Constraint (4.17) gives the wind power deviation considering storage interaction. Constraint (4.18) 
gives the residual (free) capacity of battery. Constraint (4.19) gives the uncleared imbalance after 
storage interaction (which should be penalized). Constraint (4.20) determines the relationship 
between SOC in two consecutive hours considering SU interaction for imbalance mitigation (𝑝𝑖
𝑠,𝑤
) 
and participating in real time market (𝑅𝑖
𝑠,𝑑𝑛
). Constraints (4.21) and (4.22) guarantee that state of 
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the charge of the battery is within allowed limits in all hours. It is ensured in (4.23) that the 
maximum allowed power of the storage unit’s inverter is not violated. Constraints (4.24) and (4.25) 
guarantee that ramp rates are not violated.  The constraints are linear. The objective function can be 
also converted to two linear functions which make it possible to solve the problem with linear 
programing. As this is a convex optimization problem we solve it in previously introduced 
optimization package CVX.      
Same formulation with few modifications captures D-L condition. In the formulation covering S-H 
condition, the main concern in the third constraint (identified by star) is to ensure that the remaining 
free capacity of the storage unit can fully absorb the excessive power from the scheduled level. 
Nevertheless in this part the main concern is that the stored energy in the battery can compensate 
under generation of the wind farm. For formulating D-L condition, few modification should take 
place, for instance (4.19) and (4.20) should replace (4.26) and (4.27). Also the penalizing term in 
the objective function is changed accordingly. 
 
𝐷𝑒𝑣𝑖 = 𝑝𝑖
𝑤 − 𝑃𝑖
𝑤 + 𝑝𝑖
𝑠,𝑤
 
(4.26) 
     𝑠𝑖+1 = 𝑠𝑖 − 𝑝𝑖
𝑠,𝑤 − 𝑅𝑖
𝑠,𝑢𝑝
 
(4.27) 
 
4.4.5 Simulation Results-approach 2 
Implementing the problem formulation for the second approach, the SU has the possibility to 
independently participate in the regulation market. We run the optimization framework for the first 
hour of the day to get the optimal battery unit interaction for a whole day. PSBC is used as shown in 
table II. Fig. 4. 10 shows the interaction of battery unit and also the state of the charge under three 
different values for imbalance penalties.  
The first row shows the results for high level of penalty; it can be seen that the battery interaction is 
exactly the same with results shown for the first approach (Fig.  4.  8). High imbalance penalty forces 
the battery unit to fully dedicate SOC for mitigating wind power imbalances. In the second row, the 
penalty value is considered to be medium range. It can be seen that battery operation is not limited 
to D-L and S-H conditions anymore and there it also operates in hours that SU was idol under high 
values for imbalance penalty (under the first approach). The battery unit interaction remains almost 
same under high and medium penalty levels and so does the SOC curve. In the third row which the 
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optimization problem is run under low imbalance penalty, battery interaction is totally different. In 
this scenario, the battery unit is willing to sacrifice its role for imbalance mitigation, for gaining 
higher revenue in regulation market.  
 
 
Fig. 4. 10 Battery interaction under 3 values for imbalance penalties- hour 1 
 
The comparison of third row with first and second row shows the trade-off between mitigating wind 
power imbalances from one side and making additional revenue in regulation market on the other 
side. Under low imbalance penalty scheme, the battery unit freely participates in the regulation 
market and the commitment for mitigating wind imbalances is decreased.  
 
4.5 Discussion 
In this study two approaches are presented to formulate cooperative optimal operation of wind-
storage facilities. A penalty scheme is assumed to be in place to encourage wind power units to 
implement precise forecast techniques. This is penalty only scheme. A penalty-reward scheme can 
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be also studied where the wind farm is rewarded due to deviation in the opposite direction of system 
balance status. These imbalances unintentionally alleviate the PSBC.   
To dig into this topic, following statement can be investigated; Generators who cause the 
imbalance should be penalized while those who mitigate the system imbalance should be rewarded. 
We have conducted such a study and the primary results show that wind farms which are facilitated 
by storage units may face a conflict of interest (between their own benefit and alleviating power 
system imbalances). This is due to storing possibility of the combined wind-storage facility (in 
comparison to a single standing wind farm). In addition, a strong argument that supports penalty-
only scheme is that it avoids market distortion. If an energy producer knew in advance that, during 
imbalance periods they could earn more money if up-regulation were needed, it creates a financial 
incentive to distort their actual day-ahead bids. The penalty-only structure does not provide such an 
incentive. In addition, second guessing the system operator can bring significant issues. If the 
frequency is low
10
 and resources are incentivized to over generate without recognition the level of 
over generation, over frequency issues can be expected. Another example is that a unit that is over 
generating during low frequency periods (with negative Area Control Error-ACE) may excessively 
overload a transmission line. More detailed issues that may arise due to resource’s second guessing 
is addressed in the FERC Order 755. FERC indicates that resources are remunerated based on how 
well they follow the system operator control signal, and not on how well they improve ACE. This is 
simply to avoid potential manipulation of balancing parties. The earlier version of this work is 
available at [26]. 
 
4.6 Summary 
In this chapter a wind farm uses storage unit to mitigate wind power imbalances. Having an 
operations research perspective, optimal operation of storage unit is investigated for two different 
functions. First it is assumed that the storage sole responsibility is to mitigate wind power 
imbalances. Then the storage unit is given the possibility to participate in balancing market. Wind-
Storage facility maximizes its revenue by total or partial mitigation of imbalance penalties and also 
participation in balancing markets.  
                                                          
10
 For readers with backgrounds other than power systems: when power system is in deficit conditions, the grid 
frequency is lower than the nominal frequency. When power system is in surplus conditions, the grid frequency is 
higher than the nominal frequency.  
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Physical limits of the storage system form the constraints of the optimization problem. The model 
used in this study considers power system balancing conditions in addition to wind power 
realization condition. Considering the impact of power system balancing needs on optimal 
operation of storage unit is investigated under different scenarios. The uncertainty of wind power 
and load are dealt by a rolling window in which the forecasts for wind power and system balancing 
condition are hourly updated. The optimal interaction of storage units are compared and discussed 
in both scenarios. The optimization framework can be used by wind farms which are facilitated to 
battery unit for enhanced economic viability. 
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Chapter 5 
Enhanced Demand Responsiveness 
 
5. 1 Demand Response, a flexibility resource 
Besides having many advantages, renewables are hard to predict and thus scheduling the generation 
sources is a challenging task in power systems with significant renewable sources. This challenge 
can be addressed by introducing new flexibility sources to the electric energy system. In this regard, 
demand side flexibility plays a crucial role. However since the emergence of power systems, 
demand has always played a passive role. This passiveness is generally originated by insufficient 
price incentives. This can be interpreted as the lack of price difference in peak and off-peak hours. 
The key idea of this study is to improve the demand side activeness by optimally increasing the 
financial incentives for consumers to participate more efficiently in so-called Demand Response 
(DR) programs. The proposed scheme is a set of algorithms that optimally converts the original 
price set to a new set by which DR is systematically encouraged. However several considerations 
should be taken into account before any sort of price modification can take place. Real data from 
Danish power system is used to verify the functionality of the proposed model. The results indicate 
that optimal pricing can increase price responsiveness and successfully shift the load from peak to 
off-peak hours.   
 
5. 2 Introduction and literature review 
Denmark will have 50% of electricity consumption from wind energy by 2020 and plans to be 
independent of fossil fuels by 2050 [1]. In such a network, it is very important to have enhanced 
flexibility levels in both supply and demand sides. During the last two decades most of the research 
activities have focused on the supply side and little attention has been paid to releasing demand side 
potentials. As a result the demand side elasticity is too small and a large portion of the electric load 
is not price sensitive [2]. Thus real time price signals are not encouraging enough to change 
consumer’s behavior. Although many reports have indicated high peak shaving potentials for 
Demand Respond (DR) initiatives (up to 25% of peak load), real world practices show that DR 
initiatives could only reduce power peak values as small as only 2.9% in Europe and 5% in US [3]. 
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This unresponsiveness will jeopardize power system security in scarcity conditions, for instance 
low speed wind scenarios in wind dominant power systems such as Denmark. The load elasticity is 
too small in today’s electricity market. This is because the electricity has been traditionally a public 
subsidized state service and consumers have a passive shopping behavior when it comes to 
electricity (instead of an active shopping role). Beside this main reason there are a couple of more 
reasons for inelastic prices of electricity. Low potential saving: The monthly bill is just a small 
portion of total family income. According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, in 2009 electricity 
expenditures averaged 2.8% of total income in the U.S. A smart grid demonstration project in the 
Danish island of Bornholm indicates consumer’s weak willingness to change their consumption 
behavior even though they had access to real time price signals. Small price difference in peak and 
off-peak: In the so-called DAM, the price difference between power scarcity and surplus condition 
is not high enough to encourage DR. Response fatigue: Constant change in real time electricity 
price discourages DR as consumers have to program the function of their appliances accordingly. 
This leads to a phenomena called response fatigue [2]. 
The goal of this chapter is to optimally (and systematically) modify hourly electricity price for load 
shifting and reduce power system stress conditions. This will be done by Demand Response 
Aggressor (DRA).This will transform the act of electricity purchasing from a passive to an active 
form. However there are some considerations which should be carefully noticed. Some of these 
considerations are: 
• Any price modification should be administratively controlled 
• The consumers should be informed about any deviation from market price 
• The new scheme is only an option and only consumers who are willing to participate in the 
plan will be subjected to change prices 
• DRA offers this option to its consumers; however the terms of the contract should be proven 
by system operator (TSO or DSO) 
• The average of original price set should be same with that of modified price set 
 
In the next section the problem will be mathematically formulated. To the best of our knowledge 
this idea for peak shaving is quite novel, and that is the author’s motivation for filling the literature 
gap in this area. Nevertheless the literature is quite rich when it comes to analyzing the benefits of 
demand response programs. Field surveys [4]-[6] indicate the importance of devoting more research 
efforts to enhancing demand side role in future smart grid. These studies show that only a few 
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percentage of the load potential is used by DR programs. Researchers in [7] – [8] investigate the 
usefulness of having responsive loads for power system security. In [9] the impact of demand 
responsiveness on system reliability indices such as Loss of Load Probability (LOLP) is given. It is 
investigated that DR improves system reliability indices to a great extent.  
This chapter assumes that the price modification is done by demand response aggregators. The role 
of these entities is explained in [10] in detail. In [11] aggregated load participation in balancing 
markets is investigated. Authors focus on European balancing markets, particularly in Germany. 
Considering that industrial loads form a considerable part of the total electricity demand in Europe 
(36.1% of total electricity consumption) and also easier controllability of industrial loads due to 
high consumption per customer index, authors study the benefits of aggregated load participation of 
industrial loads in balancing markets.  
Similar to DRA, electricity retailers are intermediary companies which buy electricity from 
wholesale market and resell it to consumers. Considering this role, a reward-based DR is 
mathematically formulated in [12] where the unpredictable behavior of costumers participating in 
this DR program is modeled by defining probabilistic scenarios. In [13] a model is proposed to 
include demand response in wind offering strategy. In this model the wind power has the possibility 
to trade DR with DRA. It is concluded that cooperation with DRA, increases the financial gain of 
wind farm due to decreasing forecast errors.  
One of the most important factors in demand response studies is considering the load elasticity. The 
way the elasticity is modeled affects the results of the study. Empirical studies are needed to gain 
the elasticity function of electricity. It can be affected by the type of load, average income of the 
consumer, availability of substitute sources and many other different factors. In [14] the electricity 
consumption data of 30,000 household in India is gathered in a data survey. Three electricity 
demand functions are econometrically estimated using the monthly data for different seasons and 
weather patterns. Similar study is done in [15] for determining demand elasticity in China. The 
elasticity absolute value in industrial, commercial, agricultural and residential sectors is calculated. 
In [16] statistical analysis of load patterns and Symmetric Generalized McFadden cost function 
model are used to estimate the demand responsiveness of 20 largest industrial energy consumers in 
Houston area to wholesale price signals in the restructured Electric Council of Texas (ERCOT) 
model. Based on the data of 2003, the authors conclude that mentioned large industrial complexes 
cannot yet be relied on for providing the grid critical peak demand calls. Based on the data for 
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2002-2006 for 22 cities in Switzerland, two log–log demand equations for peak and off-peak 
electricity consumption using static and dynamic partial adjustment approaches is estimated in [17]. 
The attempt of this empirical analysis has been to highlight some of the characteristics of the Swiss 
residential electricity demand. Result indicates that peak and off-peak electricity are substitutes. It is 
shown that, time differentiated prices should be incentivizing enough to provide an economic 
incentive to customers so that they modify their consumption patterns. In [18] three different ways 
are introduced to foster economic DR in the Midwest ISO, USA. These include, first, an approach 
in which retail customers are moved to dynamic pricing and other time-based pricing rates; second, 
an approach in which these same entities and possibly third-parties bid price responsive demand 
curves into the wholesale market; and third, an approach in which demand response is bid as a 
supply resource into the wholesale market. In [19], a novel decision model for contract options 
based on activity-based costing and stochastic programming is developed to evaluate the load 
curtailment options. The target consumption sector here is industrial customers.  
The utility company sets contracts to industrial customers in which customers can be called up to 
reduce their consumption in certain hours of the day. Customer’s benefit will be categorized in two 
parts; premium payment and strike payment. The former is paid even if there is no call, however the 
later will be only paid if there is call and participating consumer reduces its demand as mentioned 
by the contract. The electric demand of appliances (such as conveyers, chillers, operating robots) is 
taken into account and DR program is optimized constrained by avoiding customer’s 
inconvenience. Authors in [20] modeled participation of residential consumers in DR plans. The 
objective is to understand how much the distribution company’s load profile can be flattened under 
different customer convenience levels. The novelty of this work is to make a connection between 
appliance-level flexibility concept and its impact on higher-levels of power system. Demand 
participation in primary, secondary, and tertiary reserve markets is investigated in [21]-[22]. The 
value of flexible loads is elaborated. It is shown that it makes more scenes both economically and 
technically that DRA provides primary reserve than secondary and tertiary reserves. The reason is 
that first, the needed volume of primary reserve is comparatively low which is suitable for relatively 
small size of DRAs. Second, it is usually easy for consumers to cut off a part of their load if 
sufficient financial incentives exist. In the next section the problem is defined in more detail. Then 
the methodology to address the problem is given and based on that the problem is formulated. 
Results illustrate that the proposed methodology successfully shifts the peak load to off-peak 
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periods. Then the functionality of the proposed method is investigated on shifting the electric 
vehicle charging loads.  
 
5.3 The role of demand response aggregator  
Aggregation is an action which reinforces small-scale residential, commercial, and industrial 
consumers or producers to form a large-scale group to actively participate in electricity market. 
From this point, an aggregator can be described as a constitutional organization which aggregates 
these small-scale groups to steer them into a centralized systematic business structure [23].  
Demand Response (DR) and Demand Side Management (DSM) are useful tools to enhance power 
system flexibility. In [24], DSM is defined as a task for power companies/utilities with the objective 
to increase electricity usage efficiency through the implementation of policies and methods that 
control electricity demand. It can be characterized by a “top-down” approach from a macro level of 
power company/utility to the micro level of individual costumers or producers. On the other hand, 
DR shows a “bottom-up” characteristic in which customers actively change their consumption 
periods/quantity in response to the dynamic electricity market prices. Thus, customers benefit from 
incentive payments at peak demand periods by reducing or shifting their electricity consumption 
[25].  
For an efficient DSM and DR operation, Distributed Generation (DG), flexible loads, and 
controllable electrical and thermal storage devices are required as flexible Distributed Energy 
Resources (DER). They should have two important characteristics for being flexible: controllability 
and adaptability. It means that they must be controlled remotely through a communication 
infrastructure and they should adapt to different operation conditions based on the incentives and 
price signals. In Fig 5.1, an aggregator business model is given and the interaction between 
aggregator and other main units is explained in a regulatory framework. 
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Fig 5.1 Demand response aggregator business model 
 
Here regulatory framework is a background for the system that governs all units and defines the 
interaction between them in terms of services and also economic transactions. Flexible DER units, 
the electricity market, DSO/TSO and the aggregator can be thought as key players that interact with 
each other within this framework. Moreover, there should be a cost-efficient and secure 
communication infrastructure for a reliable exchange of services involved in aggregation. In Fig 
5.1, it is seen a common smart grid connection point (SGCP) which connects customers to the 
network by means of a customer energy manager (CEM) and a smart metering device (SM). SM 
measures site-specific information and CEM optimizes energy consumption based on consumer’s 
settings and contracts [26].  
In this system, aggregator is responsible for summing up flexibilities from several CEMs and 
actively participates in markets. DER offers its generation and consumption flexibility to the 
aggregator who in return provides an economically optimized schedule of operation to the flexible 
units. They may have partial or full monitoring and remote control rights depending on their 
contracts with flexible DERs. Moreover, aggregator interacts with the electricity market by 
purchasing and selling electricity. It should be noted that aggregation business model could be 
implemented either by a new player or by an existing one, such as DSO. However, here aggregator 
will be considered as a different player to clearly distinguish the roles of different participants. 
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5.4 Formulation of price modification scheme  
In this part of the chapter the problem formulation is presented, and then the simulation details and 
results are presented. As mentioned earlier the core idea here is to increase the price in peak hours 
and decrease it in off-peak hours so that there is a higher incentive for load shifting. The objective 
function is to increase the price difference between peak and off-peak hours. A larger price 
difference between the peak and off-peak price encourages load shifting
11
. Mathematical framework 
increases the peak price and decreases the off-peak price until a constraint is about to be violated. 
The constraints here are the following; first, the average of modified price set should remain the 
same as average of original price set. Second, the price modification should be limited to a pre-
defined range, for instance only 20% higher or lower than the original price. The problem can be 
written as: 
𝑚𝑎𝑥 ∑ 𝑞(𝑖)
𝑖𝑝,𝑒
𝑖=𝑖𝑝,𝑠
− ∑ 𝑞(𝑖)                                                                 (5.1)
𝑖𝑜,𝑒
𝑖=𝑖𝑜,𝑠
 
Subject to: 
𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 𝑖𝑝,𝑠, … , 𝑖𝑝,𝑒    𝑞(𝑖) ≥ 𝑝(𝑖)                                                   (5.2) 
 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 𝑖𝑜,𝑠, … , 𝑖𝑜,𝑒  𝑝(𝑖) ≥ 𝑞(𝑖)                                                            (5.3) 
𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 1, … , 24   𝛼 𝑝(𝑖) ≤ 𝑞(𝑖) ≤ 𝛽 𝑝(𝑖)                                           (5.4) 
𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 1, … , 24  𝑎𝑣𝑒(𝑝(𝑖)) = 𝑎𝑣𝑒(𝑞(𝑖))                                        (5.5) 
Where the variables and constants are introduced as follows: 
p original price set (known) 𝑖𝑜,𝑒 off-peak period ends 
q modified price set (variable) 𝑖𝑝,𝑒  peak period ends 
𝑖𝑝,𝑠 peak period starts12 𝑖𝑜,𝑠 off-peak period starts 
The first constraint assures that for peak period the modified prices are greater or equal than the 
original prices. Similarly the second constraint guarantees that for off-peak hours the original prices 
                                                          
11
 In a general categorization, demand response programs are direct load control and indirect load control (by means of 
price signals). The methodology proposed in this chapter falls is indirect demand control category.  
12 System operators know by experience when the peak periods are in different seasons. For instance in Denmark the 
peak in winter time is between 6 pm to 9 pm. 
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are less or equal than the original prices. The third constraint assures that the price modification 
should remain in the pre-defined range (𝛼 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝛽). For instance 10% price modification is allowed 
(𝛼 = 0.9 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝛽 = 1.1). The forth constraint maintains the average price the same before and after 
price modification. The mentioned problem formulation decreases the peak load by modifying the 
prices in 24 hours of a day. 
  
5.5 Simulation results for price modification scheme 
Fig.  5.2 and Fig.  5.3 shows the modified price for different allowed price modification percentages in 
January and July 2014. The peak price in January is between 6-9 pm and in July it is between 8-11 
pm. It can be seen that the price increases in the peak hours and decreases in the off-peak hours. 
Also as price modification percentage increases, the price is further increased in the peak hours and 
further decreased in the off-peak hours.  
 
.  
Fig. 5.2 Original and modified day-ahead market price- January 2014 
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Fig. 5. 3 Original and modified day-ahead market price- July 2014 
 
It is assumed that Demand Response Aggregator (DRA) has three types of load under its control. 
These loads have different price responsiveness levels (different elasticity). Type 1 has 5% price 
responsiveness which means that if price grows 100%, demand will be reduced 5%. The load 
responsiveness of type 2 is 10% which means if price grows 100%, demand will be reduced by 
10%. Type 3 has step-wise load elasticity in which demand shows discontinues behavior versus 
price growth. Fig. 5. 4 shows price-demand curves for the mentioned load groups.  
 
Fig. 5.4 Price responsiveness of load 
 
Considering price responsiveness of three load groups, demand versus price functions are derived as 
shown in Table I. 
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TABLE I.  DEMAND VERSUS PRICE FUNCTIONS  
Type 1 𝐷𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 (𝑖) = −0.00178 ∗ 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 (𝑖) + 5.5 
Type 2 𝐷𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑(𝑖) = −0.00446 ∗ 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒(𝑖) + 6.25 
Type 3 
𝐷𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑(𝑖) = 6 ∗ (𝑢13(𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒(𝑖)) − 𝑢(𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒(𝑖) − 170)) 
+5.5 ∗ (𝑢(𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒(𝑖) − 170) − 𝑢(𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒(𝑖) − 280)) 
+5 ∗ (𝑢(𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒(𝑖) − 280) − 𝑢(𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒(𝑖) − 330)) 
+4.5 ∗ (𝑢(𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒(𝑖) − 330) − 𝑢(𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒(𝑖) − 600)) 
 
Having the new price set, the corresponding demand can be calculated using the introduced 
functions. Fig. 5.5 compares two cases; demand applying original price with demand applying 
modified price. It is observed that peak demand is reduced when the modified price set is applied. 
On the contrary the off-peak demand will be increased which shows a successful load shifting from 
peak to off-peak hours
14
.  
 
Fig. 5.5 Demand considering original and modified prices-January 2014 
                                                          
13
 𝑢(. )is the step function. 
14 Same figure can be plotted considering price and demand for July 2014. Similarly the load is 
shifted. The only difference with Fig. 5.5 is that the peak load in July happens in the morning time 
(8 am-11 am).   
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It should be noted that the proposed price modification is intended to reduce power system stress 
conditions (by reducing peak power) and the price change is not intended to increase the revenue 
for demand response aggregator. Fig.  5.6 and Fig. 5.7 show the revenue difference under two price 
sets in January and July 2014 (hourly average over one month).The revenue difference is calculated 
using the following equation (𝐷(𝑞(𝑖)) 𝑖𝑠 𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑖𝑠  𝑞(𝑖)): 
 
𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒 𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 (𝑖) = 𝐷(𝑞(𝑖)) ∗ 𝐷(𝑞(𝑖)) − 𝐷(𝑝(𝑖)) ∗ 𝑝(𝑖)                        (5.6) 
 
Based on (5.6) the sum of revenue difference is calculated. The calculation shows that the revenue 
is decreased 782 DKK and 466 DKK in an average day in January and July (around 1% of total 
daily revenue). One may ask why DRA may want to decrease its revenue by implementing the 
proposed program. It should be mentioned that reduced peak hour increases the reliability of the 
power system by reducing power system peak load. The enhanced system reliability can be 
investigated by reliability indices such as LOLP (Loss of Load Probability) or EENS (Expected 
Energy Not Supplied). The contribution of each DRA for improving these indices can be rewarded 
by the system operator. This will be an incentive for aggregators to implement the proposed idea. 
 
 
Fig. 5.6 DRA revenue difference- January 2014 
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Fig. 5.7 DRA revenue difference- July 2014 
 
5.6 The impact of new pricing scheme on EV charging 
The functionality of the proposed method is investigated on shifting the electric vehicle loads. A 
distribution feeder in Denmark is chosen as the test grid (Børup distribution feeder). The maximum 
and minimum feeder’s load in 8760 hours in 2013 is shown in table II. 
 
TABLE II. LOADING IN THE TEST GRID 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
Max 76 80 82 91 81 91 101 107 108 101 97 89 77 73 84 108 127 133 129 114 91 76 72 73 
Min 13 13 12 12 13 13 13 14 17 14 13 11 11 12 10 14 16 14 18 19 18 17 14 11 
 
Fig. 5.8 illustrates a single line diagram of the test feeder, which illustrates feeder topology including 
physical connections of 45 detached residential consumers. Approximately 60% of consumers have 
3-6 kW rooftop grid-tied PVs, 35% consumers have heat pump (HPs), and 100% consumers have 
smart meters. In addition, some consumers already have EVs and many are expected to have EVs as 
a part of smart grid demonstration projects. Short line model is used for modeling feeder branches 
where every branch is modeled by series impedance. Consumer loads are modeled as three phase 
constant power load and the power factor is taken as 0.95 lagging.  
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Fig. 5.8 Single Line diagram of test case network 
 
From power system perspective, electric vehicles (EVs) are seen as a battery load. Therefore, they 
can be electrically modeled on the basis of charger rating (Pchg) and battery capacity (Bcap). For the 
present work, the Pchg and the Bcap are taken as 11 kW and 25 kWh respectively. The charger rating 
of 11 kW is selected to suit existing power supply (3 Ph., 16 amp.) in Denmark whereas the battery 
capacity of 25 kWh is chosen such that the EV can drive 100 km without the need of intermediate 
charging. Note that driving efficiency of 150 W/km and battery efficiency of 90% are considered in 
this study.  
As such, the EV is modeled as constant power load with unity power factor, whereby the charging 
power (Pchg) is continuous control variable from zero to 11 kW. The EVs have significant rating 
compared to the normal residential loads. As such, their higher penetration in the existing networks 
poses various problems. However, being the sizable loads with power storage facility, the EVs can 
support the network in various ways such as for valley filling, congestion management, load 
shifting, and so forth. EV driving patterns including EV availability, arrival/departure time, 
travelling distances, plays a key step in quantifying impacts of EVs on the distribution network and 
in extracting their potential for supporting the network. The daily driving distance, driving periods, 
and availability of EV are configured according to the statistical analysis of light cars in Denmark 
[20]. Note that those data plays a great role to determine driving requirement and to develop proper 
EV charging strategies. Fig. 5.9 illustrates the availability of EVs and arrival and departure of EVs 
over a day extracted from [20].  
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Fig. 5.9 Availability of EVs over 24 hours in Denmark 
 
The primary message from this figure is that most of the EVs are available for charging throughout 
a day as it can be observed that more than 90% of the EVs are available for charging throughout the 
days whereas almost 100% of the EVs are available for charging at midnight. Therefore, the EVs, in 
this study, are used as potential demand response resources which are sensitive to the electricity 
price and modify their charging taking into account system balancing needs. 
 
5.6.1 Optimal EV scheduling 
In order to find a deep insight into the functionality of the proposed methodology, we integrated 
optimal EV scheduling together with the optimal electricity pricing. Note that the EV charging 
problem in this study is seen from the prospective of an aggregator or an entity which is responsible 
for demand side management programs. Normally EV owners do not care about network issues; 
they rather want to have minimum electricity bills. As such, the proposed optimum EV scheduling 
is modeled such that total charging cost of the EVs is minimized. Even though the presented study 
is seen from an aggregator perspective where the total charging cost of the entire EV charging is 
minimized, the charging cost of the individual EV owners also gets reduced. The decreased 
charging cost of the EV owners thus forms incentives for them to participate for supporting the 
network in various ways. The EV charging problem is formulated as a minimization problem where 
the objective is to minimize the EV charging cost. 
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𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑒 ∑ ∑ 𝑃𝑖,𝑘 𝛿 𝐶𝑘
𝑁
𝑖=1
𝐾
𝑘=1
 
 
(5.7) 
𝑆𝑢𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑡𝑜:  
𝑃𝑚𝑖𝑛,𝑖 < 𝑃𝑖,𝑘 < 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑖 (5.8) 
       𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑖+1 = 𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑖 + 𝑃𝑖 (5.9) 
       𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑖 = 𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥 (5.10) 
    𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑖 ≤ 𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥 (5.11) 
∑ 𝑃𝑖,𝑘  ≤
𝑁
𝑖=1
 𝐴𝐶𝐸𝑉,𝑘 (5.12) 
 
Where Pi,k, 𝛿 , and Ck are charging rate of i
th
 EV, slot duration (15 minutes in this study), and 
electricity price for the k
th
 slot, respectively. Pmin,i and Pmax,i are limiting values of EV charging rates 
for the i
th
 EV, and SOCmin and SOCmax are the minimum and maximum allowable state of charge 
(SOC). N is total number of EVs and the K is total number of time slots considered for the EV 
charging. The objective function is formulated such that the total EV charging cost subject to 
network thermal constraints is minimized. 
 The 1
st
 constraint is used to ensures that the charging rate of every EVs stays within the charger 
capacity limits, the second constraint makes the relationship between state of the charge of the 
battery and the received energy whereas the 3
rd
 and 4
th
 constraints are used to ensure the consumer 
travel requirements. Similarly, the 5
th
 constraint ensures that feeder load is within the maximum 
feeder capacity.  
A linear optimization solver available in optimization tool-box of MATLAB is used to optimize the 
EV charging profiles. Note that the computed optimum schedules are made from aggregator or fleet 
operator perspectives. If the optimized EV charging schedules bring voltage violations, the EVs are 
rescheduled based on their SOC for contributing voltage support. In fact, all EVs are prioritized in 
descending order of their SOC. Whenever, the optimized EV charging results in voltage violations, 
the charging power of the EVs having higher SOC is decreased to zero and the process continue 
until network voltage returns back to the limit.   
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5.6.2 Integration of the optimal pricing and optimal EV charging 
As discussed before, the optimal pricing is targeted for shifting the loads from high peak periods to 
the off peak periods. Being sizable electrical loads, the integration of optimal EV charging provides 
increased load shifting potential. Therefore, such studies are crucial to see the potential of the 
optimal pricing approach to shift the demand under high penetration of flexible loads. A 
summarized form of the integration of the optimal pricing and the optimal EV charging approach is 
illustrated in Fig. 5.10, which is detailed as follows:   
Firstly, day-ahead electricity prices are optimally adjusted using the procedure presented in Section 
II. The new price sets are dispatched to every consumer assuming that the consumers shift their 
loads as expected in response to the price changes. However, the price-based control normally 
incurs high uncertainties in consumer responsiveness as it depends highly on consumer’s 
sensitiveness to the electricity price. For this reason, the expected demand shifting might not be 
achieved using the price changes. In this scenario, smart control of flexible loads could be a 
desirable option. Therefore, optimum EV scheduling is proposed to facilitate consumer 
responsiveness to the price changes since the EVs are fully flexible loads. In addition, as discussed 
in the preceding section, any violation in the network voltage trigger EV rescheduling such that the 
EV charging power is decreased in descending order of the SOC as illustrated in Fig. 5.10. 
 
5.6.3 Simulation configuration 
The performance of the proposed method is demonstrated through 24 hours. The 24-hours 
timeframe is discretized into 96 time intervals each for 15 minutes. To analyze the worst case 
scenario, maximum demand day in 2013 is taken for the analysis. EV penetration in the studied 
distribution feeder is considered to be 60% meaning that 60% of the consumer have EVs. Each EV 
are having 11 kW (3 phases, 16 A) charger capacity and 25 kWh battery capacity
15
. Further, the 
plug-in and plug-out of the EVs are configured based on the EV availability data illustrated in Fig. 
5.11. The performance of the proposed approach is demonstrated by technical and economical 
perspective for EV charging. To illustrate significance of the proposed method, the impact of high 
EV penetration in the network is first examined. Thereafter, the effectiveness of the proposed 
                                                          
15
 It takes around two hours for a discharged EV to be fully charged. (the size of the battery is 25 KWh and the charging 
rate is 11 KWh) 
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method is quantified with respect to the following three cases: a) base case where the electricity 
price is same as the day ahead price. b) case where 5% change in the day ahead electricity price is 
allowed. c) case where 20% change in the day ahead electricity price is allowed. 
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Fig. 5.10 Single line diagram of test case network 
 
 
Fig. 5.11 Plug-in and plug-out time of EVs over 24 hours 
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5.6.4 Simulation for optimal EV scheduling 
To illustrate the impact of high EV penetration on the LV distribution network, an uncontrolled EV 
charging approach is implemented, where the EV start charging once they arrive home and continue 
until fully charged. As shown in Fig. 5.12 most of the EVs charge between 15:00 to 24:00. As such, 
the EV charging demand coincides with the feeder peak periods which lead to poor voltage profile. 
It can be observed from Fig.  5.13 that the voltage profile of far end terminal (Node 13 as shown in 
Fig. 5.8) drops below 0.94 p.u. during the peak periods from 18:00 to 21:00.  
 
 
Fig. 5. 12 EV charging profile during uncontrolled charging 
 
 
Fig. 5.  13 Voltage profile at node 13 during uncontrolled charging 
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Using the algorithm introduced in Fig.  5. 10, the effectiveness of the change in electricity price on 
the optimal charging of EVs is given in this section. The new set of prices are calculated and shown 
in Fig. 5. 14.  
The EV charging profile on three different cases is illustrated in Fig. 5.15. Furthermore, the Fig. 
5.16 illustrates total feeder load profile i.e. the sum of EV charging load and base load. It can be 
observed from these figures that the EV charging profile is more distributed when 20% price 
change is allowed. Compared to the base case, the EV charging profile is shifted more evenly 
during the case when the price change is allowed.  
It can be observed that higher the change in price is allowed, higher the shifting of the EV charging 
loads can be achieved. Larger difference between peak and off-peak price enhances load shifting. 
Note that the EVs are considered as fully flexible loads such that the EV charging can be shifted to 
any periods, provided the EV should be fully charged on time as specified by the EV owner. Total 
charging costs under different scenarios are compared in Fig.  5.17 where it is shown that 
implementing the proposed methodology decreases the charging cost.   
 
 
Fig. 5.14 Original and modified price sets in distribution feeder    
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Fig. 5.15 EV charging profile during various cases 
 
 
Fig. 5. 16 Feeder load profile (EV load + base load) during various cases 
 
   
Fig. 5.17 Total EV charging cost during various cases 
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From the aforementioned analysis, it can be inferred that the proposed integrated EV charging 
optimization and electricity pricing approach is well suited to address the impact of future electrical 
loads in the network by properly shifting their demand to the off-peak periods. In addition, the 
optimal pricing mechanism can be implemented for supporting the network in various ways such as 
for load shifting, peak shaving, valley filling etc. More importantly, the optimal pricing has the 
capability to shift the loads significantly in the future as large penetrations of flexible loads are 
expected. This study also shows that high penetration of EV in a given distribution feeder can cause 
a load peak in so called off-peak hours (from midnight to 4-5 a.m.). It should be noted that EV 
penetration is assumed to be 60% in this study. This is fine from transmission point of view because 
power system is lightly loaded in these hours. However from a distribution point of view the 
voltage problems may be just shifted from evening to midnight which can be equally undesired. 
 
5.7 Summary 
This chapter proposes an optimization framework to increase demand responsiveness. It is argued 
that the price difference between peak and off-peak hours is not incentivizing enough to encourage 
consumers to shift their loads from peak to off-peak periods. The optimization framework magnifies 
the price difference between peak and off-peak hours. The result is a new set of prices under which 
the peak demand is reduced (and thus power system security is enhanced). To consider social 
farness, the price modification is systematically controlled. First, the framework implies that the 
price modification is limited by a pre-decided factor in all peak, mid-peak and off-peak hours. 
Second, the daily average price of modified price should remain the same with that of original price 
set. Then the impact of proposed idea is investigated for reducing the load in a distribution feeder 
which has high EV penetration.  
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Chapter 6 
Reserve scheduling considering cross-border interconnections 
 
This chapter addresses optimal reserve scheduling considering cross-border interconnections. A 
Danish case study will be presented to this end. Denmark avails the highest penetration of wind 
power in the world. Danish power system is subdivided into two asynchronous parts; western and 
eastern Danish power systems. With more than 35% wind penetration, western Danish power 
system has the merits to be considered as the pilot grid for many regions that plan for high 
penetration of intermittent renewables. Extreme intermittency in the nature of wind power imposes 
elevated risk levels to power system operation. This every day challenge of wind dominant power 
systems necessitate the crucial role of operating reserves. In this chapter, an optimization 
framework is proposed to minimize the cost of reserve procurement. The framework decouples the 
share of upward and downward primary, secondary, and tertiary reserve services within DK1 
(western Danish power system) and neighboring cross border resources (Norway and Germany). 
Results indicate the economic benefit of reserve provision provided by cross border 
interconnections. The focus here will be on reserve services from abundant hydro power resource in 
Norway, taking advantage of fast VSC-based HVDC interconnection that is expected to be 
commissioned in immediate coming years.  
 
6.1 Introduction to existing literature and Danish power system 
As the integration of intermittent sources of energy grows, more attention is paid to research 
activities in the scope of reserve services. This supports secure and optimal operation of power 
system in the presence of renewables. In [1] a simultaneous reserve and energy dispatching method 
is introduced. The methodology is decentralized and incorporates wind and equipment uncertainties 
in a multi-area system. The proposed approach reaches near optimum solution in an iterative 
manner. This methodology is functional for interconnected European electricity market. In [2] a 
scenario based two-stage stochastic programming framework for determining reserve requirement 
with high penetration of wind power is introduced. A dual composition algorithm for solving the 
problem is used. In a similar study in [3] a methodology is proposed to determine the required 
reserve (both spinning and non-spinning) in power systems with significant wind penetration. The 
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proposed simulation takes into account load curtailment and wind spillage. It is concluded that 
reserve cost and wind uncertainty are highly correlated. In [4] a framework is provided to carry out 
a multi-area power flow. Authors in [5] blame determining primary, secondary, and tertiary reserves 
by exogenous rules due to sub-optimality issues and encouraging simultaneous scheduling of 
energy and reserve. Here the salient feature is that, unlike current practices in many electricity 
markets around the world, under proposed approach the price for all reserve services are identical 
and definitely marginal. A cross-border transmission expansion assessment is presented in [6]. The 
assessment criteria are system security, competitiveness, and sustainability (CO2 emission). In [7] 
and [8] probabilistic approach for determining spinning reserve requirement is introduced. The 
impact of wind penetration on reserve requirement is formulated in detail. In [9] an integer 
modeling approach is employed for reserve requirement determination in short term scheduling of 
hydro systems.   
Danish power system is unique due to its important geographical location and leading role in large 
scale wind integration. Danish grid is comprised of two asynchronous systems, western and eastern 
grids which are interconnected through Great Belt HVDC link. Western Danish power system also 
known as DK1 is synchronized to continental Europe while as Eastern Danish power system also 
known as DK2 is synchronized with Nordic grid. The geographical map of Danish power system is 
shown in Fig. 6.1. Danish grid is strongly interconnected to neighboring countries through various 
HVAC and HVDC tie lines. On north side, DK1 is connected to Norway through three classical 
HVDC lines and one to be soon commissioned VSC-HVDC link and to Sweden through two 250 
KV HVDC lines. On southern side DK1 is connected to Germany through four HVAC lines. DK2 
is connected to Sweden, Germany, and DK1 through HVAC and HVDC lines respectively. 
Denmark is one of the leading countries in wind energy integration which is currently harnessing 
more than 30% of electricity from wind. Denmark is having ambitious goal to achieve 100% fossil 
fuel free country by 2050 with 50% share of electricity from wind by 2020 [10]. Owing to large 
scale wind energy penetration and need for carbon emission reduction, most of central power plants 
are being planned to be scrapped out by 2025 [11]. It is also to be noted that most of the ancillary 
services are currently being provided by central power plants which has necessitated the operation 
of at least three and two central power plants respectively in DK1 and DK2 to maintain secure and 
stable operation of Danish power system [12]. Key figures of western and eastern Danish power 
system as of 2011 are given in Table I. 
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TABLE I. KEY FIGURES OF WESTERN DANISH POWER SYSTEM IN 2011 
Description ENDKW ENDKE 
Minimum Load(MW) 1400 900 
Maximum Load(MW) 3700 2700 
Primary Power 
Stations(MW) 
3400 3800 
Local CHP Plants(MW) 1643 640 
Wind Turbines(MW) 2840 960 
 
 
Fig. 6.1. Geographical map of Danish power system with cross border connections 
 
6.2 Reserve Market Services in Western Danish Power System 
Due to large scale wind energy penetration and scrapping out central power plants, Danish power 
system need to identify other economic alternatives for ancillary services. The absence of central 
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power plants coupled with large scale wind energy integration poses a significant challenge of 
reserve requirement for Danish power system. On 20
th
 January, 2005, around 02:33 hours, one of 
the first offshore wind farm in Denmark, Horns Rev-1 witnessed reduction of production from its 
full load to zero in time span of just three minutes and this process was repeated quite a few times 
on the same night due to high wind speed [13]. Moreover offshore wind farms experience higher 
fluctuations in power production compared to onshore wind farms due to higher wind fluctuations 
especially during rainy season. Currently both Horns Rev-1 and Horns Rev-2 offshore wind farms 
are in operation and around 8 additional potential sites of 1600 MW capacity have been identified in 
the same belt. Therefore in future, assuming above mentioned incident as the worst possible case, 
deviation in power production just around the mentioned region can be as high as 1800 MW within 
time frame of 3 minutes.  
Currently in Western Denmark, the primary and secondary reserve requirements are ±27 MW and 
±90 MW respectively. Tertiary reserve has asymmetric values for upward and downward reserve, 
which are + 550 MW and -210 MW. Primary reserve can be supplied only by central power plants 
and settlement is done as defined by (6.1). The service is auctioned once per day. 
 
𝜆𝑝𝑟𝑖 = 𝜆𝑎𝑣𝑙 + 𝜆𝐸 (6.1) 
 
Where, 𝜆𝑝𝑟𝑖 is the total price paid for primary reserve service to the participating unit, 𝜆𝑎𝑣𝑙  is the 
availability price taken as highest accepted bidding price and 𝜆𝐸 is the price for energy volume 
supplied, paid at the rate of balancing market price. 
Major portion of secondary reserve is also provided by central power plants even though other 
power plants can also participate through balance responsible party (BRP). Settlement of secondary 
reserves is done as defined in (6.2). Secondary reserve is auctioned on monthly basis. 
 
𝜆𝑠𝑒𝑐 = 𝜆𝑠𝑝 ± 100 ∗ 𝑃𝐸𝑠  (6.2) 
 
Where 𝜆𝑠𝑒𝑐 is the total amount in DKK paid to the participating unit, 𝜆𝑠𝑝 is the spot market price 
and 𝑃𝐸𝑠 is actual energy supplied in MWh, where positive and negative sign is for up and down 
regulation respectively. 
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Tertiary reserve required for DK1 is acquired in parts, 250 MW from DK1 and 300 MW from DK2. 
Danish TSO is having five year contract (kyndby agreement) with generation company, Dong 
Energy in Eastern grid, therefore 300 MW of tertiary reserve is acquired from DK2 and rest 250 
MW is purchased through daily auctions from DK1.  
In case of west bound flow on Great Belt HVDC link, additional reserve may also be acquired from 
DK1. The settlement of tertiary reserve bought in DK1 is done as defined in (6.3). 
 
 
𝜆𝑡𝑒𝑟 = 𝜆𝑎𝑣𝑙𝑡 + 𝜆𝐸𝑡 (6.3) 
 
 
Where, 𝜆𝑡𝑒𝑟is the total price paid for tertiary reserve service to the participating unit, 𝜆𝑎𝑣𝑙𝑡 is the 
availability price taken as highest accepted bidding price and 𝜆𝐸𝑡 is the price for energy volume 
supplied, paid at the rate of balancing market price. 
Currently HVDC tie lines with neighboring Nordic countries do not support fast change in power 
exchange due to market regulations. The market model adopted for LCC-HVDC tie line power 
exchange is shown in Fig. 6. 2, which does not allow  fast changes in the amount of existing flow 
and the change in direction of flow is allowed hourly [14].  
However a new 700 MW VSC-based HVDC link (SK4) between Norway and DK1 is recently 
commissioned which can be used to support reserve services in Denmark. Therefore, to take the 
advantage of mentioned VSC-HVDC link, this chapter evaluates the economic aspects of possible 
reserve provision by utilization of SK4 considering its fast dynamic response and more 
controllability.  
It is also worth mentioning that the HVAC tie line of DK1 connecting with Germany has limitation 
on unscheduled interchange which should not exceed +/- 50MW, therefore in future where much 
stronger fluctuations in local generation are expected, alternatives to limit the unscheduled 
interchange within the acceptable ranges needs to be explored. 
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Fig. 6.2. Market settlement model for Power exchange with Nordic countries [14] 
 
6.3 Formulation for decoupling different reserve services 
Here a framework is proposed to minimize total cost of reserve for western Danish power system 
under different scenarios incorporating reserve expectation of interconnections (contract capacity 
for different reserve services) and the required reserve in DK1.  
More specifically, we concentrate on investigating the economic benefit of increasing the contract 
capacity of Denmark-Norway HVDC interconnection for reserve purposes. According to our 
assumptions, thermal power plants and gas turbines within DK1 contribute to primary, secondary, 
and tertiary reserve provision.  
Norway HVDC interconnection contributes to both primary and tertiary reserve services. 
Meanwhile the interconnection to Germany only contributes to secondary reserve needs in DK1. 
The objective function below to be minimized is Reserve Cost (RC). The nomenclature is follows: 
A. Indices 
i Indices of reserve providing units in DK1 
j Indices of interconnections with Norway 
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k Indices of interconnections with Germany 
B. Variables 
rDK,i
pu
 Upward primary reserve of unit i in DK1 
rDK,i
pd 
 Downward primary reserve of unit i in DK1 
rNO,j
pu 
 Upward primary reserve provided by interconnection j with Norway 
rNO,j
pd 
 Downward primary reserve provided by interconnection j with Norway 
rDK,i
su  Upward secondary reserve of unit i in DK1 
rDK,i
sd  Downward secondary reserve of unit i in DK1 
rGR,k
su  Upward secondary reserve provided by interconnection k with Germany 
rGR,k
sd  Downward secondary reserve provided by interconnection k with Germany 
rDK,i
tu  Upward tertiary reserve of unit i in DK1 
rDK,i
td  Downward tertiary reserve of unit i in DK1 
rNO,j
tu  Upward tertiary reserve provided by interconnection j with Norway 
rNO,j
td  Downward tertiary reserve provided by interconnection j with Norway 
  
C. Constants 
RDK
pu−pd
 Upward/downward primary reserve requirement in DK1 
RDK
su−sd Upward/downward secondary reserve requirement in DK1 
RDK
tu−td Upward/downward tertiary reserve requirement in DK1 
Pmax,i Maximum capacity of unit i in DK1 
Pmin,i Minimum capacity of unit i in DK1 
Pg,i Average generated power by unit i in DK1 
CapNO,j
p
 Contract capacity of primary reserve for interconnection j with Norway  
CapNO,j
t  Contract capacity of tertiary reserve for interconnection j with Norway  
CapGR,k
s  Contract capacity of secondary reserve for interconnection k with Germany  
bi
p,u/d
 Binary Constant indicating whether unit i in DK1 participates in upward/downward primary 
reserve markets 
bi
s,u/d
 Binary Constant indicating whether unit i in DK1 participates in upward/downward secondary 
reserve markets 
bi
t,u/d
 Binary Constant indicating whether unit i in DK1 participates in upward/downward tertiary 
reserve markets 
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𝑅C = ∑ Cpu,DK(rDK,i
pu
)
𝑖
+ ∑ Cpu,NO (rNO,j
pu 
) + ∑ Cpd,DK
𝑖𝑗
(rDK,i
pd 
) 
+ ∑ Cpd,NO (rNO,j
pd
) + ∑ Csu,DK(rDK,i
su )
𝑖
+ ∑ Csu,GR(rGR,k
su )   
𝑘j
 
+ ∑ Csd,DK(rDK,i
sd )
𝑖
+ ∑ Csd,GR(rGR,k
sd ) + ∑ Ctu,DK(rDK,i
tu )
i
   
𝑘
 
+ ∑ Ctu,NO(rNO,𝑗
tu ) +
𝑗
∑ Ctd,DK(rDK,i
td ) + ∑ Ctd,NO(rNO,j
td )        
𝑗i
 
 
(6.4) 
Subject to: 
 
 
∑ rDK,i
pu
+ ∑ rNO,j
pu 
𝑗
≥ 
𝑖
RDK
pu
 (6.5) 
− ∑ rDK,i
pd
− ∑ rNO,j
pd 
𝑗
≤ 
𝑖
RDK
pd
 (6.6) 
∑ rNO,j
pu 
≤ ∑ CapNO,j
p
𝑗𝑗
 (6.7) 
∑ rNO,j
pd 
≤ ∑ CapNO,j
p
𝑗j
 (6.8) 
∑ rDK,i
su + ∑ rGR,k
su 
k
≥ 
i
RDK
su  (6.9) 
− ∑ rDK,i
sd − ∑ rGR,k
sd 
𝑘
≤ 
𝑖
RDK
sd  (6.10) 
∑ rGR,k
su 
𝑘
≤ ∑ CapGR,k
s
𝑘
 (6.11) 
∑ rGR,k
sd 
𝑘
≤ ∑ CapGR,k
s
𝑘
 (6.12) 
∑ rDK,i
tu + ∑ rNO,j
tu 
𝑗
≥ 
𝑖
RDK
tu  (6.13) 
− ∑ rDK,i
td − ∑ rNO,j
td 
𝑗
≤ 
𝑖
RDK
td  (6.14) 
Pg,𝑖 + bi
p,u
rDK,𝑖
pu
+ bi
s,urDK,𝑖
su + bi
t,urDK,𝑖
tu ≤ Pmax,𝑖 (6.15) 
Pg,𝑖 − bi
p,d
rDK,𝑖
pd
− bi
s,drDK,𝑖
s,d − bi
t,drDK,𝑖
td ≥ Pmin,i (6.16) 
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The elements of the objective function are the costs of primary, secondary, and tertiary reserves 
provided by resources within areas (they are assumed to be a ratio of quadratic functions of 
generations cost used in power system studies - cost functions are taken from standard test IEEE 
grids such as IEEE 24 buses and 39 buses).For the sake of simplicity and due to space limitation, 
we do not introduce reserve cost functions here (The employed cost functions in this chapter are 
similar to those which come in the appendix of chapter 7). However, 𝐶(. ) in equation (6.4) with 
whatever indice is a quadratic function of related variable. This function is exclusive for each unit 
or interconnection and for different reserve types. Even upward and downward services for the 
same reserve category (primary, secondary, tertiary) are not necessarily identical. 
Upward and downward primary reserve needs in DK1 are modeled in (6.5) and (6.6). Equations 
(6.7) and (6.8) indicate the limitation of contract capacity for primary reserve. Upward and 
downward secondary reserve needs are modeled in (6.9) and (6.10). Equations (6.11) and (6.12) 
indicate the limit of Danish-German interconnection for secondary reserve. Similarly, upward and 
downward tertiary reserve needs are modeled in (6.13) and (6.14). Equations (6.15) and (6.16) 
guarantee minimum and maximum feasible output power for the thermal power plants and gas 
turbines within DK1. One may argue that improbable coincidence of primary, secondary, and 
tertiary reserve undermines the logic in equations (6.15) and (6.16). However, this flaw is rejected 
as the system operator’s call for all kinds of reserve should be in place irrespective of time. The 
philosophy of binary constants in these equations is that not all kind of thermal units can provide all 
types of reserves. For instance, only fast online units can provide primary reserve. It should be 
noted that these are just already known constants and should not be mistakenly misunderstood as 
binary variables.    
As objective function is quadratic and constraints are all linear, the optimization problem is solved 
using linearly constrained quadratic programing. For this study, YALMIP which is a MATLAB 
based optimization package
16
 is used. The presented formulation gives the share of reserve services 
by units within DK1 and interconnections with Germany and Norway. Here we investigate the 
impact of interconnections on reserve procurement cost. The focus is mainly on HVDC 
interconnections with Norway as it is assumed that it provides DK1 with both primary and tertiary 
                                                          
16
Generally solving the optimization problems in packages such as CVX and YALMIP are user-friendly and easy to 
implement (The user does not need to have an expert level understanding about the optimization theory). The user needs 
to formulate the problem in a convex form and then put in the objective function and constraints into programing 
environment according to the pre-defined syntax.   
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services. Provision of fast primary service from this line is possible due to forthcoming VSC-based 
HVDC line named Skagerrak 4 [15].German interconnections offers only secondary reserve. The 
external reserve services are considered to be less expensive than domestic units due to the fact that 
hydropower-based reserve
17
 in Norway has less marginal price in comparison to thermal domestic 
plants. Table II compares the monthly average of spot price in DK1 and NO2 (a pricing zone in 
Norway connected to DK1) for the year 2012. It is seen that the energy prices are lower in Norway. 
The same trend can be inferred of reserve price. 
TABLE II. COMPARISON OF  ENERGY PRICES IN DK1 AND NO2 
Elspot prices in [EUR/MWh] 
 NO2 DK1  NO2 DK1 
January 34.95 37.01 July 13.73 25.55 
February 44.48 48.35 August 20.63 39.01 
March 28.70 31.52 September 18.74 37.40 
April 30.22 34.76 October 34.34 38.11 
May 26.70 36.06 November 33.97 34.91 
June 23.44 37.21 December 40.69 36.86 
 
6.3.1 Behavior of reserve procurement cost under different scenarios  
Proposed formulation is solved for two different scenarios. In scenario 1 we investigate the impact 
of increasing primary reserve requirement set by TSO from existing value of ±27 MW to ±40 MW. 
At the same time contract capacity for primary reserve on mentioned interconnection increases from 
10 MW to 20 MW. Scenario 2 addresses tertiary reserve service. In this scenario, we investigate the 
impact of tertiary reserve requirement set by TSO from +550 MW for upward regulation to +700 
MW and for downward regulation from -210 MW to -266 MW. Similar to the first scenario, 
contract capacity for tertiary reserve on mentioned interconnection also increases, this time from 
100 MW to 150 MW. Three conventional power plants in DK1 are supposed to produce reserve 
products. Pg,1, Pg,2 and Pg,3 are dominant operation points of conventional units.   
                                                          
17
 High controllability, zero-emission rate makes hydropower an excellent source for flexibility against wind power 
variability. For this reason Danish power system accounts on Norwegian hydropower to a large extend.  
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Fig. 6.3 and Fig. 6.4 depict the reserve procurement cost behavior in both scenarios. It is observed 
that increasing the allowed reserve capacity 
18
by the interconnection decreases the total cost of 
reserve services as higher share of reserve can be provided by cheaper foreign sources. As the 
amount of primary reserve in DK1 is relatively low the saving which is gained due to provision of 
primary reserve on this interconnection is not significant. This amount will certainly increase if we 
take into account the economic equivalent of reliability level that this interconnection adds to 
system. However, for tertiary reserve, aforementioned saving is significant which is due to higher 
need for tertiary reserve in DK1. 
The overall economic benefit of the interconnection is certainly dependent on the price of reserve 
on two sides of the interconnection. The benefit is higher in summer when the cost of reserve 
provision is low due to sufficiently high level of water reserves of Norwegian side. 
Obviously as the required reserve increases, the objective function grows as well (which is observed 
in both scenarios).  
 
 
Fig. 6. 3. Reserve procurement cost behavior with changes in primary reserve 
 
 
                                                          
18
 The capacity that is dedicated to reserve from interconnections according to the contract between Transmission 
System Operators of the two countries. 
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Fig. 6. 4. Reserve procurement cost behavior with changes in tertiary reserve 
 
6.4 Summary  
The main contribution of this study is to propose an analytical framework to optimally allocate the 
decoupled share of different types of reserves (namely upward/downward primary, secondary, and 
tertiary services). The proposed framework takes the reserve costs and physical constraints of 
system as input and minimizes total reserve procurement cost. This provides the share of 
conventional power plants for reserve provision within DK1 and cross border interconnections. 
Results explain the behavior of reserve procurement cost under different scenarios. The role of 
interconnections is concluded as economically beneficial for reserve provision purposes. This 
chapter is based on our earlier contribution at [16]. 
A new VSC-based HVDC interconnection will be commissioned soon. The fast controllability of 
this interconnection allows western Danish power system to benefit from hydropower resources in 
Norway as a primary reserve provider. This interconnection is used as the test case. 
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Chapter 7 
Reserve scheduling considering environmental impact of reserve providers   
 
Decoupled scheduling of energy and reserve is rebuked due to suboptimality issues. However, for 
practical reasons it is the common practice in many power systems around the world. In this chapter 
a model is proposed for successive energy and reserve
19
 scheduling considering the emission impact 
of reserve service providers. For large scale wind integrated power system with displaced 
conventional generation, wind turbines are also assumed to participate in providing reserve service.  
Further, Electric Vehicles (EVs) participation in reserve service market is taken into account to 
demonstrate that EV’s environmental impact varies with the variation in penetration level of 
renewable energy. Results show how the environmental impact of reserve providers modifies the 
share of different generation technologies in upward and downward reserves. 
 
7.1 Introduction and literature overview 
A substantial work addressing the environmental impact of energy and reserve provision is reported 
in previous literature. In [1] the effect of spinning reserve requirement on emissions is analyzed. 
The impact of reserve supplying demand response is also incorporated in the problem formulation. 
The environmental finger print of dispatched units is decoupled into nonlinear functions of 𝐶𝑂2 and 
𝑆𝑂𝑥 emission costs. Piecewise linearization technique is then used to incorporate these functions in 
the problem formulation. Results address the conceptual relationship of reserve scheduling and 
emission reduction. It is also shown that reserve providing demand response is a powerful tool for 
emission reduction.  
A stochastic multi-objective simultaneous energy and reserve scheduling in a distribution grid with 
high wind penetration is introduced in [2]. The proposed framework, based on augmented epsilon-
constraint method, minimizes operational costs and emissions. The framework generates Pareto-
optimal solutions for scheduling energy and reserve considering the uncertainty of wind and 
demand. In this study demand participates in both energy and reserve markets through a load 
aggregator party that aggregates offers from medium and large size loads. Simulation results 
evidenced that inclusion of units’ environmental impact modifies the scheduling of reserve and 
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 Tertiary reserve 
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energy in the studied grid.  
In [3] a fuel and emission constrained power producer self-schedules by making a compromise 
between different profit levels and their associated risk level in the day-ahead electricity market. 
Problem formulation incorporates the uncertainty of electricity and fuel prices. In order to tackle 
fuel uncertainty, a rolling window framework is proposed. In [4] the unit commitment framework 
captures voltage security and 𝑆𝑂2 emission constraints simultaneously. Dutch power system with its 
high share of CHP units and wind power is studied in [5]. The unit commitment and economic 
dispatch formulations take into account the heat and power demand simultaneously. The conclusion 
reveals the impact of different penetration levels of wind power on environmental measures.  
Regulatory and public policies with regard to environmental impact of power systems are discussed 
in [6]. The outcome prioritizes the effectiveness of possible solutions for emission reduction. These 
are emission dispatch, fuel switching, demand side management, and investment in clean energy. In 
[7] the impact of EU 𝐶𝑂2 emissions trading on Nordic electricity markets is studied. It is shown 
how this trading can increase the electricity price. A novel heuristic approach is introduced in [8] to 
solve a reserve constrained economic dispatch problem incorporating emission limitations. The 
presented formulation is a nonlinear, non-convex, and non-smooth optimization problem that is 
solved by employing a meta-heuristic algorithm. The quality of the results is compared with other 
heuristic approaches. Similarly [9] uses a heuristic approach for environmental economic dispatch 
problem. The presented multi objective particle swarm optimization approach is a slightly different 
version of conventional PSO
20
 that offers more functionality for multi objective purposes. Fuel cost 
and equivalent environmental impact are considered in the proposed framework. In [10] a robust 
optimization formulation is presented to give the maximizing bidding curves for a price taker 
producer participating in a pool where the uncertain parameter is electricity price.  
Several papers have considered the environmental benefits of flexible demand programs. In [11] a 
stochastic algorithm incorporating Markov chain is proposed to benefit from the domestic 
appliances as Dynamic Demand (DD) for primary frequency regulation. The 𝐶𝑂2 emission per 
refrigerator is quantified in the study. The analysis considers the potential of wind farms for 
providing inertia and primary reserve services. The potential achievements of the proposed 
methodology are significant. A case study in the paper reveals 330 kg carbon emission reduction 
per year per refrigerator. Simultaneous scheduling of energy and reserve with bounded 
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𝐶𝑂2 emission and consideration of reserve supplying demand response is formulated in [12]. 
Authors show how reducing allowable 𝐶𝑂2 emission cap changes the reserve scheduling. It is 
concluded that this reduction limits the commitment level of polluting but inexpensive units in 
energy market increases their role in reserve market. Authors argue that having lager share of 
inexpensive units in reserve market will reduce the cost of security in power system. More studies 
on the impact of demand side participation can be found in [13]-[15].  
Considering the environmental benefit of EV participation in competitive electricity markets has 
been the center of attention in various recent research works. In [16] the participation of an EV 
aggregator in manual reserve market is explained. The EV aggregator participates in day-ahead 
energy market and intraday reserve markets. The appealing characteristic of the proposed 
methodology is to eliminate the need for driving patterns that are usually sensitive data and are not 
necessarily applicable to all plausible scenarios. Results indicate that EV participation in tertiary 
reserve market can bring significant cost reduction for aggregator even in market mechanisms with 
no availability compensation. In [17] a stochastic optimization model is proposed for optimal 
operation of an EV aggregator in short term energy and regulation market. Day-ahead intraday 
market variables are incorporated in the problem formulation. The novelty is to consider instructed 
and uninstructed power deviations. It is shown how considering this intricacy can change the 
optimal bidding strategy of the aggregator. A novel battery modeling is also introduced which 
provides comprehensive representation of battery’s physical characteristics.  
In [18] hourly coordination of electric vehicle operation in security constraint unit commitment is 
discussed. The stochastic formulation covers the uncertainty of wind energy, load, power system 
component’s contingency rate, and number of available EVs in a fleet. Salient contributions of the 
paper are incorporating transmission constraints and explain the impact of large EV penetration on 
the generation profile of thermal power plants. Based on life-cycle cost analysis approach, authors 
in [19] put forward a model that determines economic and environmental implications of an EV 
based transport system in US. With an economic approach, rather than a technical one, this study 
reveals that tax credit has a significant role as an incentive for encouraging people to use electric 
vehicle. HEV, PHEV15, PHEV35 and EV are the options to make the main body of sustainable 
transport system and their life-cycle cost is compared to conventional vehicles. In [20] the impact of 
large scale of gridable EVs typically called gridable vehicles (GVs) on emission rate is introduced. 
Authors show that large penetration of GVs is economically and technically viable. 
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 In [21] a business case providing downward secondary reserve by EVs is analyzed. Unlike some 
similar studies, this study reveals that EVs are not suitable for provision of backward secondary 
reserve in German electricity market. The model considers strict specific market regulations for 
secondary reserve in Germany that calls for a very high degree of availability, real driving patterns 
and real market data. Heat and electricity demand of a geographical area with EVs is considered in 
[22]. The emission impact of different dispatch scenarios including EV participation (controlled and 
uncontrolled charging) is compared. The novelty of this method lies in considering the electricity 
and heat demand simultaneously and along with their interaction on 𝐶𝑂2 emission impact. The 
efficiencies of CHP units are also incorporated. Researchers in [23] propose an ICT-controlled 
plug-in EV for regulation purposes. The paper concludes that three million EVs could satisfy a 
significant portion of the regulation requirement in California by the end of 2020. Frequency 
regulation reserve requirement in high wind penetration incorporating minute by minute grid 
operations and control constraints is examined in [24]. The proposed multi agent stochastic 
simulator determines up and down regulation requirement in Hydro Québec power system 
considering different wind penetration scenarios.  
In [25], current practices for up and down regulating market in Nordic electricity market is 
reviewed. Required regulating power services and related prices in Nordic market for three 
consecutive years from 2008 to 2010 is given. In [26] authors have introduced existing monitoring 
regulatory procedures of the Nordic regulation power markets. Interaction of power markets and the 
role of different market actors are classified in Nordic countries. According to this report, upward 
and downward regulating services are provided by Balance Responsible Parties (BRPs) regardless 
to if the service is needed in the country itself or other Nordic countries. As an instance regulating 
services needed in Denmark can be provided by BRPs in Norway. 
 
7.2 Model explanation 
As mentioned in the previous section, Danish power system which is a part of Nordic electricity 
market, has predetermined values for primary, secondary, and tertiary regulation services. For 
example in the Western Danish power system, up and down primary reserve is +/-27 MW, 
secondary reserve is +/-90 MW and tertiary (manual) reserve is +540 MW for up regulation and       
-210 MW for down regulation reserve.  
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In this study a reserve scheduling methodology is proposed considering the environmental impact 
of reserve service providers. The proposed reserve scheduling is solved after energy schedules are 
decided but not realized. The uncertainty in realization of scheduled energy is taken into account 
using a robust optimization technique. The origin of this uncertainty includes demand forecast error, 
renewables intermittency and contingencies in power system elements. Robust optimization 
technique (which is mathematically introduced in the next section) is a conservative approach for 
optimization under uncertainty. It ignores uncertainty distributions and instead relies only on 
confidence intervals of uncertain parameters. In our problem formulation, the output power (or 
energy) of reserve service providers are considered as uncertain parameters. Thus available up and 
down reserves for all reserve providing units (generation units, EVs, loads that participate in reserve 
market) vary in accordance to the pre-defined confidence intervals.  
As depicted in Fig. 7. 1, the energy is scheduled in the first stage, and then reserve scheduling is 
done considering the uncertainty in realization of energy schedules. The environmental impacts of 
reserve providers are quantified incorporating the pollutant cost of different technologies. The 
proposed formulation minimizes the sum of reserve procurement cost and environmental costs. 
It is to be noted that the scope of this study is to incorporate the environmental impact of reserve 
providing technologies, while relatively more influential environmental impact of energy reserve is 
not considered as we assume it has already been dealt in energy scheduling stage
21
 (power 
scheduling). Furthermore it is argued that the different reserve resources have their own 
environmental impact.  
It is assumed that the required reserve services are determined by the system operator and sum of 
reserve provided by committed resources (committed in reserve market) should make those values. 
Upward and downward reserve costs from different resources vary and are inspired by the current 
practice in the western Danish power system. Author’s expectations and questions in the early stage 
of this research work were as follows: 
-How the share of different reserve participating technologies in upward/downward reserve market 
will vary by incorporating the environmental impact of participating technology? 
-How the consideration of uncertainty in energy scheduling can affect the reserve scheduling? 
                                                          
21
 Considering the environmental impact in energy scheduling stage is repeatedly addressed in the literature as 
mentioned in section 6.1. In this study , the energy is already scheduled (scheduled power set pints are given in 
appendix)  
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-In an emission based reserve scheduling framework, how different penetration levels of 
intermittent renewables can affect the commitment share of reserve service providers?  
-And to decouple the role of upward/downward reserve considering the environmental impact of 
different technologies. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 7. 1. Sequential reserve scheduling
22
  
 
7.3 Robust optimization 
Traditionally, stochastic optimization is the technique to deal uncertainties in power systems. This 
methodology is widely used in power system applications to consider different uncertainties such as 
wind power uncertainty, demand uncertainty and the uncertainty in the contingency of system 
elements. Although stochastic optimization is shown to be a reliable tool for decision making under 
uncertainty, however there are some evidences that question the functionality of this method. First, 
in order to be able to use this technique the probability distribution of uncertain variable should be 
available. This is not feasible in many real life applications as it demands high resolution data. 
Furthermore the results are highly dependent on the uncertainty distribution in question which is not 
necessarily accurate. In addition in stochastic optimization scenarios, the plurality of scenarios may 
simply lead to intractability issues. Due to mentioned drawbacks and also the need for more 
conservative approaches in some applications the robust optimization technique is introduced [27]-
[28]. It deals with optimization problems in which a certain measure of robustness is sought against 
uncertainty that can be represented as deterministic variability in the value of the parameters of the 
problem itself and/or its solution. Robust optimization models the random variables as uncertain 
parameters belonging to a convex uncertainty set where the decision-maker protects the system 
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 The concept which should be inferred from the figure is that energy (power) scheduling and reserve scheduling are 
done in two separate optimization problems. Energy scheduling is first done and then reserve scheduling will be done 
considering the uncertainties in realization of energy. (sequentially rather than simultaneously)  
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against the worst case within that set [28].  
In a general setting, robust optimization deals with optimization problems with two sets of 
variables, decision variables and uncertain variables. The target in deterministic worst-case robust 
optimization is to find a solution on the decision variables such that the worst-case cost is 
minimized (or maximized) and the constraints are robustly feasible, when the uncertainty freely 
takes arbitrary values in a defined uncertainty set. As our problem is linear we adopt the general 
linear form of a robust optimization problem [29] as defined below. 
 
Min ϲ⊤𝑥                             
Subject to:  
𝐴𝑥 ≤ 𝑏,        ⩝ 𝑎i є Ѕ1, … , 𝑎i є Ѕ𝑚  
 
Where 𝑎𝑖 is the 𝑖
𝑡ℎ row of the uncertainty matrix 𝐴 with its values in the uncertainty set Ѕ. 
Obviously, 𝑎𝑖
⊤𝑥 ≤ 𝑏𝑖 ,  ⩝ 𝑎𝑖 ≤ Ѕ𝑖, the inequality is satisfied in all scenarios of the uncertainty set 
only if it is satisfied with the term in its left hand side in its maximum value as defined below. 
 
𝑚𝑎𝑥
{𝑎𝑖 є Ѕ𝑖}
𝑎𝑖
⊤𝑥 ≤ 𝑏𝑖 ⩝ 𝑖 
 
Following example gives an intuitive understanding about the general concept.  
𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑥,𝑦{4𝑥 + 3𝑦} subject to: x, y ≥ 0; ax + by ≤ 10, ∀(a, b) ∈ S where S is a subset of 𝑅
2. 
What makes this a robust optimization problem is the clause; ax + by ≤ 10 in the constraint. Its 
implication is that for a pair (𝑥, 𝑦) to be permissible, the constraint  ax + by ≤ 10 must be satisfied 
by the worst (𝑎, 𝑏) ∈ S pertaining to (𝑥, 𝑦), which is (𝑎, 𝑏) ∈ S  that maximizes the value of  ax +
by for the given value of (𝑥, 𝑦). 
Another example can be as the following:  
decision variable: x 
uncertainty set: s=[-0.5,0.5] 
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objective:  min –x 
constraint: x+s ≤ 1 
Obviously, the optimal x is 0.5, since if x is larger than 0.5, there exist a s such that the constraint is 
violated. 
As it will be seen in the next section the decision variables in our study are upward and downward 
reserves while the uncertain sets are scheduled energy level (For instance one unit is scheduled to 
produce 50 MW next day, but at the time of reserve scheduling its production is consider to be in 
the range; [45,55] ). Decision variables (reserve from different sources) come in the objective 
function and uncertainty sets
23
 (the range in which the scheduled power is expected to be realized) 
come in the constraints. This is the constraint for available capacity for bidding reserve. This is 
more elaborated in the problem formulation and also in Fig. 7.4 where the available capacity for 
up/down reserve with and without considering uncertainty is compared. 
In this study we have adopted YALMIP (introduced in previous chapters). The inner analytical and 
computational algorithms within the package will be found in more details in [29]. As in our case 
the objective function is quadratic with linear constraints (The constraints are affine and constrained 
to a norm-ball. It is shown in [29] how it typically turns to an efficient and well behaved 
representation of worst-case scenario).  
 
7.4 Problem formulation 
In this part the formulation for reserve scheduling incorporating the environmental impact of 
reserve providers is presented. The objective function to be minimized consists of two parts, the 
cost of reserve provision for upward and downward reserve services, and the equivalent 
environmental cost of each reserve service provider. Considering the nomenclature below, (7.1) 
gives the objective function: 
A. Decision Variables 
𝑟𝑡ℎ
𝑢  Upward reserve provided by a thermal unit  
𝑟𝑡ℎ
𝑑  Downward reserve provided by a thermal unit 
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 Or uncertainty bounds. 
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𝑟𝑔
𝑢 Upward reserve provided by a gas unit 
𝑟𝑔
𝑑 Downward reserve provided by a gas unit 
𝑟ℎ𝑦
𝑢  Upward reserve provided by a hydro unit 
𝑟ℎ𝑦
𝑑  Downward reserve provided by a hydro unit 
𝑟𝑤
𝑢 Upward reserve provided by a wind unit 
𝑟𝑤
𝑑 Downward reserve provided by a wind unit 
𝑟𝐸𝑉
𝑢  Upward reserve provided by an EV aggregator 
𝑟𝐸𝑉
𝑑  Downward reserve provided by an EV aggregator 
𝑟𝐿
𝑢 Upward reserve provided by a reserve participating load 
𝑟𝐿
𝑑 Downward reserve provided by a reserve participating load 
 
B. Uncertain Parameters(sets) 
𝑝𝑡ℎ Uncertain scheduled power for thermal unit  
𝑝𝑔 Uncertain scheduled power for gas unit  
𝑝ℎ𝑦 Uncertain scheduled power for hydro unit  
𝑝𝑤 Uncertain scheduled power for wind farm  
𝑝𝐸𝑉 Uncertain scheduled power for electric vehicle  
𝑙 Uncertain scheduled reserve participating load  
 
C. Constants 
ℛ𝑡ℎ
𝑢 , ℛ𝑡ℎ
𝑑  Up/down ramp rate for thermal unit 
𝒫𝑡ℎ
𝑚𝑎𝑥, 𝒫𝑡ℎ
𝑚𝑖𝑛 Maximum/Minimum output power for thermal unit  
ℛ𝑔
𝑢, ℛ𝑔
𝑑 Up/down ramp rate for gas unit 
𝒫𝑔
𝑚𝑎𝑥, 𝒫𝑔
𝑚𝑖𝑛 Maximum/Minimum output power for gas unit 
ℛℎ𝑦
𝑢 , ℛℎ𝑦
𝑑  Up/down ramp rate for hydro unit 
𝒫ℎ𝑦
𝑚𝑎𝑥, 𝒫ℎ𝑦
𝑚𝑖𝑛 Maximum/Minimum output power for hydro unit 
ℛ𝑤
𝑢 , ℛ𝑤
𝑑  Up/down ramp rate for wind unit 
𝒫𝑤
𝑚𝑎𝑥, 𝒫𝑤
𝑚𝑖𝑛 Maximum/Minimum output power for wind farm 
ℛ𝐸𝑉
𝑢 , ℛ𝐸𝑉
𝑑  Up/down ramp rate for EV aggregator 
𝒫𝑏𝑎𝑡
𝑚𝑎𝑥 Maximum capacity of EV aggregator  
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𝑙𝑚𝑎𝑥, 𝑙𝑚𝑖𝑛 Maximum/Minimum possible loading for reserve participating loads 
ℛ𝑟𝑒𝑞
𝑢 , ℛ𝑟𝑒𝑞
𝑑  Required upward/downward reserve by system operator 
ℰℐ𝑟,𝑡ℎ
𝑢 , ℰℐ𝑟,𝑡ℎ
𝑑  Upward/Downward environmental indice of thermal unit 
ℰℐ𝑟,𝑔
𝑢 , ℰℐ𝑟,𝑔
𝑑  Upward/Downward environmental indice of gas unit 
ℰℐ𝑟,𝐸𝑉
𝑢 , ℰℐ𝑟,𝐸𝑉
𝑑  Upward/Downward environmental indice of EV aggregator 
ℰℐ𝑟,𝐿
𝑢 , ℰℐ𝑟,𝐿
𝑑  Upward/Downward environmental indice of load 
 
𝑀𝑖𝑛 (∑ 𝑟𝑡ℎ
𝑢  𝒞𝑟,𝑡ℎ
𝑢 +  ∑ 𝑟𝑡ℎ
𝑑  𝒞𝑟,𝑡ℎ
𝑑 +  ∑ 𝑟𝑔
𝑢 𝒞𝑟,𝑔
𝑢 +  ∑ 𝑟𝑔
𝑑 𝒞𝑟,𝑔
𝑑 +  ∑ 𝑟ℎ𝑦
𝑢  𝒞𝑟,ℎ𝑦
𝑢
+ ∑ 𝑟ℎ𝑦
𝑑  𝒞𝑟,ℎ𝑦
𝑑 +  ∑ 𝑟𝑤
𝑢 𝒞𝑟,𝑤
𝑢 + ∑ 𝑟𝑤
𝑑 𝒞𝑟,𝑤
𝑑 +  ∑ 𝑟𝐸𝑉
𝑢  𝒞𝑟,𝐸𝑉
𝑢
+ ∑ 𝑟𝐸𝑉
𝑑  𝒞𝑟,𝐸𝑉
𝑑 +  ∑ 𝑟𝐿
𝑢 𝒞𝑟,𝐿
𝑢 +  ∑ 𝑟𝐿
𝑑 𝒞𝑟,𝐿
𝑑 )
+ (∑ 𝑟𝑡ℎ
𝑢  ℰℐ𝑟,𝑡ℎ
𝑢 +  ∑ 𝑟𝑡ℎ
𝑑  ℰℐ𝑟,𝑡ℎ
𝑑 +  ∑ 𝑟𝑔
𝑢 ℰℐ𝑟,𝑔
𝑢 + ∑ 𝑟𝑔
𝑑 ℰℐ𝑟,𝑔
𝑑
+ ∑  𝑟𝐸𝑉
𝑢  ℰℐ𝑟,𝐸𝑉
𝑢 + ∑  𝑟𝐸𝑉
𝑑  ℰℐ𝑟,𝐸𝑉
𝑑 + ∑ 𝑟𝐿
𝑢 ℰℐ𝑟,𝐿
𝑢 +  ∑ 𝑟𝐿
𝑑 ℰℐ𝑟,𝐿
𝑑 ) 
 
(7.1) 
The terms in the first parentheses (the first three lines of the objective function) form the direct cost 
of reserve provision. Similarly the terms in the second parentheses (4
th
 and 5
th
 line in the objective 
function) form the environmental impact of the reserve provider units, hereafter called objective_1 
and objective_2 respectively.  
It should be noted that in this formulation, the environmental impact of upward regulation reserve 
are positive values and are algebraically greater for a more polluting generation technology. Having 
similar approach in mind, the emission impact of downward reserve are negative values and larger 
in absolute value for a higher polluting technology.  
This is intuitively explainable as by allocating such values, the merit order logic of the optimization 
framework calls highest polluting agents first for downward regulation and last for upward 
regulation. The proposed methodology implies zero environmental impact indices for renewables. 
Thus in a merit order basis they are committed first for upward regulation reserve (zero wins 
competing with positive values in a minimization problem). Similarly they are committed last for 
downward regulation reserve (zero loses competing with negative values in a minimization 
problem) which in turn allows more participation from high polluting technologies in downward 
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reserve service. Renewables have zero environmental (emission) cost and thus they are not 
presented in objective_2.   
The introduced objective function is constrained to upward and downward ramp rate of reserve 
providers and also the capacity availability (capacity availability of thermal, gas, hydro, wind, EV 
aggregator, and reserve participating loads). These constrains are given in (7.2)-(7.18). Equations 
(7.19) and (7.20) ensure the upward and downward reserve requirements declared by the system 
operator. The indices of service providers within the same technology set are not included in the 
formulation for brevity. All variables are non-negative. 
 
𝑟𝑡ℎ
𝑢 ≤  ℛ𝑡ℎ
𝑢  , −𝑟𝑡ℎ
𝑑 ≥  ℛ𝑡ℎ
𝑑  (7.2) 
𝑝𝑡ℎ +  𝑟𝑡ℎ
𝑢   ≤  𝒫𝑡ℎ
𝑚𝑎𝑥 (7.3) 
𝑝𝑡ℎ − 𝑟𝑡ℎ
𝑑 ≥  𝒫𝑡ℎ
𝑚𝑖𝑛 (7.4) 
𝑟𝑔
𝑢 ≤  ℛ𝑔
𝑢 , −𝑟𝑔
𝑑 ≥  ℛ𝑔
𝑑 (7.5) 
𝑝𝑔 +  𝑟𝑔
𝑢  ≤  𝒫𝑔
𝑚𝑎𝑥 (7.6) 
𝑝𝑔 −  𝑟𝑔
𝑑 ≥  𝒫𝑔
𝑚𝑖𝑛 (7.7) 
𝑟ℎ𝑦
𝑢 ≤  ℛℎ𝑦
𝑢  , −𝑟ℎ𝑦
𝑑 ≥  ℛℎ𝑦
𝑑  (7.8) 
𝑝ℎ𝑦 +  𝑟ℎ𝑦
𝑢   ≤  𝒫ℎ𝑦
𝑚𝑎𝑥 (7.9) 
𝑝ℎ𝑦 − 𝑟ℎ𝑦
𝑑 ≥  𝒫ℎ𝑦
𝑚𝑖𝑛 (7.10) 
𝑟𝑤
𝑢 ≤  ℛ𝑤
𝑢  , −𝑟𝑤
𝑑 ≥  ℛ𝑤
𝑑  (7.11) 
𝑝𝑤 +  𝑟𝑤
𝑢  ≤  𝒫𝑤
𝑚𝑎𝑥 (7.12) 
𝑝𝑤 −  𝑟𝑤
𝑑 ≥  𝒫𝑤
𝑚𝑖𝑛 (7.13) 
𝑟𝐸𝑉
𝑢 ≤  ℛ𝐸𝑉
𝑢  , −𝑟𝐸𝑉
𝑑 ≥  ℛ𝐸𝑉
𝑑  (7.14) 
𝑝𝐸𝑉 +  𝑟𝐸𝑉
𝑢   ≤  𝒫𝑏𝑎𝑡
𝑚𝑎𝑥 (7.15) 
𝑝𝐸𝑉 − 𝑟𝐸𝑉
𝑑 ≥  0 (7.16) 
𝑙 + 𝑟𝐿
𝑢 ≤  𝑙𝑚𝑎𝑥 (7.17) 
𝑙 −  𝑟𝐿
𝑑  ≥ 𝑙𝑚𝑖𝑛 (7.18) 
𝑟𝑡ℎ
𝑢 + 𝑟𝑔
𝑢 + 𝑟ℎ𝑦
𝑢 + 𝑟𝑤
𝑢 + 𝑟𝐸𝑉
𝑢 + 𝑟𝐿
𝑢 ≥ ℛ𝑟𝑒𝑞
𝑢  (7.19) 
−𝑟𝑡ℎ
𝑑 − 𝑟𝑔
𝑑 − 𝑟ℎ
𝑑 − 𝑟𝑤
𝑑 − 𝑟𝐸𝑉
𝑑 − 𝑟𝐿
𝑑 ≤ ℛ𝑟𝑒𝑞
𝑑  (7.20) 
 
Available capacity for reserve from an individual participating unit is subjected to uncertainty due 
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to uncertainty in realization of already scheduled power (energy). The uncertainty around the 
scheduled level for generation units, EVs, and loads is incorporated by considering confidence 
intervals (uncertainty intervals-see appendix B). These confidence intervals can be different in size 
incorporating the historical preciseness of related resources. For instance the uncertainty interval is 
expected to be smaller for thermal units in comparison to the wind farms or EV fleets (as there is 
less uncertainty is the operation of power plants). As a result, scheduled power level of generating 
unit, EVs, and loads in mentioned equations are assumed to be in an uncertain range. 
With regard to (7.19) and (7.20) it should be noted that upward regulation relates to deficit 
scenarios where system operator calls for an increase in power generation or decrease in demand. 
For downward regulation it is vice versa meaning that power system is in surplus condition and 
needs increase in demand or/and decrease in generation.  
Two points should be mentioned about the participation of EV in reserve market. First, in this 
formulation the reserve services are provided by EV aggregator. Second, the penetration level of 
EVs is considered to be high in the studied case. This is inspired by the western Danish power 
system which plans to have significant penetration level of plugin EVs to smooth high variations in 
generation side. This supports the assumption that EVs are quiet likely to be available at all times. 
On the other hand by assuming the EV-based reserve coming from an aggregator, the state of the 
charge of the battery is not a constraint because it is dealt as an internal allocation problem of 
aggregator (allocation among different EV fleets). Upward and downward regulation services can 
be also provided by reserve participating loads. These may be aggregators or large size consumers 
such as industrial complexes with relatively high demand. 
As mentioned before, the introduced reserve scheduling problem is solved before real time of 
operation and objective_1 only considers the availability compensation. The compensation for 
possible activation (energy) is settled after real time operation. 
 
7.5 Simulation results 
The simulation is presented into two parts. In the first part wind farms do not participate in the 
reserve market and the reserve providing units are thermal
24
, gas, hydro, EV aggregator and loads. 
                                                          
24
 This is a coal fired steam plant.  
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The second case assumes that wind power also participates in the reserve market. The costs of 
𝐶𝑂2 emission for different technologies are gathered from [30]-[32]. The emission impact of 
participation of EV aggregator in the reserve market is certainly affected by the generation 
resources that have contributed to charge the EVs. As the penetration of renewables increase, it is a 
rational assumption to consider that the higher share of stored energy comes from renewables. 
Renewable Integration Ratio (RIR) gives the electric energy provided by renewables over total 
produced electric energy (Around 35% in Denmark). Defining RIR, the environmental impact of 
renewables is modeled as follows: 
 
 
ℰℐ𝑟,𝐸𝑉
𝑢 =  (1 − 𝑅𝐼𝑅) ℰℐ𝑟,𝑎𝑣𝑒
𝑢                                                   (7.21) 
ℰℐ𝑟,𝐸𝑉
𝑑 = (1 − 𝑅𝐼𝑅) ℰℐ𝑟,𝑎𝑣𝑒
𝑑                                                   (7.22) 
 
 ℰℐ𝑟,𝑎𝑣𝑒
𝑢  and  ℰℐ𝑟,𝑎𝑣𝑒
𝑑    are upward/downward average environmental impact of other reserve 
provider units. This equation implies that in higher renewable penetration, the polluting impact of 
reserve provided by EV aggregator is alleviated. In other words, EVs have memory which makes 
them capable of storing the clean energy (in a power system which its dominant power production 
portfolio comes from fossil fuel based plants, the EV may not be a sustainable solution). In the 
second part of this section wind power is considered as a reserve service provider and the impact of 
different wind penetration levels being investigated. Reserve activation rate is considered to be 0.1 
which means that reserve services are called to action in 10% of the times that they are accepted in 
the reserve market. This coefficient makes the consideration of emission rate for reserve service 
providers more realistic. Reserve providers are paid for both upward and downward regulating 
services. This is true in most electricity markets, although downward reserve providers are paid 
relatively lower than upward reserve providers. It is assumed that this amount is fixed by the market 
operator and is the same for all reserve providers. 
 
7.5.1 Case-I: Without participation of wind farms in reserve service 
 
As mentioned earlier, in case-I wind farms are not considered to provide reserve, instead only 
thermal, gas, hydro, EV aggregator and loads are assumed to participate in the reserve market.  
Two system operating points is being investigated here (shown in appendix A). These operating 
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condition scenarios are the dominant operating points and thus chosen to be studied. For each 
operating points, two scenarios are compared; with (𝑆𝐶1) and without (𝑆𝐶2) considering 
environmental impact. In order to neglect the impact of environmental impact, the objective_2 is 
eliminated. Environmental impact of units and cost functions of reserve are given in the appendix. 
Table I depicts the reserve scheduling optimization outcome for two operating conditions. It can be 
observed that considering the environmental impact into the objective function modifies the reserve 
scheduling outcome in a way that; the share of polluting units in downward regulation reserve 
increases significantly. The share of units in upward regulation reserve is not significantly affected 
(although there is a tendency to a decrease in the share of polluting units and an increase in the 
share of renewables. More specifically it is observed that downward reserve provided by more 
polluting units is increased when taking the environmental impact into account. Likewise, when 
considering the environmental impact, downward reserve from hydro power is decreased 
(considering its zero environmental impact) and increased for polluting units. It can also be 
observed that the general trend is violated in a few specific conditions, the reason is that the 
decrease in the objective function due to consideration of environmental impact is not sufficient to 
overcome low price of a polluting function. The required upward and downward reserves are 
assumed to be 150 MW. 
 
Table I. Comparison of reserve share by different generation technologies 
Parameter 
(MW) 
Operating 
condition 1 
Operating        
condition 2 
SC1 SC2 SC1 SC2 
𝒓𝒕𝒉
𝒖  50 50 8 8 
𝒓𝒕𝒉
𝒅  30 30 30 50 
𝒓𝒈
𝒖 13.3 12.74 34 34 
𝒓𝒈
𝒅 12.73 14 30 34 
𝒓𝒉𝒚
𝒖  50 50 50 50 
𝒓𝒉𝒚
𝒅  71.26 30 30 0 
𝒓𝑬𝑽
𝒖  18.34 18.62 18 18 
𝒓𝑬𝑽
𝒅  24.52 21.53 30 45.11 
𝒓𝑳
𝒖 18.34 18.62 40 40 
𝒓𝑳
𝒅 0 30 30 39.99 
 
Fig. 7.2 and Fig. 7.3 show the upward and downward reserve services by EVs in different 
renewable integration ratios (RIR). As the integration ratio grows, the environmental cost of EV 
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decreases and it acts similar to a low emission reserve provider. Therefore EV aggregator is more 
likely to have a lower/higher share of downward/upward reserve. It can be perceived from 
mentioned figures that as the integration percentage of renewables grows, there will be significant 
decrease of downward reserve and gentle increase in upward reserve.  
 
 
Fig. 7.2. Upward/Downward reserve provided by EV aggregator (operation condition 1) 
 
 
 
Fig. 7.3. Upward/Downward reserve provided by EV aggregator (operation condition 2) 
 
It is important to discuss how considering uncertainty of the energy scheduling affects the 
scheduling of reserve. Robust optimization considers an interval of uncertainty around the 
scheduled point in a given power and a given unit. Considering the uncertainty set (interval), the 
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available capacity for both upward and downward reserve is reduced
25
 (Please see Fig. 7.4). Hence 
less expensive generators do not provide all their available capacity to reserve market and keep 
some for handling the uncertainty in energy realization. Therefore in a market framework with 
certain amounts for upward and downward reserve, this shortage is provided by more expensive 
units. This increases reserve procurement cost. This is the expense that system operator should pay 
for gaining more security against uncertainty (uncertainty in the realization of energy schedules). 
Fig. 7.5 compares reserve procurement cost with and without considering uncertainty in the 
problem formulation around the point of normal operation of the system (for instance 1.1 in x- axis 
means 10% higher than unit’s normal operating condition). Proposed optimization problem may 
experience infeasibility when the units are working close to their maximum capacity which 
physically means that there is no enough capacity to provided demanded reserve. This situation is 
deteriorated if uncertainty is considered. 
 
 
 
Fig. 7.4. Comparing the available capacity for up/down reserve with and without considering 
uncertainty 
 
                                                          
25
 The example in Fig. 7.4 shows that considering uncertainty decreased the capacity for offering upward reserve from 
30 MW to 25 MW. Similarly the capacity for offering downward reserve is decreased from 50 to 45 MW. 
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Fig. 7.5. Impact of considering uncertainty on reserve procurement cost  
   
Robust optimization option in YALMIP is used in this study. As mentioned before, YALMIP is a 
MATLAB-based optimization package. The ordinary and uncertain variables are defined in the 
YALMIP environment. Upward and downward reserve costs are considered to be a certain 
coefficients from the generation costs. Typical generation costs for different technologies are taken 
from MATPOWER introduced in previous chapters. 
 
7.5.2 Case-II: With participation of wind farms in reserve service 
Renewable energy especially wind and solar power are integrated rapidly to power systems at 
tremendous pace, driven mainly by the pressure to reduce carbon emission and dependence on 
fossil fuels. Large scale wind energy integration demands that wind energy should be manageable 
and controllable much similar to conventional generation. On the other hand progressive 
displacement of conventional generation due to wind generation is already being experienced in 
various power systems and is seen inevitable with large scale wind energy integration. This also 
means that with increased wind energy penetration, ancillary services support like reserve services 
that are currently offered by conventional generation should also be adequately provided by wind 
generation in a reliable way. Therefore in this section wind turbines especially wind farms 
connected at transmission system voltage level are considered to participate in reserve market.  
Operational model of the western Danish power system has been selected as the test system. Power 
system data for the western Danish power system is provided by Danish TSO, Energinet.dk. Since 
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the test system considered here is the western Danish power system, three major operational wind 
farms (type-3 wind turbine based Horns Rev-A, type-4 wind turbine based Horns Rev-B and 
recently commissioned type-4 based Anholt) are assumed to participate in the reserve market. As 
mentioned before, two scenarios, scenario 1 (𝑆𝐶1) and scenario 2 (𝑆𝐶2) are considered here. 
Environmental impact of reserve scheduling is considered in 𝑆𝐶1, however 𝑆𝐶2 does not account for 
environmental impact of reserves. During the study under investigation, optimal reserve scheduling 
is evaluated over exhaustive range of operating conditions with wide range of generation 
technology combinations. Fig. 7.6 shows the objective function representing total cost of reserve 
procurement for 𝑆𝐶1 and 𝑆𝐶2 with various generation scenarios of thermal and wind power. Both 
thermal and wind generation is varied from 0 to 75% of total generation and their flexibility of 
participation in reserve service varies accordingly. Environmental impact on reserve procurement 
cost can be observed by comparing surfaces of 𝑆𝐶1 and 𝑆𝐶2. It can be observed that in both 
scenarios, the overall reserve procurement cost varies from highest value with least share of wind 
generation to least with highest share of wind generation.  
The proportion of upward reserve contributed from thermal units also increases till certain point 
beyond which any additional increase of thermal generation does not minimize the overall reserve 
procurement cost. Furthermore, the impact of environmental consideration can be observed by 
comparison of SC1 and SC2 surfaces.  
For all operating conditions with wind generation, the reserve procurement cost for SC1 is lower 
than that for SC2. The reason should be perceived in the second parenthesis in the objective function 
which indicates the environmental impact. This parenthesis has negative values in all conditions as 
the environmental impacts of the technologies are all negative (except wind and hydro which have 
zero environmental impact and thus not mentioned there). This can be observed in Fig. 7.6.  
Reserve procurement cost has its highest value when the share of thermal and wind generation is 
minimum. The reason is that these conditions, major share of reserve is provided by load and other 
generation sources like gas turbines and EVs.  
Fig. 7.7 shows upward reserve scheduling from thermal units under various generation shares of 
thermal and wind power. As expected the share of upward reserve from thermal units decreases 
with the increase in wind energy generation. With no wind generation, the upward thermal reserve 
share increases as thermal generation share grows. This continues till a saturation point beyond 
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which major share of upward reserve is provided by thermal generation and any further increase in 
upward reserve share from thermal generation does not further reduce the reserve cost under given 
operation condition as can be seen in Fig. 7.7. For 𝑆𝐶1 , upward reserve share from thermal units 
decreases at more steep rate compared to 𝑆𝐶2. This is due to the fact that in 𝑆𝐶1, both environmental 
impact and less reserve cost from wind turbines attract wind power to participate in upward 
regulation.  
Fig. 7.8 shows the objective function representing total cost of reserve procurement for 𝑆𝐶1 and 𝑆𝐶2 
considering various generation scenarios of thermal and hydro. Both thermal and hydro generation 
is varied from 0 to 75% of total generation. It can be observed that under all operating conditions, 
the total reserve procurement cost for 𝑆𝐶1 is lower than that of 𝑆𝐶2. It should be noticed that by 
considering environmental impact, upward regulation from thermal units is discouraged while 
downward regulation is encouraged. This figure also shows that procurement cost is least for 
adequate combination of thermal and hydro. The reason is that for adequate generation mix, 
downward regulation is offered by thermal generating units and in contrast upward regulation is 
offered by hydro units. Downward regulation by thermal units reduces the reserve procurement cost 
in two ways; first, environmental impact and second, relatively less cost incurred to accommodate 
downward regulation as compared to hydro. 
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Fig. 7.6. Reserve procurement cost for 𝑆𝐶1 and 𝑆𝐶2 for different generation mix of thermal and 
wind power 
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Fig. 7.7. Thermal upward reserve scheduling for 𝑆𝐶1 and 𝑆𝐶2 for different generation mix of 
thermal and wind power 
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Fig. 7.8. Reserve procurement cost for 𝑆𝐶1and 𝑆𝐶2 for different generation mix of thermal and 
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7.6 Summary 
The main contributions and findings of this study are:  
1-  A mathematical framework is proposed to decouple upward and downward regulation 
reserve in a market framework with exogenous reserve requirement regulations.  
2- It is shown that consideration of environmental impact of reserve resources can modify the 
reserve scheduling outcome. 
3- Simulations corroborate that considering the environmental impact of reserve resources 
causes up- regulating reserve to be provided by renewables and less polluting generation 
units while down-regulating reserve to be provided by most polluting resources. 
4- A robust optimization framework is presented to incorporate the uncertainty of ex-stage 
energy scheduling. Intermittency in renewable resources is incorporated with larger 
confidence intervals.  
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Chapter’s Appendix: 
A. Operation points 
 Thermal 
Unit 
(MW) 
Gas 
Unit 
(MW) 
Hydro 
unit 
(MW) 
EV 
aggregator 
(MW) 
Reserve 
Participating 
Load 
(MW) 
OC.1  220 60 190 60 100 
OC.2  170 100 220 30 100 
 
 
B. Uncertainty intervals 
 
Uncertainty interval  
percentage 
Interval in OC.1(MW) Interval in OC. 2(MW) 
Thermal Unit 5% [209,231] [161.5,178.5] 
Gas Unit 5% [57,63] [95,105] 
Hydro Unit 5% [180.5,168] [209,231] 
EV aggregator 20% [48,72] [24,36] 
Load 10% [90,110] [90,110] 
 
C. Environmental impact (cost) of different reserve providing sources (Money Unit/MWh)[30]-
[31]:  (Renewable Integration Ratio= 35%) 
 
Coal-fired 
Thermal Unit 
Gas Unit EV aggregator Load 
Environmental impact 21.7 15 (1-RIR)*22.5 (1-RIR)*22.5 
 
 
D. Reserve cost functions(Money Unit/MWh)  
 Upward reserve Downward reserve 
Thermal Unit 𝐶𝑢𝑝(P)=.08533𝑃
2 + 22𝑃 𝐶𝑑𝑛(P)=.00775𝑃
2 + 2𝑃 
Gas Unit 𝐶𝑢𝑝(P)=.28271𝑃
2 + 60𝑃 𝐶𝑑𝑛(P)=.02325 𝑃
2 + 6𝑃 
Hydro Unit 𝐶𝑢𝑝(P)=.07509𝑃
2 + 17.6𝑃 𝐶𝑑𝑛(P)=.00682 𝑃
2 + 1.6𝑃 
Electric Vehicle  𝐶𝑢𝑝(P)=.29864𝑃
2 + 77𝑃 𝐶𝑑𝑛(P)=.27149 𝑃
2 + 7𝑃 
Load 𝐶𝑢𝑝(P)=.29864𝑃
2 + 77𝑃 𝐶𝑑𝑛(P)=.27149 𝑃
2 + 7𝑃 
Wind 𝐶𝑢𝑝(P)= P 𝐶𝑑𝑛(P)= P 
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Chapter 8 
Conclusion Remarks and Future Work 
 
Energy authorities in many parts of the world have come to this conclusion that using renewable 
sources is the most sustainable way of producing electricity [1]. Wind power is the most rapidly 
developed among renewable energy resources. Beside many advantages, wind is an intermittent 
source of energy and is not precisely predictable. Thus power systems with significant wind power 
penetration should enhance their flexibility levels to be able to contain generation-consumption 
balance. Load-generation imbalance distorts system’s frequency and can cause partial or total 
outages. Balancing the consumption and production of electricity can be addressed in different time 
frames. For instance the regulations in power industry which encourage investment on generation 
and transmission expansions enhance power system flexibility in long term. In other words, the 
conventional regulations in power systems with traditionally robust central power plants should be 
revised to be adapted to the power production sources which are to a high extent unpredictable.  
Balancing generation-demand in power system operation is another crucial subject that is closely 
looked into in power system studies. The time frame for flexibility here are from milliseconds to 
some hours. In this time frame, power system flexibility tools are the technologies and operational 
procedures that can enhance system frequency close to real time. For instance activation of demand 
response or using storage units to tackle the fast variability of generation side.  
Research on the following categories can address enhanced power system flexibility:  
- Revising market mechanisms and regulations to enhance long-term flexibility. 
- Increase demand responsiveness to activate demand’s potential for more efficient system 
interaction. 
- Smoothing wind power variations, for instance by coordinated operation of storage units. 
- Using storage unit’s for balancing purposes. 
- Using cross-border interconnections to benefit flexibility sources of neighboring grids. 
The added flexibility level should be provided in economic ways, otherwise power system operation 
costs will be significantly elevated. In this thesis we focus on the economic aspects of integrating 
wind power into power system. The topics in this dissertation cover the general scope of optimal 
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operation of power systems with significant wind power penetration from a techno-economic 
perspective. 
 
8.1 Conclusions 
In chapter 1 the research topic and project milestones are introduced. Chapter 2 introduces Danish 
power system considering its high penetration of wind power. The historical development of 
electricity market is reviewed by conducting a data survey. The main contributions of the PhD 
thesis are given in chapters 3 to 7 as below. 
 
Chapter 3: Excessive price reduction and extreme volatility are introduced as two emerging 
problems in electricity markets with significant wind penetration. A comparative study has been 
conducted under uniform and pay-as-bid pricing mechanisms to investigate the bidding behavior of 
generation companies under different pricing schemes.  
 
Chapter 4: Optimal cooperative operation of a wind-storage facility for mitigating wind imbalance 
and participation in regulation service is studied. Battery units are considered to be operating 
coordinated with a wind farm. Two different functions of storage units are investigated. Primarily it 
is assumed that the SU’s sole responsibility is to mitigate wind power imbalances. The second 
function gives the possibility to SU to participate in balancing market in addition to mitigating wind 
power imbalances. The optimal interaction of storage units are compared in both scenarios.  
 
Chapter 5: The price difference between peak and off-peak hours is not incentivizing enough to 
encourage consumers to shift their loads from peak to off-peak periods. A price based approach is 
proposed by which Demand Response Aggregator (DRA) can increase demand responsiveness and 
shift the load from peak to off-peak hours. This is done by increasing the difference between peak 
and off-peak hours. The result is a new sets of electricity price by which demand is more efficiently 
shifted to off-peak periods. This will reduce power system stress conditions and enhance power 
system reliability. Then the impact of proposed idea is investigated for peak reduction in a 
distribution feeder with high EV penetration. To this end, an optimal EV scheduling procedure is 
presented and the impact of new price sets on feeder loading is investigated. The results show that 
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proposed price incentives can shift electric vehicle charging to mid-night periods when the power 
system is lightly loaded. 
 
Chapter 6: Different types of reserves namely upward/downward primary, secondary, and tertiary 
services are decoupled by a mathematical framework. This provides the share of conventional 
power plants for reserve provision within the control area itself and also from cross border 
interconnections. Results explain the behavior of reserve procurement cost under different 
scenarios. The role of interconnections for reserve provision is investigated. Western Danish power 
system is studied.  
 
Chapter 7: In this chapter a model is proposed for successive energy and reserve scheduling in an 
electricity market with exogenous reserve regulations (where primary, secondary and  tertiary 
reserve values are pre-defined). The environmental impact of different reserve providing 
technologies is taken into account in the model. Wind power and EV are also considered as reserve 
providers in the proposed model. Results show how the environmental impact of reserve providers 
modifies the share of different generation technologies in upward and downward reserves. 
 
8.2 Future work 
Some other interesting and relevant topics are identified during the process of research work. These 
topics that can be considered for future research are as follows: 
1) A power system with high wind power penetration needs significant sources for ancillary 
services to meet the variability of wind power. Technical possibility of providing ancillary 
services from wind farms is an interesting topic to be addressed. Different wind turbine 
technologies can be investigated for providing ancillary services from wind technology.   
2) Development of sophisticated models for demand’s price sensivity is an important research 
topic. Many studies in power system literature make simplifications about demand 
responsiveness which make the results of the studies too optimistic. Also the effects of tax 
issues on the costumers’ energy cost need to be researched.   
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3) Statistical correlation among electricity price, demand and wind power production in Nordic 
intra-day balancing market (Elbas) needs to be investigated. Revised market structure and 
mechanism needs to be developed to activate the balancing potential of this market.  
4) The battery unit can be modelled in more detail. For instance depreciation can be taken into 
account to increase the life time of the battery.  
5) The proposed operational and control strategies should be further validated in larger sized 
power systems. The tools for implementing the proposed techniques such as communication 
infrastructures should be also modelled. A Real Time Digital Simulator (RTDS) should be 
used to verify the functionality of proposed algorithms.   
6) Electric Vehicle will consist a considerable percentage of electric load in the coming decade. 
EVs have high potentials to provide balancing services in power systems with high wind 
power penetration. This is mainly due to higher wind power production in night time when 
EVs are more likely to be available for charging. Coordinated operation of EVs for 
balancing services is an important research question which will be addressed in future 
research works. 
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